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Abstract 
Improving Our Understanding of Atmospheric Aerosols and Their Climate Effects: 
Implications for Satellite Retrievals and GCM Simulations 
Jing Li 
 
    This dissertation is a collection of studies focusing on improving our understanding of 
atmospheric aerosols using both observational data and model simulations. EOF analysis 
of Aerosol Index (AI) product from Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer (TOMS) and 
Ozone Monitoring Instrument (OMI) reveals global distribution of absorbing aerosols, 
with major sources lying in Sahara deserts, the Sahel region, South America and South 
Africa. Analysis of aerosol Single Scattering Albedo (SSA) data from AErosol RObotic 
NETwork (AERONET) further indicate trends in SSA over a number of globally 
distributed stations, which might be associated with changes in aerosol composition and 
thus their optical properties. More importantly, the changes in SSA alter the radiative 
forcing of aerosols. They may also potentially impact satellite retrievals of aerosol 
properties as generally a constant SSA is assumed in the retrieval algorithms. In order to 
assess satellite retrieved aerosol optical properties, collocated pixel level Aerosol Optical 
Depth (AOD) and Ångström Exponent (AE) data from MODerate resolution Imaging 
Spectroradiometer (MODIS) are compared with AERONET measurements over 10 
stations representing typical aerosol regimes. The results show that while MODIS AOD 
well agrees with AERONET in both the magnitude and seasonal variability for all 
stations, comparatively large discrepancies are found in the AE, especially for over land. 
Further investigation reveals that the dependence of the AE on AOD for MODIS data are 
quite different from AERONET data, which suggest problems in the aerosol models used 
in MODIS retrieval. MODIS ocean data are generally reliable. Focusing on ocean data, a 
strong correlation between the AE and ENSO index has been found, and the roles of 
relevant physical mechanisms are discussed. While the exact cause of the correlation is 
still unclear, the results indicate aerosol properties can be influenced by major climate 
modes such as ENSO. The sensitivity of aerosol Direct Radiative Forcing (DRF) to 
perturbations of major aerosol parameters are tested using the GISS GCM. Among the 
three perturbed parameters, AOD, SSA and asymmetry parameter g, DRF appears to be 
most sensitive to SSA. Moreover, changing aerosol dry sizes result in larger fluctuation 
in DRF than the previous three parameters. Based on the sensitivity studies, an optimal 
fitting technique based on AERONET data is developed to better constrain aerosol dry 
size parameterization in the GCM. Model results for AOD and SSA are also improved by 
adjusting the size and applying “uncertainty parameters”. The fitting results indicate an 
overall underestimate in GCM aerosol loading. In particular, aerosol absorption has been 
underestimated by approximately a factor of 2. The low bias might be attributed to 
insufficient aerosol mass loading, lack of internal mixing of black carbon with other 
species, etc. After incorporating the optimized sizes and uncertainty parameters into the 
GCM, estimated global mean DRF is significantly larger than the original aerosol field. 
Regionally the changes in DRF are more diverse due to the relative fraction of absorbing 
and non-absorbing aerosols. The method still has limitations. Further improvements are 
required including examining the fine/coarse aerosol fraction, better identifying the 
absorbing species, and using advanced observations with global coverage.  
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
 
1.1 Atmospheric Aerosols and Their Climate Effects 
 
    Over the past decade, we have been hearing about how rising levels of greenhouse 
gases will lead to global warming. Now a new and far more complex component in 
climate change has been identified – atmospheric aerosols, which play significant roles in 
shaping conditions at the surface and lower atmosphere. Aerosols are airborne particles 
made up of liquids and/or solids ranging in size from a few nanometers to a few hundred 
micrometers in diameter. They exhibit a wide range of compositions and shapes that 
depend on their origins and subsequent atmospheric processing.  
    A large fraction of aerosols is of natural origin. They may be created by wind blowing 
over dusty regions, evaporation of sea spray, wildfire smoke and biological emissions 
such as spores and pollen. Volcanoes may also inject large amounts of gases and particles 
into the atmosphere. The sulfur-containing gases go through a series of chemical 
processes and are converted to so-called “secondary aerosols”. Human activities also add 
aerosols to the atmosphere, especially since the beginning of the Industrial Revolution. 
For example, fossil fuel combustion releases great amounts of sulfate and nitrate aerosols, 
agriculture burning produces black carbon and organic carbon aerosols, and overgrazing 
and deforestation intensify desertification and increase dust particles. Although only 
about 10% to 20% of global atmospheric aerosol mass is anthropogenic, it is concentrated 
in the immediate vicinity, and downwind of sources (e.g., Textor et al., 2006). In some 
parts of the world, the local environment and climate has been seriously perturbed by 
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anthropogenic aerosols (e.g., Ramanathan and Carmichael, 2008). 
    Most aerosols are emitted near surface and concentrate within the boundary layer and 
lower troposphere. However, wildfires and volcanoes can inject smoke and sulfate 
aerosols into higher levels, even into the stratosphere, which increases their impact 
spatially and climatically. The average lifetime of aerosols in the troposphere is a week or 
less. They are removed primarily through cloud processing and wet deposition in 
precipitation, depending on the proximity of aerosols to clouds. They can also be 
removed by dry deposition processes: gravitational settling tends to eliminate larger 
particles, impaction typically favors intermediate-sized particles, and coagulation is one 
way smaller particles can aggregate with larger ones (Chin et al., 2009). Due to their 
highly variable height distribution and short lifetime, the spatial and temporal 
distributions of aerosols are quite heterogeneous. This, together with their immense 
diversity in size, composition and origin, complicate the study of aerosol impacts on 
climate. 
    Aerosols influence the climate through interacting with solar and terrestrial radiation, 
and their climate effects are generally divided into direct effect, indirect effect and semi-
direct effect of absorbing aerosols. The direct effect involves the scattering and 
absorption of solar and thermal radiation by aerosol themselves. The scattering effect 
contributes to the planetary albedo, or, in other words, increases the amount the sunlight 
reflected back to space. This produces a cooling effect to the climate system. In addition, 
some aerosol species absorb significantly, such as black carbon, dust and some organic 
carbon. Aerosol absorption tends to lower the albedo, and thus has a warming effect.  As 
a result, the net direct effect of aerosols depends on the relative fraction of scattering and 
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absorbing aerosols. While the majority of aerosols only perturb shortwave radiation, large 
dust particles also affect the longwave spectrum. 
    The indirect effect of aerosols refers to their influence on cloud formation and cloud 
lifetime by acting as cloud condensation nuclei or CCN. In order to form cloud droplets, 
supersaturated air requires the presence of CCNs, around which water can accumulate. 
The change in the number of CCN, as well as their hygroscopic properties, will modify 
the physical and radiative properties of clouds, altering cloud brightness (Twomey, 1977) 
and the likelihood and intensity with which a cloud will precipitate (e.g., Gunn and 
Phillips, 1957; Liou and Ou, 1989; Albrecht, 1989). Increasing the number of CCNs will 
spread the cloud’s liquid water over more, smaller droplets. For example, a study by 
Bréon et al. (2002) has shown that cloud particles tend to be largest over remote oceans 
and smallest over polluted land areas. The primary indirect effects of aerosols include an 
increase in cloud brightness and possibly an increase in cloud lifetime, which also 
contributes to planetary albedo and cools the climate.  
    Finally, a special emphasis is given to the absorbing species. These aerosols absorb 
solar radiation, heat the surrounding atmosphere and are thought to reduce cloud fraction 
by evaporating water droplets and suppressing convection. 
    Figure 1.1 shows a schematic overview of aerosol climate effects. 
 
1.2 The Need for Accurately Estimating Aerosol Climate Effects 
 
    The climate effects of aerosols are generally quantified by aerosol Radiative Forcing 
(RF), defined as the net energy flux (downwelling minus upwelling) difference between 
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an initial and a perturbed aerosol loading state, at a specific level of the atmosphere 
(usually the top and the surface). A negative RF implies a cooling effect whereas a 
positive forcing suggests a warming effect. Pure scattering aerosols, such as sulfates and 
sea-salts, exert negative forcings of similar magnitude both at surface and top of 
atmosphere (TOA). While the absorbing species, mainly black carbon, dust and some 
organic carbon aerosols, result in positive forcing at TOA and negative forcing at surface 
and the surface heating could far exceed TOA cooling in magnitude (Satheesh and 
Ramanathan, 2000). On global average, the sum of aerosol direct and indirect RF is 
almost certainly negative and is thought to offset a fraction of the warming caused by 
anthropogenic greenhouse gases. However, unlike greenhouse gas forcing, aerosol RF is 
spatially and temporally non-uniform due to their heterogeneous distribution. Moreover, 
aerosols mainly act in the shortwave range while greenhouse gases mostly influence the 
longwave part.  
    The aerosol RF is estimated primarily using numerical models that simulate the 
emissions of aerosol particles and gaseous precursors and the aerosol and cloud processes 
in the atmosphere. Calculations using the Goddard Institute for Space Studies (GISS) 
ModelE aerosol climatology indicate a total direct aerosol forcing (initial state is aerosol-
free atmosphere) at TOA of -3.5 W m-2. The shortwave component is approximately -3.9 
W m-2. The longwave component, mainly due to absorption by large dust particles, is 
positive and an order of magnitude smaller (~0.4 W m-2). Model estimates of the 
anthropogenic direct forcing (initial state is pre-industrial aerosol field) is approximately 
-0.24 W m-2. The direct RF of anthropogenic aerosols at TOA cited by the 
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change Fourth Assessment Report (IPCC AR4, 
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2007) vary within -0.50 ± 0.40 W m-2, with the variance almost as large as the mean.  
With respect to the indirect effect at TOA, even greater variation exists among model 
results, ranging from -0.22 to -1.85 W m-2 with a central value of -0.7 W m-2. Figure 1.2 
shows the estimates of global and annual mean forcing by different atmospheric agents 
together with their uncertainties.  Compared with greenhouse gases, the uncertainties in 
aerosol forcing are apparently larger.  
    Furthermore, in addition to the climate impact of aerosols, it is also very important for 
climate models to accurately address aerosol RF. In IPCC AR4, over 20 models reported 
the change of surface temperature due to forcing by anthropogenic greenhouse gases and 
aerosols. Despite a wide range of climate sensitivity (i.e. the amount of surface 
temperature increase due to a change in radiative forcing, such as an increase of CO2) 
exhibited among the models, they all yield a global average temperature change very 
similar to that observed over the past century. However, the aerosol parameterizations 
used in these models are very different. As a result, the agreement on surface temperature 
appears to be a consequence of the use of very different aerosol forcing values, which 
compensate for the range of climate sensitivity (Chin et al., 2009). For example, the 
direct effect of sulfate aerosols varies from -0.16 to -0.96 W m-2 among the models. Even 
greater disparities exist in their treatment of black carbon and organic carbon aerosols. In 
addition, some models ignore aerosol indirect effects whereas others include large 
indirect effects. Therefore, without a firm estimate of aerosol forcing in climate models, it 
is not guaranteed that they will produce accurate future forecasts.  
     In order to improve our knowledge of aerosol RF, we need improved techniques to 
monitor aerosols from both space and surface, and more sophisticated aerosol models and 
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climate models with improved parameterization. In the following two sections, current 
remote sensing techniques and the GISS climate model are described. This thesis uses 
available observations to investigate the spatial and temporal variability of aerosols, to 
examine problems in certain data sets, and to use high quality measurements to improve 
model results.  
    Before moving on to the next section, it is necessary to introduce several key 
parameters used in the study of aerosol RF. Aerosol Optical Depth (AOD) is an optical 
representation of aerosol loading. It is a measure of the amount of incident light either 
scattered or absorbed by airborne particles and is the integral of the product of particle 
number concentration and particle extinction cross-section along a vertical path through 
the atmosphere. AOD is usually the primary variable concerned in remote sensing 
retrievals and aerosol models, and is typically referenced at the reference wavelength of 
550 nm. 
    Aerosol Single Scattering Albedo (SSA) is also a main aerosol property required to 
evaluate their climate effects. It is defined as the ratio of scattering efficiency to total 
extinction efficiency (scattering + absorption). SSA values range from 0 for totally 
absorbing particles to 1 for purely scattering ones. In nature, it is mostly between 0.75 
and 1.  
    Another quantity, the asymmetry parameter (g), is a measure of the preferred scattering 
direction (forward or backward) for the light encountering the aerosol particles. The 
values range from -1 for entirely back-scattering particles, to 0 for isotropic scattering, 
and to +1 for entirely forward scattering.  
    The above three variables are directly associated with the perturbation of aerosols on 
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radiation. The Ångström Exponent (AE) is used to parameterize the relationship between 
aerosol size and the dependence of AOD on wavelength. In addition to aerosol size 
information, it also provides insights into the accuracy of retrievals and model 
simulations, which is further discussed in subsequent chapters. 
 
1.3 Overview of the Observational Data Used in This Study 
     
    Satellite and ground observations play essential roles in studying aerosol RF by 
providing data with sufficient accuracy for validating and effectively constraining model 
simulations. Over the past few decades, great efforts have been made to improve aerosol 
observations, including developing new and enhanced satellite sensors, improving 
retrieval algorithms and establishing ground-based aerosol monitoring networks. In this 
thesis, absorbing Aerosol Index (AI) product from Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer 
(TOMS) and Ozone Monitoring Instrument (OMI), AOD and AE products from 
MODerate resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) and the Multi-angle Imaging 
SpectroRadiometer (MISR), and AOD, AE and SSA data from AErosol RObotic 
NETwork (AERONET) have been used. 
    The TOMS instrument, operating between 1978 and 2003, was originally intended for 
ozone monitoring. Its UV channels are sensitive to aerosol absorption with little surface 
interference, making it suitable for observing biomass burning smoke and dust. The OMI 
continued the TOMS measurements after 2005. The AI product from both sensors is a 
qualitative measure of the amount of absorbing aerosols. Despite its limited sensitivity to 
boundary layer aerosols (Herman et al., 1997) and assumptions of aerosol height 
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distribution used in the retrieval algorithm (Torres et al., 1998), the AI data set provides 
multi-decadal aerosol climatology that significantly improves our understanding of 
spatial distributions and long-term variability of UV absorbing aerosols (e.g., Torres et 
al., 2002; Mishchenko and Geogdzhayev, 2007; Li et al., 2009). 
    MODIS and MISR are both new and enhanced instruments launched in 2000 onboard 
Terra (later in 2002 another MODIS was launched onboard Aqua). They measure angular 
dependence of radiance at multi-wavelengths ranging from UV to infrared. As they are 
able to provide spectral optical depth, aerosol size information can also be inferred. 
MISR has a wider range of viewing angles that help to better resolve surface reflectance. 
The AOD retrieval accuracy is approximately 0.05 or 20% of AOD (Remer et al., 2005; 
Kahn et al., 2005) and is higher over water than over land. 
    AERONET is a federated ground-based remote sensing network of well-calibrated sun 
photometers. It now includes more than 500 sites around the world, covering all major 
tropospheric aerosol regimes (Holben et al., 1998; 2001). Figure 1.3 shows the global 
distribution of AERONET stations. AERONET sun photometers measure clear-sky 
spectral AOD (normally at 340, 380, 440, 500, 675, 870 and 1020 nm) with an accuracy 
of ±0.02 at wavelengths <440 nm and ±0.01 at wavelengths ≥440 nm (Eck et al., 1999). 
In addition, a number of other useful properties including SSA and g can be retrieved 
using the inversion algorithm (Dubovik et al., 2000; Dubovik and King, 2000; Dubovik et 
al., 2002). The accuracy of SSA retrieval is ±0.03 when AOD>0.2 (Dubovik et al., 2000). 
Because of consistent calibration, cloud screening, and retrieval methods, uniformly 
acquired and processed data are available from all stations, some of which have operated 
for over 10 years. These data provide a high  quality ground-based aerosol climatology 
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and are suitable for long-term trend analysis over regions such as North America and 
Europe.  
    AERONET data have been widely used to validate satellite retrievals (e.g., Remer et 
al., 2005; Kahn et al., 2005; Levy et al., 2007). In Figure 1.4, the annual mean MODIS 
and MISR Level 3 AODs are compared with AERONET AOD averaged on 1°×1° grids. 
AERONET AOD has been interpreted at 550 nm using the Ångström relationship to be 
consistent with satellite data. All data are averaged over their entire record. It is seen that 
the spatial patterns of MODIS and MISR AOD agree with AERONET (1.4a, 1.4b and 
1.4c). The correlation between seasonal cycles of satellite data and that of AERONET are 
also reasonably high, with a global average of approximately 0.7 (1.4d, 1.4e). The AE, or 
spectral AOD, as mentioned above, could potentially reveal more information, and the 
comparison between the AEs among the data sets is indeed very different (Figure 1.5). 
Both MODIS and AERONET AE are calculated using the 470/660 nm wavelength pair 
over land and the 550/860 nm pair over ocean, while MISR AE is defined as the negative 
slope of a linear regression of ln(AOD) against ln(λ) using four channels (440, 550, 670  
and 865 nm), where λ is the wavelength at which AOD is reported. Despite differences in 
wavelength, the global mean AEs show large disparity and the correlation between the 
AE seasonal cycles are also poor. In addition, Liu et al. (2008) indicated essentially no 
correlation between MODIS and MISR land AEs using collocated pixels and the ocean 
data are also poorly correlated. This discrepancy could be due to various assumptions and 
different cloud-screening techniques required for satellite retrievals, and is further 
investigated and discussed in Chapter 3. In short, there are still large uncertainties in 
current satellite measurements of aerosol properties which must be resolved before using 
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them to validate and constrain model simulations. 
    Although AERONET measurements are of the highest quality to date, they are limited 
by poor (low) global coverage. Therefore, accurate monitoring of aerosols on a global 
scale still requires improving current satellite remote sensing techniques, as well as 
extending the surface network. 
 
1.4 Overview of the GISS ModelE Aerosol Climatology 
 
    This thesis uses the offline radiative transfer model involving aerosols of the GISS 
ModelE, which is the latest version of the GISS General Circulation Model (GCM). A 
detailed description of various components of the GCM can be found in Schmidt et al. 
(2006). Model vertical resolution is 20 layers and the horizontal resolution is 4°×5°. Six 
tropospheric aerosol species are simulated in the model, including sulfate, nitrate, black 
carbon, organic carbon, dust and sea-salt. The 3-D mass fields (mass loading per unit 
area) of the aerosols are produced by a chemical transport model coupled to the GCM 
(Koch, 2001; Koch et al., 2006, 2007). Dust climatology is generated by a coupled dust 
model (Miller et al., 2006). 
    In the offline radiation model, the dry size for each aerosol species are specified and 
the corresponding Mie extinction and scattering coefficients are calculated from their 
refractive indices. The aerosol mass densities are then converted to their optical 
properties, through the relationship by Lacis and Mishchenko (1995) 
                                                                                                                       (1.1) 
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where τ is aerosol optical depth at 550 nm, M is aerosol mass density for a certain 
species, is the specific density of the aerosol, is the extinction efficiency factor at a 
certain wavelength and if the effective radius (cross section weighted radius over the 
size distribution [Hansen and Travis, 1974]). For the four hygroscopic aerosol species 
(sulfate, nitrate, organic carbon and sea-salt), their change in size and refractive index as 
a function of relative humidity is parameterized using parametric formulas derived by 
Tang and Munkelwitz (1991,1994). The scattering optical depth is calculated by 
substituting  for the scattering efficiency factor ( ) in equation 1.1. The overall 
optical properties (AOD, SSA and g) of all aerosols are determined assuming the aerosol 
components are externally mixed.  
    After specifying aerosol optical properties, the upward and downward fluxes of each 
layer are calculated together with all other radiatively significant atmospheric 
constituents. The radiation scheme includes explicit multiple scattering calculations for 
solar radiation and explicit integrations over both the solar and thermal spectral ranges. 
Detailed descriptions of the treatments of surface albedo, gas absorption, and cloud 
scattering and absorption can be found in Hansen et al. (1983) and Schmidt et al. (2006). 
The aerosol RF is defined as the difference between the fluxes of two states, usually with 
and without aerosols, at a certain level of the atmosphere. This study focuses only on the 
direct forcing of tropospheric aerosols. 
    This thesis mainly involves the parameterization of aerosol optical properties in the 
GISS radiation model. The aerosol mass fields have been validated using surface 
measurements (e.g., Bauer et al., 2007, 2010). Questions in the chemical transport part of 
the aerosols are beyond the scope of this research. 
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    Several previous studies have evaluated the GISS ModelE aerosol climatology using 
satellite and ground observations. For example, Liu et al. (2006) compared GCM AOD, 
AE and SSA from the 1990 emission fields with multiple satellite data sets and 
AERONET. They conclude that the GCM AOD spatial and seasonal variability 
qualitatively agree with observations, but the overall magnitude is biased low. GCM AE 
is also underestimated, especially over land, suggesting that the aerosol sizes may be too 
large. Since Liu et al. (2006), the emission fields have been updated (Koch et al., 2006, 
2007; Bauer et al., 2007) and a brief comparison between the new aerosol climatology 
and MODIS, MISR and AERONET data is presented here (Figure 1.6, 1.7 and 1.8).  
    Figure 1.6(a, b) and 1.7(a, b) indicate that updated GCM AOD and AE spatial 
distribution also reasonably agree with observations, but global and annual mean AOD is 
still biased low, except for the Sahara desert region. An even lower overall bias is found 
in the AE. In general, the seasonal correlation between GCM AOD and AERONET is 
high (Figure 1.8a). However, the AE seasonal variability largely disagrees with 
AERONET. Some Asian regions even have negative correlation, suggesting that the 
GCM AE seasonal cycle is completely out of phase (Figure 1.8b). The above results are 
consistent with Liu et al. (2006). A further step is made by comparing GCM aerosol SSA 
with AERONET to examine aerosol absorption (Figure 1.9). The results show that the 
GCM clearly does not have enough absorption, especially over the mid-to-high latitudes, 
and the seasonal variability of SSA also needs improvement. These issues are further 
addressed in Chapters 7 and 8, where techniques are developed to improve model results. 
 




    This thesis is a collection of empirical and modeling studies focused on the spatial and 
temporal variability of tropospheric aerosols and using available data to constrain model 
parameters and improve simulation results. 
    Chapters 2 to 6 are analysis and comparisons of observational data sets.  
    Chapter 21 investigates the temporal and spatial variability of absorbing aerosols using 
TOMS and OMI AI data. As the TOMS instrument has been successively placed onboard 
several different satellites, first the consistency of the entire AI record is examined. 
Rotated EOF analysis is used to identify global sources of absorbing aerosols. Strong 
burning events are also extracted from this analysis. With respect to long-term variability, 
except for an increase in AI from 1982 to 1985, no statistically significant trend is found. 
    Due to the qualitative nature of the AI product, in Chapter 3 the global and regional 
trends of absorbing aerosols are further examined using AERONET SSA retrievals. 
Statistically significant (above 95% confidence level) trends have been found at a number 
of worldwide locations from 1998 to 2009. Some spatially coherent structures are also 
observed, e.g., an overall SSA decrease over North America and an increase over Europe 
and East Asia. The spectral flatness of the trends indicates black carbon as the absorbing 
species that drives the trends. The climate consequences of SSA changes, as well as their 
influence on satellite retrievals, are discussed. 
    In Chapter 4, a detailed comparison between collocated MODIS and AERONET AOD 
and AE data is conducted, as an example to evaluate satellite retrievals. Results show that 
                                                
1 Chapter 2 has appeared as “ A study on the temporal and spatial variability of absorbing aerosols using 
Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer and Ozone Monitoring Instrument Aerosol Index data” in J. Geophys. 
Res., 114, D09213 (2009), doi:10.1029/2008JD011278 (co-authored with B. E. Carlson and A. A. Lacis). It 
is reproduced in this dissertation with permission of the publisher. 
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in general, MODIS data over the oceans are reliable, while data over land seem 
problematic. Possible sources of uncertainty are discussed. The results suggest that 
caution should be taken when using satellite retrievals over land. 
    Chapter 5 involves studies of aerosol variability with ENSO, focusing on satellite 
ocean data. A strong correlation between aerosol AE from three corroborating satellite 
data sets and the Multivariate ENSO Index is demonstrated and mechanisms that might 
be responsible for the correlation are discussed. 
Chapter 6 to 8 focus on the GISS GCM aerosol climatology. 
    First of all, it is interesting to see how sensitive aerosol RF is to optical parameters 
such as AOD and SSA. In Chapter 6, the results of a series of sensitivity experiments are 
presented.  These experiments are performed by perturbing key parameters including 
AOD, SSA, AE and the asymmetry parameter. The results indicate that aerosol direct RF 
is indeed very sensitive to these parameters. Therefore, it is necessary to effectively 
constrain them in climate models in order to accurately estimate aerosol climate effects. 
    As mentioned in section 1.4, both previous study and current comparison show that 
GCM AOD and AE are underestimated, especially the AE. GCM also underestimates 
aerosol absorption compared with AERONET. In Chapter 72, an optimal fitting technique 
is developed using AERONET spectral AOD data, by adjusting aerosol sizes and 
correcting model bias. Model results have been greatly improved after the fitting. This 
scheme also produces optimal sizes for each aerosol species and estimates the combined 
error from other parameterization variables, including aerosol mass density, Mie 
                                                
2 Chapter 7 has appeared as “An optimal fitting approach to improve the GISS ModelE aerosol 
optical property parameterization using AERONET data” in J. Geophys. Res., 115, D16211 (2010), 
doi:10.1029/2010JD013909 (co-authored with L. Liu, A. A. Lacis and B. E. Carlson). It is reproduced in 
this dissertation with permission of the publisher. 
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coefficients and relative humidity. 
    Chapter 8 extends the fitting technique to include spectral SSA data, in order to 
simultaneously improve GCM aerosol absorption. The fitted parameters are interpolated 
from the AERONET stations to global coverage and incorporated into the GCM. Finally, 
an ”optimized” aerosol climatology is generated and updated aerosol direct RF is 
calculated. 












Figure 1.1 Schematic diagram of aerosol radiative effects. (Source: IPCC AR4, modified 






 Figure 1.2. Principle components of the radiative forcing of climate change and their 







                               














Figure 1.4. Comparison between MODIS, MISR and AERONET annual mean AOD (a, 
b, c), and the seasonal correlation between MODIS, MISR AOD and that of AERONET 
(d, e). The numbers in the upper right corner indicate global area-weighted mean value. 










Figure 1.5. Comparison between MODIS, MISR and AERONET annual mean AE (a, b, 
c), and the seasonal correlation between MODIS, MISR and AERONET AE (d, e). The 
numbers in the upper right corner indicate global area-weighted mean value. The 
discrepancy between MODIS and MISR AE and AERONET is significantly larger than 









Figure 1.6. Comparison between MODIS, MISR, AERONET and GISS GCM annual 
mean AOD. The GCM AOD qualitatively agrees with observational data. However, there 









Figure 1.7. Comparison between MODIS, MISR, AERONET and GISS GCM annual 
mean AE. While the global distribution agrees between model and data, the GCM 











Figure 1.8. Correlation coefficients between the seasonal cycles of GCM AOD, AE and 
those of AERONET. For most locations, the seasonal variability of GCM AOD agrees 
with AERONET resulting in a global correlation, while the correlation between seasonal 
cycles of AE is highly variable with location resulting in a low global correlation. This 














Figure 1.9. Comparison between GCM and AERONET annual mean SSA at 675 nm (a, 
b), and the seasonal correlation between the model and observation (c). Results show that 
the GCM SSA is significantly lower than AERONET, which may be associated with 
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Chapter 2 A Study on the Temporal and Spatial Variability of Absorbing Aerosols 
using Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer and Ozone Monitoring Instrument 




    Aerosols have been identified as the largest source of uncertainty in anthropogenic 
forcing of global climate change [Charlson et al., 1992; Hansen et al., 1997], because of 
the counteracting effects of absorbing and nonabsorbing aerosols and because of their 
indirect effects on clouds. Absorbing aerosols affect the climate directly by altering 
radiation balance in the atmosphere [Tegen et al., 1997; Haywood and Boucher, 2000; 
Harrison et al., 2001; Sokolik et al., 2001] and indirectly by affecting cloud nucleation 
and optical properties [Levin et al., 1996; Wurzler et al., 2000]. They also have the 
semidirect effect by heating the layer of the atmosphere and thus reducing cloud fraction 
[Hansen et al., 1997]. Therefore it is necessary and important to investigate the global 
distribution and temporal variation of absorbing aerosols in the study of climate change. 
Two satellite instruments, Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer (TOMS) and its heritage, 
Ozone Monitoring Instrument (OMI) both measure absorbing aerosols at UV 
wavelengths and their Aerosol Index (AI) product is well suited for this purpose. Version 
8 AI is defined as 
                 AI = −100[log10 (I331 / I360 )meas − log10 (I331 / I360 )calc ]                            (2.1)           
where Imeas  is the measured backscattered radiance at a given wavelength and Icalc  is the 
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backscattered radiance calculated at that wavelength for a pure Rayleigh atmosphere. 
Thus by this definition, AI is positive for UV absorbing aerosols, near zero for clouds and 
negative for scattering aerosols. However, because of ocean color variations and 
topographic features unresolved by the coarse resolution of the terrain database, negative 
AI values are largely contaminated by noise (O. Torres, personal communication, 2007). 
Therefore the current AI product only includes positive AI and is only useful for studying 
UV absorbing aerosols in a qualitative fashion. Quantitative products such as aerosol 
optical depth are also available for TOMS [Torres et al., 2002] and OMI [Torres et al., 
2007]. 
    Among all types of UVabsorbing aerosols, dust is the main contributor to the AI 
signal. Previously, several studies used the AI data set to identify dust sources. For 
example, Prospero et al. [2002], after specifying an AI threshold value of 1.0 for 
Northern Africa, concluded that the largest and most persistent sources are located in the 
Northern Hemisphere, mainly in a broad ‘‘dust belt’’ that extends from the west coast of 
North Africa, over the Middle East, Central and South Asia, to China. Israelevich et al. 
[2002] inferred from long time average AI that Northern Africa is the most stable dust 
source in summer and that dust is transported eastward and northward along the 
Mediterranean basin. Washington et al. [2003] also used Nimbus 7 TOMS AI to identify 
dust-storm source areas. Their results revealed that in addition to Sahara, the Middle East, 
Taklimakan, South Asia, Central Australia, the Ethosha and Mkgadikgadi of Southern 
Africa, the Salar de Uyuni in Bolivia, and the Great Basin in the United States are also 
important dust-storm sources. 
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    In addition to dust, black carbon and some UV absorbing organic carbon aerosols also 
produce significant AI signals, especially with high concentration or altitude. Habib et al. 
[2006] found that TOMS AI bore a relation to anthropogenic aerosol emission strength in 
all regions of India except those with a strong mineral dust loading. Badarinath et al. 
[2007] also concluded that TOMS-OMI AI has good correlation in spatial patterns with 
fires. Ji and Stocker [2002] used Empirical Orthogonal Function (EOF) and Singular 
Spectrum Analysis (SSA) on TOMS data to study the global distribution and seasonal 
variation of fires. All of these studies suggest that biomass burning, which releases great 
amounts of black carbon and organic carbon into the atmosphere, contributes 
significantly to AI signals. Moreover, the AI is also sensitive to volcanic ash in the 
aftermath of volcanic eruptions [Seftor et al., 1997]. However, none of the above studies 
focuses on or includes trend analysis of the AI record. Since Massie et al. [2004] 
observed an increase in Asian aerosols using TOMS Aerosol Optical Depth (AOD) data 
associated with weakly absorbing aerosols and Mishchenko et al. [2007a, 2007b] found 
temporal variations in the global mean Advanced Very High-Resolution Radiometer 
(AVHRR) aerosol optical depth, namely an increasing trend until 1991 and a decreasing 
trend thereafter, an additional motivation for this study is to examine the temporal 
variability, presence or absence of temporal trends, in UV absorbing aerosols over both 
land and ocean. It should be noted that while AVHRR is an ocean – only data set, the 
TOMS and OMI AI have observations over both land and ocean. 
    In terms of time series analysis, one potential problem with the AI record is that the 
TOMS instrument has been successively placed on board several different satellites, first 
Nimbus 7 (N7), then Meteor 3 and Earth Probe (EP), and finally replaced with OMI on 
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board Aura since 2005. Considering the disagreement between different aerosol products 
from satellite and ground observation found in previous intercomparison studies 
[Mishchenko et al., 2007a, 2007b; Liu et al., 2006], it is important to first examine the 
consistency of the whole AI record. No such studies on this purpose have been made 
previously. Therefore in this paper we first compared the mean annual cycle of N7 
TOMS AI, EP TOMS AI and OMI AI. Because EP TOMS suffered from an instrumental 
degradation in 2000, we selected a 3 year period from 1997 to 1999 instead of the whole 
record. Meteor 3 TOMS AI is excluded from this study because of the unavailability of 
version 8 data. The reason to compare the mean annual cycle is that the three data sets 
have no overlap in time, making direct comparison impossible because of interannual 
variability in aerosol loading. 
Moreover, in order to link the temporal and spatial patterns in a large, 
multidimensional data set, the EOF method appears to be a useful tool, by separating the 
set into its constituent empirical orthogonal functions, or EOFs [Peixoto and Oort, 1992]. 
For example, Washington et al. [2003] used Varimax rotated EOF analysis of the annual 
TOMS AI anomalies for Sahara and identified Bodélé as the leading EOF, once the first 
unrotated EOF related to Saharan-wide dust had been removed. Camp et al. [2003] 
applied EOF analysis to detrended, deseasonalized TOMS ozone data to study total ozone 
variability in the tropics. In this particular study, we also use Varimax rotated EOF 
analysis on N7 TOMS, EP TOMS and OMI AI data over the spatial domain from 45ºS to 
45ºN and 180ºW to 180ºE. It will be shown that this technique successfully isolates dust 




2.2 Data Sources 
 
    The TOMS AI data used in this study is version 8 N7 monthly mean and EP TOMS 
daily mean data sets, which are available from NASA GSFC FTP site 
(ftp://jwocky.gsfc.nasa.gov/pub/version8/aerosol). The data period for N7 TOMS is from 
January 1980 to December 1992 and January 1997 to December 1999 for EP TOMS, 
both with a 1.25 º× 1.0 º spatial resolution. Moreover, according to Prospero et al. [2002] 
and OMTO3 readme file (2008), only the AI values larger than +1 should be used for 
aerosol studies. Thus we set a threshold of +1 the two AI data sets. However, we also 
made test studies with smaller thresholds, and the results will be discussed in later 
sections. The EOF analysis of N7 AI data is mainly based on the monthly mean data. 
However, because EP TOMS AI has a much shorter record, we created a five-day mean 
data set from the daily data for EOF analysis. 
    The OMI AI data is version OMTO3 daily data, also available from NASA GSFC FTP 
site (ftp://jwocky.gsfc.nasa.gov/pub/omi/data/aerosol). The data period is from January 
2005 to December 2007 and the spatial resolution is 1.0 º×1.0 º. Similar to Earth Probe 
TOMS, we also take five day mean from the daily data for the EOF analysis. The data 
has already been processed by the OMI team, with only AI values greater than +1 left. 
 
2.3 Methodology: Empirical Orthogonal Function analysis 
 
    The object of EOF analysis is to decompose the data matrix into a set of independent, 
orthogonal eigenvectors, with the first eigenvector explaining the most of the variance, 
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the second eigenvector explaining the most of the remaining variance, and so on.  
Assuming X is the data matrix of M×N, where N is the number of locations (288×180 for 
TOMS and 360×180 for OMI) and M is the number of observations at each location. 
Then the EOFs are found by determining the eigenvectors of the covariance matrix C, 
which is 
                                                       C = 1M XX
T                                                             (2.2) 
C is an N×N real, semidefinite matrix, and can therefore be written as 
                                                      C = EΛET                                                                 (2.3) 
where Λ  is a diagonal matrix shoes elements are the N eigenvalues of C and E is an 
orthogonal matrix whose columns are the N orthogonal eigenvectors, i.e. EOFs. Each 
EOF has a corresponding time series, the so-called Principal Components (PCs), and the 
two satisfy 
                                                   X = PE                                                                        (2.4) 
where P is a M×N matrix whose columns are the N PCs. 
Combining (2.2), (2.3) and (2.4), we can see that 
                                                  Λ =
1
M P
TP                                                                  (2.5) 
Since Λ  is diagonal, the PCs are mutually orthogonal and the eigenvalues equal to their 
variances. 
    However, the orthogonal constrain on EOFs sometimes causes the spatial structure of 
EOFs to have significant amplitudes all over the spectral domain and as a result, localized 
EOF structure cannot be obtained. In this case, it is usually necessary to apply rotated 
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EOF analysis to relax the spatial orthogonal constrain, which means one seeks a m×m 
rotation matrix Q to construct the rotated EOFs  U according to 
                                                  U EQ=                                                                         (2.6) 
here 1 2[ , ,... ]mE E E E=  is the matrix of the leading m EOFs. In orthogonal rotations Q is 
chosen to be orthogonal. 
                                                TQQ I=                                                                          (2.7) 
Varimax criterion is the most popular orthogonal rotation scheme because of the 
following criterion [Kaiser, 1958].  










p p= = =
⎛ ⎞⎡ ⎤⎛ ⎞⎜ ⎟⎢ ⎥− ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎢ ⎥⎝ ⎠⎣ ⎦⎝ ⎠
∑ ∑ ∑                                        (2.8) 
Where ( )ijU u= and m is the number of EOFs chosen for rotation (m = 24 in this 
study). In this criterion, the simplicity of the complete factor matrix is defined as the 
maximization of the sum of the simplicities of the individual factors. 
EOF analysis is not only able to isolate spatial and temporal structures of the data set, 
but can also be used to detect discontinuity or errors in the data.  
 
2.4 Results and Discussion 
2.4.1 Time Series of the Two Data Sets 
 
In the study of the temporal variability of UV absorbing aerosols, we would like to 
examine if any trend exists in global as well as regional absorbing aerosol loading. The 
global mean time series for the three data sets are plotted together in Figure 2.1, with land 
and ocean separated. However, unlike the continuous trend obtained from AVHRR 
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aerosol optical depth, there is an increase in AI from 1982 to1985 and essentially no trend 
afterwards. A similar pattern is found in West Sahara, Sahel, North Atlantic and Australia 
but no trend is seen in other major absorbing aerosol source regions (figure not shown). 
The trend pattern for the West Sahara and Sahel agrees with the Barbados dust record 
[Prospero, 1999; Chiapello et al., 2005] and the results of the study by Anuforom et al. 
[2007]. At present, trend analysis using the AI data is complicated by a number of 
factors. While AVHRR optical depths are independent of aerosol type and height and 
depend solely on the aerosol concentration the AI data depend on aerosol type (strength 
and spectral dependence of aerosol UV absorption) and height of the aerosol layer 
(strength of the spectrally dependent molecular Rayleigh scattering contribution). An 
additional complication is the nature of and persistence of the aerosol. The lack of a clear 
long-term trend in AI data is probably because most of its signal comes from short-term 
events such as wind blown dust or biomass burning, and the sources are mostly natural 
such as the Sahara desert, and there is hardly any trend in these individual events. This is 
probably also why no ENSO pattern shows in the time series because the events are too 
short to be strongly influenced by ENSO. While for AVHRR, sea salt, sulfate and nitrate 
aerosols contribute a large portion to its optical depth measurement, and these are 
persistent signals and many of them are anthropogenic. Nevertheless, because of the 
problems in the Meteor 3 TOMS and EP TOMS AI, absorbing aerosol trend information 
for the periods 1992 to 1996 and 2000 to 2004 is not available, making it impossible to 
perform a more direct comparison with the AVHRR optical depth trend at this time. The 
lack of an obvious trend in the AI data does not mean that there is not a trend in one of 
the types of UV absorbing aerosol, because the AI data involves the interaction among all 
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absorbing aerosols in the atmosphere, is sensitive to aerosol height and the results of our 
analysis are sensitive to the value of the AI threshold used in the analysis. It is possible 
that trends exist for certain types of absorbing aerosols. For example, Massie et al. [2004] 
discovered an increasing trend in India and China aerosols mostly associated with weakly 
absorbing sulfate aerosols from TOMS AOD data. Habib et al. [2006] also found an 
increase in black carbon and inorganic matter emissions over India from 1981 to 1999. 
Therefore more accurate Figure 2.1. Time series of N7 TOMS AI, EP TOMS AI, and 
OMI AI combined. The solid line indicates trend fitted to the data from 1980 to 1985 and 
no trend shows afterward. Trend analysis on absorbing aerosols requires the combination 
of other measurements, such as ground observation. 
 
2.4.2 Mean Annual Cycle Comparison 
 
    The mean annual cycle of the three data sets is compared both globally and regionally. 
First of all, EOF analysis is carried out on the original monthly mean N7 TOMS AI, five-
day mean EP TOMS AI and five-day mean OMI AI data sets. In this way, the first EOF, 
together with its PC, show the mean status (Figure 2.2). It is clearly seen that the three 
EOFs are identical, with major feature of the main dust belt extending from West Sahara 
to Central Asia. Australian dust, dust transport off West African coast and dust combined 
with biomass burning over Sahel and South Africa can also be identified. The three PCs 
over the three-year period are plotted on Figure 2.2 (bottom). For N7 TOMS the time 
period is from 1987 to 1989, for EP TOMS it is from 1997 to 1999 and for OMI it is from 
2005 to 2007. The three PCs also agree well in terms of the three-year annual cycle, 
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which indicate that the mean status of N7 TOMS, EP TOMS and OMI data sets are 
consistent globally. 
    Furthermore, in order to make localized comparisons, we selected 12 key geographic 
locations according to the results of EOF analysis in the next section (Figure 2.3). These 
regions represent the major absorbing aerosol regimes, e.g., dust from Sahara, Persian 
Gulf and off the west coast of Africa; dust in Taklimakan; dust in Australia; biomass 
burning of South Africa and South America and biomass burning combined with 
southward dust flow in Sahel. The mean annual cycles are obtained by averaging the AI 
data over each month or each five-day period for these areas. From this comparison it is 
found that the EP TOMS and OMI mean annual cycles agree well with the N7 TOMS 
mean annual cycle, i.e., the variation is found to be within ± the standard deviation of the 
N7 TOMS AI cycle (Figure 2.4). 
    The global and regional comparisons between mean annual cycles of the three data sets 
clearly indicate that the three AI data sets are consistent. Although the three data sets are 
supposed to be the same product with the same algorithm, considering they are different 
instruments, or on different satellites, and previous disagreement between MODIS 
TERRA and MODIS AQUA [Mishchenko et al., 2007a, 2007b], this result is meaningful 
for future studies on UV absorbing aerosols. 
 
2.4.3 Rotated Empirical Orthogonal Function Analysis 
 
    In this section, we present results from Varimax rotated EOF analysis of detrended and 
deseasonalized TOMS and OMI AI data sets to further examine the temporal and spatial 
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variability of absorbing aerosols. Varimax rotated EOF analysis is effective in isolating 
local patterns but might not be able to identify global modes [Dommenget and Latif, 
2001]. Because most of the UV absorbing aerosols arise from local sources, this method 
appears to be suitable. 
    Unlike the results of EOF analyses of other climatic variables e.g., clouds, precipitation 
where the dominant mode of interannual variability is linked to ENSO, the AI EOF 
patterns clearly show major dust and biomass burning sources and strong individual 
events. The PCs are largely related to the AI time variation of the source region. Unlike 
most EOF analysis studies, the leading EOFs of N7 TOMS AI data account for only a 
small portion of the total variance explained, and even less for EP TOMS and OMI AI 
data. Here we present the first 24 Rotated EOFs (REOFs) for the three data sets. 
Although the total variances explained by them are 69.6%, 55.4% and 52.5%, 
respectively (Figure 2.5), their spatial patterns have essentially included most of the 
information. The difference between the shape of the curves between the monthly mean 
data set and the two five-day mean data sets is mostly likely caused by the short record of 
EP TOMS and OMI AI. 
    Major dust sources in North Africa are shown individually in the first few REOFs, for 
both data sets (Figure 2.6). The dust sources can be identified as (1) Western Sahara, 
covering east of Mauritania coast and Mali; (2) Central Bodélé depression in Chad; (3) 
the Libyan Desert; (4) Northwest Africa, covering North Algeria; and (5) the Nubian 
desert, covering Sudan and South Egypt. These dust sources are in excellent agreement 
with Washington et al. [2003] and Engelstaedter et al. [2006]. The only disagreement is 
that both of these studies identify the Bodélé depression as the most important source, but 
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in our study, Western Sahara appears as the dominant REOF. Considering that we use a 
more comprehensive data set than previous studies, this suggests that Western Sahara is 
the dominant dust source over the globe. For OMI data, the order of the OMI REOFs 
corresponding to the five source regions differs from that in the TOMS data. While the 
mean annual cycles agree, they have different time variability around the mean because 
of temporal changes in dust events. In addition to the five major North African dust 
sources, other weaker dust sources can also be identified, such as Taklimakan desert and 
Australian dust (Figure 2.7). The Australian pattern is absent in the EP TOMS REOFs. 
We note however, that the information for this region is spread over several REOFs, 
instead of being isolated in a single REOF as the N7 TOMS and OMI results, probably 
because this signal is not strong or persistent enough compared with that in the other two 
data sets. 
    Moreover, biomass burning in South Africa and biomass burning combined with dust 
transport over the Sahel are also clearly indicated in two separate REOFs, for both data 
sets (Figure 2.7). The Sahel region shown in the N7 TOMS data set is further north 
compared with the other two, because the Sahel is separated into two REOFs for this data 
set, with the seventh REOF showing the southern part of this region (figure not shown). 
The cause of this phenomenon might be mainly caused by the different time periods of 
the data sets. 
    As mentioned in section 2.2, we specified an AI threshold of +1 for the TOMS data 
set. This successfully reduces noise over the ocean and cloud contamination but may also 
eliminate some of the aerosol signal. For example, biomass burning in South America 
produces a comparatively weaker AI signal (AI values less than +1 in winter). Testing the 
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sensitivity of our results to the value of the AI threshold we find that a coherent feature 
associated with biomass burning is isolated in the twenty first REOF for an AI threshold 
of 0.3. The importance of this source increases when no threshold is used. It is isolated in 
the seventh REOF with no AI threshold. Moreover its PC agrees very well with the time 
series for this region (Figure 2.8). For the OMI data set, since all of the AI values are 
greater than one, this feature (EOF) is missing. This raises questions of how best to 
analyze the AI data and whether or not it is appropriate to simply set an AI threshold 
considering the complicated AI dependence in aerosol type and height distribution. 
    Rotated EOF analysis is also able to identify strong, individual events. For example, 
the second N7 TOMS REOF and its PC show the famous Kuwait oil fire in 1991. The PC 
corresponds well with the time series of the Kuwait region, with a strong peak in 1991 
(Figure 2.9, left). It is also worth noting that the Persian Gulf region is also a dust source, 
so this region appears in the ninth EOF of OMI data when there were no strong fires. The 
seventh REOF and its PC of the OMI AI data set correspond to a strong smoke plume 
triggered by brush fires in Australia and traveled over the South Oceans in December 
2006 (Figure 2.9, right) [Torres et al., 2007]. The small peak in the PC series in 
December 2005 is very likely an artifact of the EOF analysis, as no significant feature is 
observed in the AI map during that period. 
    Our REOFs also provide information on the transport of dust from source regions. For 
example, the eighth OMI REOF, plotted in Figure 2.10 (top) is suggestive of transport 
from the source shown in the second OMI REOF (Figure 2.6). Supporting this 
interpretation is the correlation between PC 8 and PC 2 which is found to be higher at lag 
-15 (Figure 2.10, bottom). Moreover, this result agrees with the trajectories of the dust 
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transport indicated by Engelstaedter et al. [2006]. Similar patterns are also seen in the N7 





    Motivated by the disagreements between various satellite aerosol products and the 
recently revealed aerosol trend, we carried out this study to examine the consistency of 
the TOMS and OMI AI records and to investigate the spatial and temporal variability of 
UV absorbing aerosols. In contrast to the continuous trend in AVHRR aerosol optical 
thickness data, except for an increase in AI from 1982 to 1985, there is no long-term 
trend in the AI record. The most important conclusion is that monthly mean EP TOMS 
AI and OMI AI annual cycles agree very well with monthly mean N7 TOMS AI both 
globally and regionally, indicating that the AI product is a consistent absorbing aerosol 
record. This result provides a basis for combined studies using both TOMS and OMI data 
in the future. Moreover, Varimax rotated EOF analysis of the two data sets reveals useful 
spatial and temporal information identifying source regions and dust trajectories as well 
as providing quantitative information on the relative strengths of the sources. Strong, 
individual events, such the Kuwait oil fire and a strong Australia smoke plume, are 
captured in individual, high order, REOFs. Furthermore, dust transport over the North 
Atlantic Ocean is also separated in an individual EOF in the OMI data set. 
The results of our EOF analysis of AI data show that this technique is useful to 
objectively identify aerosol sources, study aerosol transport trajectories and isolated 
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aerosol events. It also supports regional comparison studies by objectively confirming the 
relevant spatial domain. Nonetheless, our results indicate that because of the qualitative 
nature of the AI product and its dependence on aerosol type and height further 
investigation using correlative measurements is required to completely address temporal 
































Figure 2.1. Time series of N7 TOMS AI, EP TOMS AI, and OMI AI combined. The 







Figure 2.2. The first EOF of the three data sets and their PCs over the three-year period 
(1987–1989 for N7 TOMS, 1997–1999 for EP TOMS, and 2005–2007 for OMI). The 


















Figure 2.4. Mean annual cycle of N7 TOMS, EP TOMS, and OMI monthly mean data 
over the 12 selected regions. (black) N 7 TOMS; (blue) EP TOMS; (red) OMI; (black 
dashed) ±standard deviation of N7 monthly mean TOMS AI. The mean annual cycles of 
EP TOMS and OMI AI generally vary within the ±standard deviation of N7 AI data, 









































Figure 2.5. Percentage of variance explained by the first 24 REOFs of the three data sets. 
The curve for N7 TOMS data resembles that of most other EOF analysis, with the 
dominant EOF explaining much greater variance, whereas for EP TOMS and OMI data, 








Figure 2.6. Major dust sources in North Africa: West Sahara, Central Bodélé depression, 
Libyan desert, Northwest Africa, and Nubian Desert are shown in the REOFs of N7 
TOMS, EP TOMS, and OMI AI data. The number on the right corner indicates the order 
of the EOF. The result supports previous works but indicates West Sahara as the most 






Figure 2.7. REOFs of N7 TOMS, EP TOMS, and OMI show Taklimakan, Australia, 
South Africa, and Sahel. The Australia pattern is distributed in several REOFs in the EP 
TOMS AI data set instead of being isolated in a single one. Similarly, the southern part of 
the Sahel region appears in another REOF for the N7 TOMS data set. Therefore the 







Figure 2.8. After including AI < 1, the seventh REOF of N7 TOMS data shows biomass 
burning over South America. The correlation coefficient between PC 7 and the time 

















Figure 2.9. (left) The second REOF of N7 TOMS AI data shows the great Kuwait oil fire 
in June 1991. The PC again has high correlation with the time series of the Persian Gulf 
region (R = 0.874) with a strong peak in 1991. (right) The seventh REOF of the OMI AI 










Figure 2.10. Dust transport over North Atlantic Ocean appears in the eighth REOF of 
OMI AI data. The bottom is the cross correlation between PC 8 and PC 2; the two dotted 
lines indicate the 95% confidence interval and that the two series are uncorrelated. It can 
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Chapter 3 AERONET Measurements Reveal that Aerosol Single Scattering Albedo 
has Changed over the Past Decade 
     
    It is the aerosol single scattering albedo (SSA) that determines whether changes in 
atmospheric aerosol loading will induce a heating or cooling effect on global climate. 
Since the aerosol SSA depends directly on aerosol composition, and more specifically on 
the amount of strongly absorbing black carbon, accurate knowledge of the aerosol 
composition is needed to determine the sign of aerosol radiative forcing. 
Current satellite measurements lack the capability that is needed to measure aerosol 
composition, so there is no ability to tell from satellite data whether aerosol SSA remains 
constant (as it is assumed in satellite retrieval algorithms), or if the aerosol SSA is in fact 
changing. Obviously, a changing SSA would bias the inference of any trends in global or 
regional aerosol distribution as defined from satellite retrievals.  
It has been suggested by Ramanathan et al. (2007) that the atmospheric ‘brown’ clouds 
that contain black carbon have contributed to the warming trend over Asia. Ramana et al. 
(2010) have noted that a large black carbon-to-sulfate ratio strongly contributes to climate 
warming. To help resolve the role of aerosols in the current global warming trend, it is 
necessary to know the temporal variation of aerosol SSA. Novakov et al. (2003) 
estimated the SSA trend of fossil fuel aerosols globally from 1950 to 2000. However, this 
estimation is based on a series of assumptions and does not include contributions of 
biomass burning, which is another important source of black carbon that impacts SSA, 
especially over developing countries.  
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Typically, accurate information on aerosol composition is provided by field campaign 
measurements. But these are isolated points in both time and space. Currently, our best 
available information on aerosol SSA comes from the network of ground-based aerosol 
measurements using sun photometry (Holben et al., 1998). The Aerosol Robotic Network 
(AERONET), started mostly after 1998, provides SSA data (Dubovik and King, 2000) at 
four wavelengths (441, 675, 870 and 1020 nm) for over 600 stations globally, which 
appears to be suitable for performing regional scale SSA trend analysis. 
The key factor that permits compositional inference of the principal aerosol radiative 
effects on climate is the spectral dependence of the single scattering albedo (SSA). 
Recent studies have shown that it is primarily the fraction of black carbon, organic 
matter, and mineral dust in atmospheric aerosols that determines the wavelength 
dependence of absorption, and thus the spectral signature of the single scattering albedo 
(Russell et al., 2010). Furthermore, Bergstrom et al. (2007) showed that SSA spectra 
measured in different geographic locations varied in ways that could only be ascribed to 
different regional aerosol compositions.  
The characteristic spectral dependence of aerosol absorption measured by AERONET 
at several representative locations is shown in Figure 3.1. Inverted SSA-wavelength 
dependence is only found over dust-dominated regions. SSA spectral signatures with the 
more typical linearly decreasing wavelength dependence are associated with black carbon 
absorption, with the slope of the SSA spectral signature modulated by the amount and the 
size of the non-absorbing aerosol. 
Figure 3.2 shows the spatial distribution of the 870 nm SSA trends, including also their 
magnitudes and confidence levels. The majority of SSA trends are significant above 95% 
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confidence level. Some geographic characteristics can be identified based on the spectral 
SSA dependences shown in Figure 3.1. Decreases in SSA are seen mostly over North 
America, South America, the Pacific islands and the southern part of Africa, while SSA 
increases are found to occur mainly over Europe, East Asia and India.  
The decrease in SSA can be attributed to temporal changes in the fraction of black 
carbon, consistent with Novakov et al. (2003), who suggest from their study that the 
trends for America, Europe and Asia continued after 2000. The East Asia trend is also 
consistent with Kudo et al. (2010), and might be the result of reduced black carbon 
emission (Streets and Aunan., 2005; Ohara et al., 2007).  
While the well-documented European ‘dimming’  (Norris and Wild, 2007) is generally 
attributed to decreases in aerosol optical depth, the upward SSA trend could also play an 
important role in reducing aerosol surface forcing. And this trend might be related to the 
reduced black carbon emissions from Europe (Streets et al., 2006; Gong et al., 2010). 
Since sulfates are decreasing during the same time period, the combined effect on SSA 
could be more complicated requiring further investigation. 
The changes in SSA lead to changes in the climate effect of aerosols. It is indicated that 
for SSA<0.95, aerosol net forcing can change from negative to largely positive depending 
on aerosol height, surface albedo and cloud conditions (Ramanathan et al., 2001). Over 
the three decreasing regions: North America, South America and Pacific, the annual 
mean SSA interpolated at 550 nm decreased from 0.92, 0.98 and 0.97 in 1998 to 0.84, 
0.84 and 0.80 in 2010, respectively. In particular, over Mauna Loa, where it is typically 
considered to represent the global background aerosol level, annual mean SSA decreased 
from 0.97 in 1998 to 0.91 in 2010. The SSA decreases all cross the critical value of 0.95, 
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suggesting that the aerosol impact on global climate may have shifted from cooling to 
heating.  
For this study, we have used the monthly mean level 1.5 and level 2.0 AERONET 
inversion products from 150 stations that have more than 48 months of level 1.5 data 
from 1998 to 2010 to investigate the inter-annual variability of SSA. Among them 32 
also have more than 4 years of level 2.0 data available.  We calculate linear trends at 
three confidence levels: 90%, 95% and 99% for the selected stations at all wavelengths.  
In Figure 3.3, we average SSA data from all stations over the specified geographic 
areas to examine their regional trends. Over North America, South America and Pacific 
Islands, SSA decreases at 0.0051, 0.0071 and 0.013 yr-1, respectively, significantly larger 
than the increases over Europe and East Asia. This results in a net decreasing trend in 
globally averaged SSA of 0.0025 yr-1. The trends for regionally averaged SSA, as well as 
for the absorption optical depth (ABS) at 550 nm are summarized in Table 3.1. The ABS 
trends are consistent with SSA trends, i.e., an increasing ABS corresponds to a 
decreasing SSA, while the total optical depth mostly shows neutral trends. For most 
regions, the SSA trends are spectrally flat, with the SSA decreasing with wavelength, 
pointing to black carbon as the dominant absorbing aerosol species (Bergstrom et al., 
2007).  
Viewed in the context of the rather large diversity of black carbon modeling results 
from AeroCom model intercomparison (Koch et al., 2009), these results underscore the 
importance of accurate determination of the secular trend in black carbon aerosols.    
There is a critical value of the SSA above which aerosols produce a negative forcing 
(cooling), and below which there is positive forcing (warming). Several climate modeling 
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studies have investigated the SSA cross-over value. Haywood and Boucher (2000) 
showed that the critical value of SSA is a function of the surface reflectance, being 
approximately 0.85 for a surface reflectance of 0.3. Hansen et al. (1997) reported SSA 
critical values in the range 0.86-0.91, where the higher SSA value corresponds to those 
cases when all of the model feedback mechanisms are included, in particular the effect of 
absorbing aerosols on clouds, which is referred to as the semi-direct aerosol effect. 
Hansen et al. (1997) concluded that aerosols with single scattering albedos up to ω=0.9 
would lead to global warming, and that the anthropogenic aerosol feedback on the global 
mean surface temperature is likely to be positive.  
Partially absorbing aerosols (i.e., ω ≠1) could exert a locally negative forcing over 
regions with low surface reflectance and a positive forcing over regions of high surface 
reflectance (Chylek and Wong, 1995). The boundary between the negative and positive 
solar forcing regimes is shown to be a function of the SSA and surface reflectance for 
aerosols with differing backscattered fractions if clouds are excluded from the 
calculations. Similar results are found if partially absorbing aerosols reside above clouds 
that have a high albedo (Haywood and Boucher, 2000).  
It is not only the sign, but the magnitude of the local radiative forcing, that is also a 
function of the surface reflectance. ‘White’ aerosols, such as sulfates, have SSA close to 
unity and produce a cooling effect. On the other hand, ‘black’ aerosols, mainly black 
carbon, have significantly lower SSA and cause warming. Thus the net forcing depends 
on the relative amount of the two types of aerosols and their interactions, i.e. the actual 
spectral color of the aerosols.  
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Another important consequence of trends in SSA is the impact on satellite retrievals of 
changing aerosol properties. Disagreements between the long-term trends of aerosol 
optical depth (AOD) retrieved from different sensors (AVHRR, MODIS, MISR, 
SeaWiFS, etc.) still persist, due to various uncertainties (Li et al., 2009). In most retrieval 
algorithms, aerosol SSA is assumed constant over time. As a result, systematic changes in 
the SSA over time might produce spurious tendencies in the retrieved AOD (Mishchenko 
et al., 2007a).   
We use the GISS ModelE and a 2-D radiative transfer model to test the radiative 
effects of SSA variability over ocean. In the 2-D model, we find, for example, that the 
following conditions produce the same nadir view radiance at the top of the atmosphere 
(TOA): (1) AOD=0.1, SSA=0.96; and (2) AOD=0.12, SSA=0.9 to 0.91, depending on the 
height of the aerosols layer. Similar results are obtained from GCM experiments in which 
a 20% decrease in AOD can balance an SSA decrease from 0.96 to 0.9 to achieve the 
same TOA shortwave flux.  
This suggests that if the SSA were to have decreased from 0.96 to 0.9, using the 
original 0.96 in the retrievals would underestimate AOD by 20%. This AOD 
underestimate in the GCM experiments is approximately the same as the reported 
decrease in global mean AVHRR AOD from 1995 to 2005 (Mishchenko et al., 2007a). 
Such a change in SSA is of the same order of magnitude as the AERONET results over 
Mauna Loa from 1998 to 2009. Evaluated in the GCM context, this change in SSA 
implies almost a four-fold increase of black carbon, corresponding to a TOA radiative 
forcing increase by 0.7 W m-2.  
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It should be noted that these GCM experiments were conducted only over ocean to 
compare with AVHRR retrievals. Over land, the forcing is more sensitive to the change 
in black carbon loading, but could be complicated by changes in surface albedo. 
Nonetheless, there are other contributing factors that influence satellite retrievals, so the 
decrease in AVHRR AOD might not necessarily be associated with a downward trend in 
SSA. Our present results provide but one possible explanation for disagreements in AOD 
trends between AVHRR and other studies (Wang et al., 2009).  
Additional support for the influence of SSA on accuracy of the retrieval of optical 
depth from satellite sensors is the analysis by Lyapustin et al. (2011), who analyzed a 
time series of AERONET data and MODIS-based aerosol records over Beijing and found 
that the time series could be divided into two periods, pre- and post-2007. In the earlier 
period they found that the MODIS-based retrievals underestimate peak AOD by about 
10-20%, while for the later period, the bias in AOD disappears. 
Based on their analysis of the AERONET data they found little or no change in the 
effective radius of the fine and coarse fractions and of the Angstrom exponent. But they 
did find an increasing trend in SSA of 0.02 in 9 years. Since the satellite retrieval used 
the same aerosol model throughout the 2000-2010 time period, the decrease in AOD bias 
after 2007 can only be explained by the decrease in aerosol absorption caused by the 
decrease in local black carbon emission. The observed aerosol changes correlate with the 
Chinese government’s broad measures to improve air quality in Beijing in preparation for 
the Summer Olympics in 2008. 
Admittedly, the AERONET data are not perfect. Most of the stations are established in 
recent years, making their record too short for trend analysis. Different record lengths and 
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temporal samplings from different stations also bring uncertainties to the regionally 
averaged data. However, this is currently the most comprehensive aerosol observation 
network with good data quality, and has been extensively used to validate satellite 
measurements.  
At present there are no reliable retrievals of SSA from space, making AERONET data 
the only source for large spatial and temporal scale SSA studies. Ground-based aerosol 
and pre-cursor monitoring at Mt Lemmon (Matichuk et al., 2006) since September 1992 
finds a decrease in the SSA, but no significant trend in annual mean extinction. This 
lends further support.   
The decadal trends SSA presented here are significant over both source regions as well 
as remote areas, suggesting an overall change in aerosol color, which impacts both 
aerosol climate forcing research and aerosol remote sensing. Although 
decreases/increases in SSA are modeled here as resulting from changes in black carbon, 
neither AERONET nor current satellites can provide information about aerosol 
composition. More advanced instruments, such as the Aerosol Polarimetry Sensor that 
was to be launched as part of NASA’s Glory mission (Mishchenko et al., 2007b), are 










Table 3.1. Regionally averaged decadal SSA and ABS trends at 550 nm 
Region SSA   ABS 
Global -0.0252 0.0027 
N. America -0.0506 0.0041 
S. America -0.0710 0.0055 
Europe 0.0106 -0.0102 
E. Asia 0.0304 -0.0139 
Africa -0.0127 0.0016 
Pacific -0.1258 0.0122 
Australia* -0.0541 0.0012 













Figure 3.1.  SSA spectral signatures from selected geographical regions representing the 
principal aerosol types: dust (Red lines: Capo_Verde, Banizoumbou, Dakar and 
Solar_Village), rural (Blue lines: BONDVILLE, Sevilleta), urban area (Black lines: 
GSFC, Mexico_City), and biomass burning (Green lines: Alta_Floresta, Mongu). It is 













Figure 3.2. Global distribution of SSA trends from 150 AERONET stations. Circles 
represent level 1.5 data. Triangles represent data that are also significant at level 2.0. 
Different colors denote magnitude of the trend: Dark blue, <-0.01 yr-1; Light blue, -
0.005~0.01 yr-1; Green,-0.005~0 yr-1; Red, >0.01 yr-1; Orange, 0.005~0.01 yr-1; Yellow, 
0~0.005 yr-1. The data trends shown are at the 95% confidence level. The open circles 
denote stations with no significant trend. The map shows that SSA decreases over North 






Figure 3.3. Averaged SSA time series with trends (dashed lines) globally and over 7 
regions at all 4 wavelengths. Black, 441 nm; Blue, 675 nm; Green, 870 nm; Red, 1020 
nm. Grey shades represent ±standard deviation from spatial average. The number in each 
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Chapter 4 Assessment and Comparison of MODIS Ångström 




    Aerosol size is an important parameter in determining aerosol optical properties, which 
are essential in studying their radiative effects. However, it is still a poorly constrained 
quantity in aerosol modules and GCMs (Lesins and Lohmann, 2005; Li et al., 2010). The 
Ångström Exponent (AE) is used to parameterize the relationship between aerosol size 
and dependence of optical depth on wavelength. It is usually defined as: 
α = − ln(τ / τ1) / ln(λ / λ1)                                                                                               (4.1) 
where α is the AE parameter, and τ and τ1  are aerosol optical depth at λ  and λ1 , 
respectively. For reference, AE=4 in the limit of Rayleigh scattering, and AE=0 for large 
cloud particles. Previously, Lesins and Lohmann (2003) used AERONET measured AE 
to improve aerosol size distribution in the CCCma GCM. Li et al. (2010) also used 
AERONET AE data to improve aerosol dry size parameterization in the GISS ModelE. 
However, a major drawback of AERONET data is their limited spatial coverage. Satellite 
retrievals of the AE, such as those from the Moderate Resolution Imaging 
Spectroradiometer (MODIS), have global coverage with high resolution and are 
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potentially useful for constraining aerosol models and for investigating global aerosol 
size distributions.  
    The MODIS instrument has been providing global measurements of atmospheric 
aerosols for the past ten years onboard the EOS-Terra platform and seven years onboard 
EOS-Aqua. Aerosol retrievals are performed separately for land and ocean. Over the 
oceans, the algorithm calculates surface spectral reflectance, and chooses the best 
combination of one fine mode and one coarse mode aerosol model from 20 combinations 
that matches the measured spectral reflectance (Remer et al., 2005).  Over land, only 
measurements in three channels (0.47, 0.66 and 2.12 µm) are used to retrieval three 
(nearly independent) piece of information: τ at 0.55 µm, fine mode fraction at 0.55 µm 
and surface reflectance at 2.12 0.55 µm (Levy et al., 2007a). As a result, the fine mode 
aerosol model must be assumed prior to the retrieval. The AE is defined using the 
0.55/0.86 µm spectral ratio over ocean and the 0.47/0.66 µm spectral ratio over land. A 
complete description of the C005 algorithm can be found in “Algorithm for remote 
sensing of tropospheric aerosol from MODIS: Collection 005, Algorithm Theoretical 
Basis Document” (ATBD_2006; available at: http://modis-
atmos.gsfc.nasa.gov/reference_atbd.php).  
    In order to use the MODIS AE product to validate and improve model 
parameterization, it is essential to assess the quality of the data with ground 
measurements such as AERONET. Moreover, since the accuracy of AE depends on the 
accuracy of aerosol optical depth (AOD) at the two wavelengths, it is necessary to 
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simultaneously consider both AOD and AE. Previously, Remer et al. (2005) validated 
MODIS Collection 004 products against AERONET and found the expected error in 
MODIS AOD is ±0.03±0.05×AOD over ocean and ± 0.05±0.15×AOD over land. Later, 
Levy et al. (2007b) showed that the current C005 algorithm yields better agreement with 
AERONET data. However, AE has not been as extensively validated as AOD. In 
addition, comparisons between satellite retrieved AE and ground measurements could 
provide insights into error sources, such as prescribed aerosol models, surface 
parameterization and cloud contamination in the retrieval algorithm.  
    In this chapter, we compare the MODIS C005 level 2 AOD and AE data with 
collocated AERONET data from 10 stations representing six different aerosol types, in 
order to evaluate the data and provide a scientific basis for their future use in model 
validation. We also investigate the dependence of the AOD/AE differences on the 
magnitude of AOD. The comparison between the season cycles of the two data sets is 
particularly emphasized because the surface properties, aerosol types and loading and 
cloud amount all exhibit seasonal variability. 
    This Chapter is organized as follows: section 4.2 describes the MODIS and 
AERONET data used in the study and the method of collocation; section 4.3 examines 
the MODIS data accuracy, presents the comparison results and discusses possible causes 




4.2 Data and Method 
 
4.2.1 MODIS C005 AOD and AE data 
 
    MODIS was first launched onboard the EOS-Terra satellite in December 1999. Then a 
second instrument was launched onboard EOS-Aqua in May 2002.  Both satellites are 
sun-synchronous with Equatorial overpass at 10:30 AM for Terra and 1:30 PM for Aqua, 
local time. In this study we use both Terra MODIS and Aqua MODIS data from 2004 to 
2008 to include most of their overlapping period. The MODIS AOD retrievals are 
mutually independent over land and ocean because the radiative properties of the land 
and water surfaces are very different. The ocean retrievals are more accurate because the 
reflection by water is relatively low outside the region of direct sun glint, algae blooms 
and suspended matter and can be accurately calculated from the surface wind field 
(Schaap et al., 2008).  
    In this study, we use the MODIS C005 level 2 aerosol products available from the 
NASA Goddard Space Flight Center’s Atmosphere Archive and Distribution System 
(http://ladsweb.nascom.nasa.gov). The spatial resolution is 10×10 km. Each MODIS orbit 
is separated into 5-minute granules. The size of each granule is about 2030 km (about 203 
10 km scans) along the orbital path. The ocean products report AOD at seven 
wavelengths from 0.47 to 2.12 µm, while for land it is at three wavelengths from 0.47 to 
0.66 µm. Here we use the 0.55 µm AOD to compare with AERONET data. The AE is 
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computed at 0.55/0.86 µm for ocean and 0.47/0.66 µm for land.  
    In addition, the MODIS products also assigned a QA ‘confidence’ flag (QAC) for each 
land and ocean retrieval (Hubanks, 2005). The QAC values range from 0 to 3, where 3 
represents ‘good’ quality while 0 means ‘bad’ quality.  Here we use data only with 
QAC=3 to yield better quantitative comparison with AERONET.  









4.2.2 AERONET data selection 
 
    The AERONET program is an extensive ground-based remote sensing aerosol network 
using the CIMEL sun/sky radiometer to measure aerosol optical properties (Holben et al., 
1998). The AERONET data are especially suitable and have been widely used to validate 
satellite retrievals of aerosol optical properties. Aerosol optical depth is measured at 
seven wavelengths from UV to near IR, namely 340, 380, 440, 670, 870 and 1020 nm. 
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Uncertainty in AOD measurements is typically 0.01 for λ>440 nm and 0.02 for λ<440 
nm (Eck et al., 1999). Ångström Exponent is calculated at five different wavelengths 
intervals using log regression methods.  
    Here we use level 2.0 cloud screened and quality assured AEROENT data (Smirnov et 
al., 2000) for AOD and AE comparison with MODIS. Level 1.5 cloud screened data is 
also used as a ‘clear sky mask’ to investigate cloud contamination in MODIS data. The 
AOD has been interpolated to obtain the 550 nm value using the Ångström relationship, 
and AE has also been recomputed at the same MODIS AE wavelength intervals. 
    Globally there are more than 500 AERONET stations. Here we select 10 stations from 
different regions to represent different aerosol types. The stations are selected according 
to their regional and aerosol-type representativeness, and overall data quality. A summary 
of the locations, data time periods and aerosol types for the 10 stations are listed in Table 
4.1, and the locations of the stations are shown in Figure 4.1. 
 
4.2.3 Collocation method 
 
    With regard to collocating MODIS and AERONET data, Tripathi et al. (2005) 
suggested that it would be inappropriate to compare single MODIS pixel values directly 
to AERONET point measurements. Here we adopt a similar approach to the method used 
in their study. 
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    First, in order to calculate MODIS value at the AERONET station, we select all 
MODIS pixels lying within ±0.25° of the AERONET station, which have QAC=3. Then 
their mean (µ) and standard deviation (σ) are calculated. The five nearest pixels falling 
within µ±σ are chosen to reduce error. Finally a distance-weighted mean of these five 
pixels is calculated to represent the MODIS value at the AERONET station.  
    Next, to determine the AERONET value at the time of MODIS overpass, two points 
are selected within a ±30-minute temporal window of MODIS overpass time (Tm). Then 
the value at Tm is obtained from a linear interpolation of these two data points.  
    And finally, the above MODIS and AERONET data are merged to form a collocated 
data set. Further comparisons focus on the monthly mean values and seasonal 
characteristics obtained from this data set. 
 
4.3. Results and Discussion 
 
    Prior to presenting detailed comparison results, we first examine whether the MODIS 
AOD meet the expected accuracy (σ=±0.05±0.15×AOD for land and 
σ=±0.03±0.05×AOD for ocean) over the 10 AERONET stations.  Table 4.2 summarizes 
the percentage of MODIS retrievals for which the collocated AERONET data fall within 
±σ of the MODIS retrieval. 
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    Statistically, it is expected that two thirds of the data should be within the ±σ accuracy 
interval. While most of the stations roughly satisfy this criterion, the two South America 
sites and Ilorin have significantly lower percentage. Especially for Ilorin, the percentage 
is significantly lower than the expected value, indicating serious bias in the data. In the 
following context we will discuss the result for each station in detail. 
 
4.3.1 GSFC and Bondville 
 
    These two stations are both located in North America, with similar dominant aerosol 
type and surface characteristics. The GSFC site is more affected by urban/industrial 
aerosols and has higher aerosol loading than Bondville, which is a rural site.  The AOD 
for both sites are highest in summer (JJA) and lowest in winter. For Bondville, AOD 
shows a second small peak in September (Figure 4.2, 4.3). At both sites, the MODIS 
AOD seasonal cycles are well correlated with AERONET. The AOD magnitude also 
agrees for GSFC, with only very slight underestimation during the summer and the fall 
and overestimation during the spring. For Bondville, MODIS also underestimates AOD 
during the summer and the fall and with a larger bias. This AOD bias in MODIS data is 
consistent with the previous documented results. Nonetheless, MODIS AOD retrievals 
generally vary within the ±standard deviation of AERONET observations for this site.  
    In contrast to the high correlation between the AOD, the difference in the AE is large 
(Figure 4.4, 4.5). At GSFC, MODIS AE agrees with AERONET from May to September, 
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but has significant low bias for the rest of the year. MODIS at Bondville also has a quite 
different season variation from AERONET, with largest bias during the spring and fall. 
We suspect this difference might be caused by three reasons: (1) Surface reflectance has 
highest variability during the spring and the fall, making it difficult to correctly specify it 
in the retrieval process. Because the AE reflects the spectral dependence of AOD, errors 
in the spectral surface reflectance tend to be amplified by the AE, while the AOD at a 
certain wavelength may not be significantly affected. During the winter months, surface 
albedo is higher with less vegetation coverage. This may also introduce errors into 
satellite retrievals; (2) The AE disagreement appears to be larger at lower AOD, 
especially at GSFC. And the uncertainties in both MODIS and AERONET data are 
generally higher with small aerosol loading. By further examining the difference between 
MODIS and AERONET AE as a function of AOD (Figure 4.6), we find that the 
difference decreases as AOD increases. A few points with large difference at high AOD 
values correspond to spring and autumn data; (3) The MODIS AE has different AOD 
dependence compared to AERONET (Figure 4.7 and 4.8). The MODIS AE clusters at 
two values, especially at lower AODs, which is likely to be associated with size 
parameterization in the aerosol models selected in the retrieval. This appears to be a 
common phenomenon for all land stations. 
To sum up, we conclude that seasonal surface reflectance variation, uncertainties in the 
data at small aerosol loadings and different behaviors of AE as a function of AOD 
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account for the bias in MODIS AE for these two stations. The MODIS land algorithm 
needs to be improved in terms of surface albedo specification and the aerosol model.   
 
4.3.2 Alta_Floresta and Abracos_Hill 
 
    At the two South American sites, the dominant aerosols are carbonaceous aerosols 
from biomass burning, which peaks from August to October. Although the MODIS AOD 
values do not well satisfy the estimated accuracy as indicated by Table 4.2, the 
seasonality of MODIS AOD closely matches that of AERONET AOD (Figure 4.2, 4.3). 
The AOD magnitudes are also in good agreement for Alta_Floresta. While for 
Abracos_Hill, MODIS tends to overestimate AOD at high aerosol loading. Since the 
AERONET record terminated in 2005 for Abracos_Hill, we redo the comparison for 
Alta_Floresta using only the 2004 and 2005 data for MODIS and also find a similar AOD 
overestimation (figure not shown). With respect to AE, considerable differences appear 
in the comparisons (Figure 4.4, 4.5). At both sites, MODIS underestimates AE during 
most of the year, especially during the biomass burning season from August to October. 
Unlike GSFC and Bondville, this difference is still large even at high aerosol loading 
(Figure 4.6).  
    On one hand, part of this difference might be associated with the different AE variation 
as a function of AOD between MODIS and AERONET (Figure 4.7 and 4.8). On the other 
hand, because carbonaceous aerosols often coexist with clouds (Ahn et al., 2008), the 
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problem of cloud contamination could not be ruled out. Although in the analysis the 
MODIS data is spatially and temporally matched with AERONET which only has direct-
beam measurements under clear sky conditions, the MODIS footprint and pixel size is 
much larger than the area of the AERONET station. Therefore, its retrievals can still be 
affected by clouds not directly above the CIMEL instrument, especially subpixel clouds. 
Here we adopt the method from Schaap et al. (2008) with some modifications to estimate 
the overall percentage of MODIS data that are likely to be cloud contaminated. We use 
AERONET level 1.5 cloud screened (but not quality assured) data as a clear sky mask. 
We match MODIS data with AERONET level 1.5 data by selecting the nearest MODIS 
pixel lying within ±0.1° (to be comparable to the 10km pixel size) of the AERONET 
station. Then we calculate the number of cases when MODIS has a retrieval but 
AERONET does not have one. These MODIS retrievals are considered to have the 
potential of cloud contamination. It should be noted that this method is not suitable for 
ocean stations because in addition to cloud, the MODIS retrieval algorithm also has to 
mask sediment and glint, while such problems do not exist for AERONET measurements. 
Moreover, although the selected AERONET stations have continuous data most of the 
time, we occasionally find a few months’ gaps in the data. Such problems may result 
from instrumental issues rather than clouds. Therefore, these periods are excluded in the 
investigation. Table 4.3 lists the percentage of these Potentially Cloud Contaminated 
Data (PCCD) and also the percentage of AERONET data without MODIS retrieval. For 
the 8 land stations, the two South America sites indeed have the highest PCCD 
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percentage and considerably higher than the others. The PCCD percentage for Mongu is 
also comparatively high.  In contrast, the percentage of AERONET measurements 
without MODIS retrievals is significantly lower, especially for the three highest PCCD 
stations. The higher probability of cloud contamination for these two stations may 
explain the underestimation in MODIS AE and overestimation in MODIS AOD. Future 
improvements in MODIS cloud screening strategy are recommended over these regions. 
 
4.3.3 Mongu and Skukuza 
 
    These two AERONET stations represent biomass burning aerosol from South Africa. 
The Skukuza station is also slightly affected by urban pollution. The comparison between 
AOD shows good seasonal correlation (Figure 4.2, 4.3). At Mongu, MODIS AOD is 
biased low at high AOD values and high at low AODs, consistent with previous results. 
For Skukuza, there seems to be a systematic low bias in MODIS data and we suggest a 
correction of 1.3 would help eliminate the bias. The overall agreement is fairly good, 
with MODIS data varying within ±standard deviation of AERONET data. Again poor 
correlation is observed in AE (Figure 4.4, 4.5). In terms of seasonal cycles, the MODIS 
AE almost varies inversely with that of AERONET. Fortunately, Figure 4.6 shows a 
convergence of the AE difference towards 0 with AOD increase, indicating large AE 
differences mainly concentrate at low AOD values and thus could be attributed to 
uncertainties in both parameters without enough aerosol loading. Comparatively large 
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differences in AE at AOD>0.2 mostly correspond to spring (MAM) and summer (JJA) 
data. During these few months, when biomass burning is at minimum, the region is 
affected by dust and other non-absorbing pollution aerosols. The results suggest that 
while the dominant biomass burning aerosols are successfully retrieved by MODIS, the 
aerosol model used in the non-biomass burning season needs to be modified. For Mongu, 
the high bias in MODIS AOD and low bias in AE during the spring may also be 




    The Ilorin station is of particular interest because it sits in the Sahel, a region affected 
by both biomass burning from South Africa and dust from the Sahara. As a result, the 
aerosol properties over this region are more complicated, which, combined with 
comparatively high surface reflectance, bring difficulties to MODIS retrieval.  
    The seasonal variation of AOD peaks during the dry season from December to 
February, and reaches minimum during summer (Figure 4.3). MODIS AOD well captures 
this season cycle. However, there is an overall low bias, which tends to increase with 
AOD. Considerable differences are also observed in the AE (Figure 4.4, 4.5), although 
greater difference seems to be associated with low AOD values. However, because the 
majority of AOD at this station is greater than 0.2 yet the difference between MODIS and 
AERONET AE is still large (Figure 4.6), the AE problem is more complicated than just 
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low data accuracy at small aerosol loading. MODIS AE clusters could be one reason, as 
is common for all land sites (Figure 4.8). Moreover, studies have found that biomass 
burning aerosols and dust aerosols over this region are distributed at different heights. 
Kim et al. (2009) have shown that during the dry season, biomass burning aerosols are 
transported from the south and brought upward to a 2-5km height while dust are mostly 
concentrated near surface (to 1.5 or 2km). This complicated aerosol layer structure makes 
it difficult to correctly detect column AOD and AE. Dust and biomass burning aerosols 
differ both in size and spectral absorption, with dust absorbs more in the UV while 
biomass burning aerosols have slightly higher absorption in the visible. Neglecting part 
of one aerosol type, or mistaking one type for the other will both result in errors in 
MODIS AE retrieval. As MODIS underestimates AOD while overestimating AE, it is 
possible that some coarse dust aerosols lying below fine mode biomass burning particles 
fail to be observed or have been misinterpreted as the surface.  In order to improve 
retrievals, the aerosol models should be modified to specifically include the different 




    The Pimai station represents Southeast Asia biomass burning regions. However, in the 
C005 algorithm, the dominant aerosol type for this region has been modified to primarily 
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non-absorbing urban aerosols (ATBD_2006) as opposed to the absorbing aerosol model 
in the C004 algorithm.  
    Examination of the MODIS and AERONET AOD seasonal cycles indicates MODIS 
AOD well agrees with AERONET, with only slight underestimation in MODIS data from 
October to April (Figure 4.2, 4.3). The AOD seasonal variation shows a bimodal feature. 
The stronger peak from February to April may be associated with local biomass burning 
and pollution aerosols in the dry monsoon season, and the weaker peak in the fall may 
arise from urbanized aerosols transported from China and Indian by the winter monsoon 
and westerlies. 
    Similar to other land stations, the MODIS and AERONET AE show different seasonal 
variabilities (Figure 4.4, 4.5).  In general, MODIS AE is biased low. However, the 
behavior of AERONET AE also indicates problems. For example, a sharp drop of AE in 
October appears unphysical and may be associated with issues in a certain channel. 
Moreover, it is expected that high AE (small size) occurs at AOD peaks as the dominant 
aerosols are fine mode particles. The AERONET AE does not follow this pattern, while 
the MODIS AE seem to be more realistic. The differences between the AEs also seem to 
be independent of AOD magnitude, and large disagreements exist in every season. 
Although problems in AERONET data make it difficult to determine MODIS retrieval 
errors, the overall low bias of MODIS AE still suggests that size parameterization of fine 






    The Capo_Verde station is located off the West African coast. The majority of the 
collocated MODIS data are from the ocean algorithm. Therefore, it is considered to be 
representative of the ocean retrievals. The dominant aerosol type at this site is wind 
blown dust from the Sahara desert.    
    Compared to the land algorithm, one fundamental difference in the MODIS ocean 
algorithm is that fine aerosol model does not need to be assigned a priori. Instead, the 
algorithm automatically chooses the fine aerosol model in the radiative transfer 
calculation that yields the best fit with the MODIS observed spectral reflectance. 
Moreover, the ocean surface is darker and less variable, and its reflectance can be 
accurately calculated. As a result, the ocean retrievals are more accurate compared with 
land.  
    As expected, both MODIS AOD and AE achieve better correlation with AERONET 
than the land stations (Figure 4.2 to 4.5). Although some differences still exist in the AE, 
most of them occur at low AOD and decrease as AOD increases (Figure 4.6). The 
dependence of AE on AOD is also very different from land and more resembles that of 






    Midway_Island is also an ocean station located in the middle of the Pacific. Because of 
its remote location, the aerosol loading over this site is mostly very low (AOD<0.2).  
    In general, the seasonal variations of MODIS AOD and AE agree with AERONET 
(Figure 4.2 to 4.5). For all months except June, MODIS AOD shows a high bias. Some 
differences still exist in the AE, however the corresponding AODs are too small (<0.2) 
for the difference to be significant (Figure 4.6). The sudden decrease in AERONET AE 
in March and the sudden increase in June seem to be AERONET data issues, which also 
indicate low data accuracy at low AOD.  Moreover, similar to Capo_Verde, the 
dependence of MODIS AE on AOD resembles that of AERONET (Figure 4.7, 4.8).   
    The overall agreement between MODIS and AERONET at this station is not as good 
as Capo_Verde, primarily due to the small aerosol loading.  
 
4.4 Summary and Conclusions 
 
In this chapter, we have assessed the MODIS C005 aerosol AOD and AE products by 
comparing collocated data with AERONET observations. Although the MODIS AOD 
product has been extensively validated and shows good accuracy in general, regionally 
the results could vary and require case-by-case investigation. Moreover, the AE product 
is less widely assessed, while it can potentially reveal much more information. In this 
study, we select 10 AERONET stations to represent different aerosol types and from 
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different regions of the world. The comparisons between the seasonal characteristics are 
of special interest because aerosol loading, aerosol type, surface reflectance and cloud 
amount all have seasonal variability that affects MODIS aerosol retrieval.  
The results show that the overall agreement between MODIS and AERONET AOD is 
fairly good. At 6 out of the 10 stations, MODIS has at least 2/3 data that satisfy the 
expected accuracy. In terms of seasonal cycles, the majority of MODIS AOD data varies 
within ±standard deviation of AERONET AOD. However, the problem of overestimation 
(underestimation) at low (high) aerosol loadings in MODIS data is still present at several 
sites.  
However, the comparisons between the AE data show comparatively large differences. 
Biases are commonly observed at all land stations, and in some cases, MODIS AE even 
varies inversely with AERONET AE. Nevertheless, at most cases, the differences are 
only significant at small AOD values, when the uncertainty in both MODIS and 
AERONET data are greater. Further examination shows that MODIS land AE 
dependency of AOD is very different from AERONET. MODIS AE at all land stations 
tend to cluster at two values, especially at low AOD, which is likely to be associated with 
size parameterization in the aerosol model used in the retrieval. Moreover, the MODIS 
AE may also suffer from problems such as surface reflectance parameterization, cloud 
contamination and aerosol vertical structure. The AE for the ocean stations are better 
correlated with AERONET. Its variation as a function of AOD also resembles that of 
AERONET data.  
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More specifically, for the 10 AERONET stations, MODIS AE retrievals at GSFC and 
Bondville agree with AERONET during the AOD peak of summer while disagree during 
the spring and fall. We suspect that part of the difference could be attributed to the 
problems in surface reflectance during the two seasons. At Alta_Floresta and 
Abracos_Hill, MODIS tends to overestimate AOD while underestimating AE during the 
biomass burning season from August to October. Further analysis shows that these two 
sites are more likely to be cloud contaminated. Since biomass burning aerosols also have 
effects on cloud formation, it is recommended that the cloud screening technique be 
improved over South America. For the two South Africa stations, Mongu and Skukuza, 
MODIS AOD seasonal cycles agree with AERONET data, but with a systematic low bias 
at Skukuza. MODIS AE has almost inverse seasonal cycles compared to AERONET. 
However, large differences mainly correspond to AOD<0.2. At AOD>0.2, differences 
mostly exist in non-biomass burning seasons that are affected by dust and pollution, 
indicating aerosol models need to be improved for these aerosol types. Ilorin is a place 
influenced by both dust from the Sahara desert and smoke from South Africa during the 
dry season, which makes aerosol retrievals more complicated. The comparisons show 
both underestimation in MODIS AOD and considerable overestimation in the AE. 
Previous studies indicate that dust and smoke aerosols over this region are distributed at 
different altitudes, with smoke layers above dust. As a result, it is possible that MODIS 
does not observe part of the underlying dust or misinterpreted them as the surface. It is 
suggested that more attention be paid in the retrieval over the Sahel region. At Pimai, the 
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difference also mainly lies with the AE data. We suggest that the aerosol model be 
improved, such as increasing fine mode aerosols. However, the AERONET data also 
seem to suffer from problems at this station. For the two ocean stations, both MODIS 
AOD and AE achieve good correlation with AEROENT. The differences are mainly 



















Table 4.1. Aerosol type and the data period of the AERONET stations 
AERONET Station Latitude (°N) Longitude (°E) Aerosol Type Data Period 
GSFC 38.992 -76.84 Urban 2004-2008 
BONDVILLE (BV) 40.053 -88.372 Rural 2004-2008 
Alta_Floresta (AF) -9.871 -56.104 BB* 2004-2008 
Abracos_Hill (AH) -10.76 62.358 BB 2004-2005 
Mongu -15.254 23.151 BB 2004-2007 
Skukuza -24.992 31.587 BB 2004-2008 
Ilorin 8.32 4.34 BB+Dust 2004-2008 
Pimai 15.182 102.564 BB+Urban 2004-2008 
Capo_Verde (CV) 16.733 -22.935 Dust 2004-2008 
Midway_Island (MI) 28.21 -177.378 Maritime 2005-2008 
*BB denotes Biomass Burning 
 
Table 4.2. Percentage of MODIS retrievals for which the collocated AERONET fall within ±σ of 
the MODIS retrieval 
Station GSFC BV AF AH Mongu Skukuza Ilorin Pimai CV MI 







Table 4.3. Assessment of MODIS retrievals by using AERONET data as a ‘clearly sky mask’ 
Station % of PCCD % of AERONET data without MODIS retrieval 
GSFC 44.1 17.36 
BONDVILLE 51.8 34.01 
Alta_Floresta 73.55 9.68 
Abracos_Hill 83.5 4.91 
Mongu 67.87 3.82 
Skukuza 36.98 9.61 
Ilorin 48.87 18.96 














































Figure 4.2. Bar plots of monthly mean MODIS and AERONET 550nm AOD at the 10 
AERONET stations. The error bars represent the standard deviation of AOD for that 
month. The number above each pair of bars indicates the number of collocated MODIS 
and AERONET data for that month. It is shown that for most stations, MODIS AOD well 





Figure 4.3. Vector plots of monthly mean MODIS and AERONET 550nm AOD at the 
10 AERONET stations. The gray shading area indicates the ±standard deviation of 
AERONET data. It can be seen that MODIS AOD mostly varies within the ±standard 






Figure 4.4. Bar plots of monthly mean MODIS and AERONET AE at the 10 AERONET 
stations. The error bars represent the standard deviation of AE for that month. The 
number above each pair of bars indicates the number of collocated MODIS and 






Figure 4.5. Vector plots of monthly mean MODIS and AERONET AE at the 10 
AERONET stations. The gray shading area indicates the ±standard deviation of 
AERONET data. In contrast to the comparison between the AODs, MODIS AE has poor 
correlation with AERONET AE for almost all land stations. While for ocean stations, the 





Figure 4.6. The difference between MODIS and AERONET AE (MODIS AE-
AERONET AE) as a function of AERONET AOD. Dots with different colors represent 
different seasons to highlight seasonal characteristics. In general, the differences in the 
AE decrease as AOD increases. However, for the two South America stations, Ilorin and 
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Figure 4.8. The variation of MODIS AE as a function of AOD. Compared with Figure 
4.7, it is very clear that for all land stations, MODIS AE clusters at two values, 
corresponding to coarse/fine aerosols modes, especially at low AOD. The ocean data 
resembles that of AERONET.  
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Chapter 5 ENSO Correlated Aerosol Ångström Exponent Anomaly over the 
Tropical Pacific Discovered in Satellite Measurements 
 
 5.1. Introduction 
 
    El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO) is a coupled atmospheric-oceanic cycle in the 
tropical Pacific Ocean (Diaz et al., 2001) and is the dominant mode of interannual 
variability of tropical climate. ENSO events, representing changes in tropical sea surface 
temperature and other geophysical parameters relative to average conditions, have been 
shown to significantly impact local and global climate and could potentially influence the 
emission and distribution of aerosols and trace gases (e.g., Chandra et al., 1998, 2002, 
2009; Ziemke and Chandra, 2003; Logan et al., 2008; Podgorny et al., 2003).  
    The positive ENSO phase brings the warm sea surface temperature anomaly further 
east, suppresses convection over the West Pacific, and intensifies biomass burning over 
the Indonesian region (Chandra et al., 1998; Logan et al., 2008; Chandra et al., 2009). 
van der Werf et al. (2006) showed a significant increase in CO emissions occurred due to 
the enhanced fires in Indonesia during the 1997 El Niño. Similar but less dramatic 
increases in tropospheric CO, O3 and a decrease in H2O associated with the strong El 
Niño event of 2006 were reported by Logan et al. (2008). Increases in fire activities 
during El Niño have also been found over the Northern part of South America (Le Page 
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et al., 2007). Increases in fires tend to produce more carbonaceous aerosols, which 
change aerosol optical properties and thus their radiative effects. In addition to biomass 
burning, Prospero and Lamb (2003) found that the Barbados dust concentration is 
enhanced by warm ENSO events linked to droughts in West Africa. Australian dust 
emission may also be enhanced by the El Niño induced dry conditions (Mitchell et al., 
2009).  
    During the cold ENSO phase, dynamical processes are largely reversed with respect to 
the warm phase. Gong et al. (2005) indicated a positive correlation between Central and 
Eastern Asia dust emission and La Niña events through model simulations.  
    While most of the above studies focus on trace gases or aerosol optical depth, ENSO-
induced anomalies in biomass burning activities and dust emissions also have the 
potential to alter aerosol composition and/or size distribution over the tropical region, 
which also play important roles in aerosol direct and indirect effects. Increasing biomass 
burning tends to produce more fine-mode aerosol particles that increases the AE, while 
increasing dust has the opposite effect by decreasing the AE. Moreover, aerosol transport 
pathways may also be shifted by atmospheric circulation anomalies.  
    The Ångström Exponent (AE) is used to parameterize the relationship between aerosol 
size and dependence of optical depth on wavelength: 
α = − ln(τ / τ1) / ln(λ / λ1)                                                                                               (5.1) 
where α is the AE parameter, and τ and τ1  are aerosol optical depth at λ  and λ1 , 
respectively. In general, values of α ≤1 indicate size distributions dominated by coarse 
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mode aerosols that are typically associated with dust and sea salt, and values of α ≥2 
indicate size distributions dominated by fine mode aerosols that are usually associated 
with urban pollution and biomass burning (Eck et al., 1999; Westphal and Toon, 1991). 
Kaufman et al. (1994) demonstrated that the AE computed in the 0.44-1.03µm range can 
be a good indicator of the fraction of small particles with radii r = 0.057–0.21 µm relative 
to larger particles with radii r = 1.8–4 µm for tropospheric aerosols. In this chapter, we 
investigate the inter-annual variability of the AE parameter over tropical Pacific using the 
MODIS, MISR and SeaWiFS satellite data sets. We demonstrate a covariability of the 
AE time series with the Multivariate ENSO Index (MEI). We find that monthly mean AE 
over the Western Tropical Pacific (WTP) tends to increase during El Niño events and 
decrease during La Niña events, while that over the Eastern Tropical Pacific (ETP) has 
the opposite behavior. The difference between WTP and ETP AE anomalies has stronger 
correlation with MEI than each individual time series and could serve as a new type of 
ENSO index. Possible physical processes that could lead to this AE-ENSO correlation, 
including aerosol emission changes over source regions, aerosol transport path changes 
with atmospheric circulation anomalies and cloud and precipitation pattern shifts over the 
tropical Pacific, are investigated using meteorological data.  
    Section 5.2 introduces difference satellite AE datasets used for the study. Section 5.3 
presents major results and findings. Section 5.4 discusses possible mechanisms leading to 






5.2.1 Satellite AE data 
 
    In this study, we employ AE products from MODIS, MISR and SeaWiFS satellite 
sensors to investigate its inter-annual variability and correlation with ENSO. We use the 
multi-sensor datasets to evaluate the robustness of the results. Analysis is focused on the 
MODIS data, with measurements from MISR and SeaWiFS providing independent 
corroboration of the MODIS results. 
    The MODerate-resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) (Kaufman et al., 
1997; Tanré et al., 1997) sensor was launched onboard EOS-Terra in December 1999 and 
later on EOS-Aqua in May 2002. We use the level 3 monthly mean AE products from 
Collection 005 (Levy et al., 2007a, b; Remer et al., 2008) at 1°×1° resolution from both 
the Terra and Aqua platforms. The temporal coverage for Terra MODIS is July 2000 to 
March 2011, and October 2002 to March 2011 for Aqua MODIS. The first few months 
have been excluded because of some instability observed in the data. Different retrieval 
algorithms are used in processing the MODIS data over land and ocean and the AE 
product is reported using the 440/670 nm wavelength pair over land and the 550/865 nm 
wavelength pair over ocean (Remer et al., 2005; Levy et al., 2007a). Note that the AE 
product is retrieved over water surface, but is model-dependent in the over-land retrieval 
(Remer et al., 2005; Levy et al., 2010).  Validation of MODIS ocean aerosol products 
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using surface measurements indicates that aerosol effective radius retrievals are accurate 
within ±0.11µm (Remer et al., 2002; Levy et al., 2004). While over land the quality of the 
AE is significantly lower and is not suitable for quantitative studies (Levy et al., 2010). 
Similarly, we have found that the agreement between MODIS and AERONET retrieved 
AE is better over ocean stations than over land. Therefore, we primarily focus on the 
analysis of the ocean data.  
The Multiangle Imaging SpectroRadiometer (MISR) (Diner et al., 1998) was also 
launched onboard EOS-Terra satellite in December 1999.  The instrument has a wider 
range of viewing angles compared to MODIS. The aerosol retrieval algorithm has been 
described in Martonchik et al. (2009). The MISR AE is calculated using a linear least-
square fit to the logarithm of optical depth as a function of the logarithm of the four 
MISR wavelengths (446, 558, 672 and 866 nm). Here we use version F15_0031 Level 3 
monthly-averaged AE product from July 2000 to March 2011 (to be consistent with Terra 
MODIS). The data have been rescaled from the 0.5°×0.5° resolution to 1°×1°.  The 
rescaling is performed by assigning equal weight to each sub-grid, and the final 1°×1° 
grid box is considered valid only when more than half of the sub-grids have valid data. 
    The Sea-Viewing Wide Field-of-View Sensor (SeaWiFS) (Hooker et al., 1992), 
launched on SeaStar in August 1997, provides multispectral retrievals of aerosol optical 
thickness and Ångström Exponent over the ocean as by products of ocean color 
measurements (Gordon and Wang, 1994; Wang, 2000). The SeaWiFS AE is reported at 
the 510/865 nm wavelength pair. We use monthly mean Level 3 AE data from July 2000 
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to December 2010 to be consistent with Terra MODIS and MISR data time period. The 
data has been degraded from 1/12°×1/12°resolution to 1°×1° resolution using the same 
strategy as for the MISR data. 
    In addition to the AE data, we use cloud fraction and cirrus reflectance from MODIS, 
column precipitation from Global Precipitation Climatology Project (GPCP) and the 
vertical feature mask data set from the Cloud-Aerosol Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder 
Satellite Observations (CALIPSO).  These correlative measurements are used to 
investigate the mechanisms responsible for the observed ENSO signal in the AE data.  
 
5.2.2 ENSO index and meteorological data 
 
    In this study we use the monthly mean Multivariate ENSO Index from 2000 to 2011. 
The MEI is used to identify ENSO events based on six main observed variables over the 
tropical Pacific, including sea-level pressure, zonal and meridional components of the 
surface wind, sea surface temperature, surface air temperature, and total cloudiness 
fraction of the sky. The MEI is calculated as the first unrotated Principal Component of 
all six observed fields combined. The numerical values can be found at 
http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/people/klaus.wolter/MEI/mei.html.  
    We also use Sea Surface Temperature (SST), horizontal wind field, precipitation, 
relative humidity and cloud fraction to examine satellite retrieved aerosol variability with 
ENSO. The SST data used is NOAA Optimum Interpolation SST data 
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(NOAA_OI_SST_V2, available at 
http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/data/gridded/data.noaa.oisst.v2.html, Reynolds et al., 2002) 
at 1°×1° resolution. Wind and relative humidity fields are from the National Centers for 
Environmental Prediction and National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCEP/NCAR) 
Reanalysis 2 Data (available from http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/, Kanamitsu et al., 
2002), with a horizontal resolution of 2.5°×2.5° and 17 pressure levels for wind and 
relative humidity. Precipitation data are from Global Precipitation Climatology Project 
(GPCP) (Adler et al., 2003). The horizontal resolution is also 2.5°×2.5°. Cloud fraction 
product is from Terra MODIS C005 level 3 at 1°×1°. All data are on a monthly mean 




    Empirical Orthogonal Function (EOF) analysis (Bjornsson and Venegas, 1997) is an 
effective method to investigate the spatial and temporal variability of multi-dimensional 
data sets. It aims to objectively identify the major modes of space-time variability by 
decomposing the data matrix into a set of orthogonal eigenvectors. Here EOF analysis is 
performed on the AE data from the four satellite data sets after removing the mean season 
cycle over the tropical Pacific Ocean (10°S to 10°N, 100°E to 80°W).  
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    In the EOF results, we searched for the mode that has the highest correlation 
coefficient with the MEI time series that is acceptable (>0.5) at the 95% confidence level. 
According to this criterion, we find that the second EOF of MODIS and SeaWiFS and the 
dominant EOF of MISR AE, together with the corresponding PCs (PC 2 for MODIS and 
SeaWiFS and PC 1 for MISR) are highly correlated with ENSO.  Their corresponding 
EOF patterns all display positive values over the WTP, Aqua/Terra MODIS and 
SeaWiFS EOFs also show negative values over the ETP (Figure 5.1). As the mean 
seasonal cycle (the dominant mode variability) has been removed, this EOF explains 
approximately 6~8% of the remaining variance in all data sets. Because of the high 
spatial and temporal variability of aerosols due to the nature of the aerosol sources and 
heterogeneity of the aerosol types, the variances explained by the leading EOFs (Figure 
5.2) are in general lower than typical meteorological data sets. The different behavior of 
MISR data over the ETP is because the dipole pattern has been split into two EOFs. The 
second EOF of MISR AE shows only negative values over the ETP and has a correlation 
coefficient with MEI of 0.44. We also investigated the lag correlation between the PCs 
and MEI and found the highest correlation occurs at zero lag across all data sets. 
    Results of EOF analysis suggest a positive correlation between satellite retrieved AE 
and ENSO over the WTP and a negative correlation over the ETP. We further examine 
the time evolution of the AE anomalies over the tropical Pacific region directly, bearing 
in mind that EOF analysis occasionally produces spurious correlations. Figure 5.3 shows 
the time versus longitude Hovmoller diagrams of monthly AE anomalies averaged 
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between 10°S and 10°N. The MEI time series is superimposed to indicate El Niño and La 
Niña events. The Hovmoller diagram of SST data is also shown as a reference. In all four 
data sets, the AE over the WTP (mostly between 120°E and 180°E) has positive 
anomalies during El Niño, especially notable for the three strongest events in 2002, 2006 
and 2009. Meanwhile, the AE anomalies over the ETP (140°W to 80°W) appear to be 
correlated with La Niña, with positive anomalies found during the major La Niña events 
of 2000-2001, 2005-2006, 2007-2008 and 2010-2011. The greatest increase (decrease) in 
the AE over the WTP (ETP) occurred during the strongest El Niño (La Niña) events of 
2006 (2007). For the rest of the time, however, the magnitude of the AE anomaly is not 
directly proportional to the strength of ENSO events, e.g., positive AE anomaly over the 
WTP is greater during a weak El Niño in 2001 than during the strong El Niño in 2002. 
Moreover, despite agreeing on the major features, differences exist between the satellite 
data sets. Aqua and Terra MODIS data are consistent and have the most prominent 
ENSO signal. For MISR, the center of positive AE anomaly over the WTP during El 
Niño events is shifted about 20° westward relative to the MODIS data. And the positive 
AE anomaly over the ETP in the MISR data seems to lead the La Niña peak by about 3 
months in late 2005 and 2007. The SeaWiFS data have similar patterns to the other data 
sets after removing an apparent linear trend. The differences in the details of the ENSO-
AE relationship in the WTP and the ETP between different data sets are most likely 
attributed to differences in the space-time sampling of the satellite measurements. For 
example, the difference between MODIS and MISR results may arise from the much 
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narrower swath width of the MISR instrument (360 km vs. 2330 km for MODIS). 
Moreover, this smaller swath width results in a longer repeat time for MISR, which is 9 
days, as compared to the 2 days for MODIS. The sampling strategy and repeat time for 
SeaWiFS is similar to those of MODIS. Nevertheless, this ENSO signal is robust in that 
it exists in all four data sets. In the following discussion, we will focus on MODIS AE 
data since it has the best correlation with ENSO. 
    In order to further examine the AE-ENSO correlation, averaged MODIS AE anomaly 
time series from the two key regions in the WTP and ETP (two rectangles marked in 
Figure 5.1) are computed and compared with the MEI time series (Figure 5.4).  Both time 
series are found to be correlated with the MEI, with higher correlations over the WTP. 
The correlation between their differences and the MEI is significantly higher than that for 
each individual time series. Just like ENSO Index which is defined as the sea surface 
temperature or pressure differences between the WTP and ETP, the difference between 
the AE anomaly over the WTP and ETP could also be considered as a type of ENSO 
Index related to changes in aerosol properties over the tropical Pacific. This change could 
be due to aerosol compositional changes, size changes or other effects and will be 
discussed in the next section. 
    Interestingly, it should be noted that despite coherent ENSO vs. non-ENSO differences 
in AOD (e.g. Tosca et al., 2009), EOF analysis of AOD data does not result in the 
isolation of an ENSO mode. Instead, the ENSO signal appears to modulate on interannual 
time scales of AOD variability. This might be attributed to the sensitivity of the AOD 
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EOFs to space-time variations in aerosol source. The correlation between the AOD time 




    The above analysis reveals an evident and robust influence of ENSO on satellite 
retrieved AE over the tropical Pacific. However, the direct link between ENSO and AE, 
and the physical processes that are responsible for this phenomenon are still unclear. 
Although the change in AE is generally associated with changes in aerosol size 
distribution, the actual cause could be either a change in the actual size or a change in 
fine/coarse mode composition. Moreover, as aerosol-cloud cover correlations have been 
reported in the literature (Kaufman et al., 2002, 2005; Zhang et al., 2005; Zhang and 
Reid, 2006), this AE-ENSO correlation might also be the result of aerosol sampling 
changes or cloud contamination. And relative humidity altered by SST anomalies may 
change aerosol size by affecting the hygroscopic growth of some aerosol species. In 
addition, tropical ozone concentration and ocean color, which are also influenced by 
ENSO, could potentially contaminate the AE data by affecting AOD retrievals at certain 
wavelengths. In this section, we examine the manner in which these mechanisms might 
contribute to the observed AE-ENSO relationship.  
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          We start by examining several key ENSO-related meteorological parameters and 
their correlation with the AE, including zonal wind, wind speed, relative humidity, 
precipitation and cloud fraction. Figure 5.5 shows the results of EOF analysis of these 
meteorological fields over the tropical Pacific. These EOFs are selected according to the 
criterion described at the beginning of section 3. All parameters show strong ENSO 
correlation. It should be noted that the ENSO events in the period studied here are 
dominated by the type II ENSO defined by Fu et al. (1986), i.e. the warm SST anomalies 
during El Niño is located in the Central Pacific. As a result, the anomalies or EOF 
patterns of the meteorological variables are stronger over the WTP than over the ETP. 
Figure 5.6 shows the first EOF of SST data for the period of 2000 to 2010 that is 
associated with El Niño events. And Figure 5.7 shows the Hovmoller diagrams of SST 
and precipitation from the 1980s to present. It is clear that in contrast to the strong El 
Niño events in the 1980s and 1990s, the El Niños after 2000 are located in the Central 
Pacific, and the corresponding precipitation anomalies are shifted westward.  Figure 5.8 
shows a schematic graph of the atmospheric circulation associated with El Niño and La 
Niña conditions based on the information from the EOF patterns. In summary, the sea 
surface warms up at Central Pacific during El Niño and increases clouds and precipitation 
there. Meanwhile, as the temperature contrast between the east and west is reduced, the 
surface trade winds are also weakened. Next, we examine which parameter is mostly 
correlated with the observed AE anomaly. It is found that the PC of surface wind speed 
has the highest correlation with the PC of Terra MODIS AE, with precipitation and cloud 
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fraction ranging the second and the third, and the lowest correlation is found between the 
AE and relative humidity. The dipole EOF pattern of wind speed, especially over the 
WTP, also closely resembles that of the AE. Precipitation and cloud fraction fields both 
show the positive anomaly over the WTP, consistent with the AE. However, they lack the 
negative anomaly over the ETP. The correlation between the anomaly time series over 
the two key regions (rectangles in the first panel of Figure 5.1) are consistent with EOF 
analysis (Figure 5.9), indicating highest correlation between surface wind speed and AE 
over the WTP. However, over the ETP, no meteorological parameter considered has 
significant correlation with the AE.  
    The influences of wind speed on aerosol properties mainly come from two 
mechanisms: (1) Affecting sea-salt production over the open sea surface; (2) Affecting 
aerosol transport from their source regions. For the first factor, Smirnov et al. (2003) 
showed that sea-salt production is proportional to surface wind speed. During El Niño, 
the surface westward trade wind is suppressed (corresponding to a positive anomaly in 
the eastward zonal wind as appeared in the EOF), which reduces sea-salt concentration 
and has the effect of increasing AE by reducing coarse mode particles. For the second 
effect, ENSO events are associated with atmospheric circulation anomalies, when both 
surface westward winds and high level eastward winds are weakened and thus a weaker 
Walker Circulation. This might alter aerosol transport from North and South America 
over lower levels and from Asia over higher altitudes. Meanwhile, increased fires 
associated with El Niño events are well documented over the adjacent Indonesian region. 
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In order to investigate aerosol transport pathways as well as its changes with ENSO, we 
use NOAA HYSPLIT model (Drexler and Hess, 1998) to calculate 7-day backward 
trajectories of air masses arriving at the two key regions. The source regions of air masses 
are identified by clustering the end points of each trajectory. It is found that: (1) air 
masses coming from Indonesian to the WTP only account for a very small fraction, 
indicating this is not a significant source region; (2) while the transport pattern during El 
Niño and La Niña are slightly different, they both show that low altitude air masses are 
mostly from sea surface for both regions. At higher altitudes, a small portion of air 
masses may carry Asian aerosols to the WTP. While for the ETP there seems to be no 
obvious land sources. As a result, we believe aerosol transport should play an 
unimportant role in the WTP. Furthermore, we use CALIPSO level 2 vertical feature 
mask product to examine aerosol composition or mixing changes. Figure 5.10 shows the 
frequency distribution as a function of height for clean marine, polluted dust and 
undetermined aerosol types for the WTP and the ETP during ENSO and non-ENSO 
seasons. For the WTP (upper panels), it is clear that the data clusters by ENSO phase 
with the El Niño years (2006 and 2009) having a significantly lower frequency of 
occurrence of marine aerosols than normal and La Niña years (2007, 2008 and 2010). As 
marine aerosols are primarily coarse mode, their reduction is likely responsible for the 
AE increase over the WTP. Moreover, the undetermined aerosol profiles have higher 
frequencies of occurrences during the same period, which also suggests a change in 
aerosol mixing. For the ETP, the most prominent feature is the appearance of a higher 
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layer of polluted dust aerosols in the La Niña year of 2010. This may be associated with 
enhanced transport by the strengthened Walker circulation. In addition, the profile data 
suggests slightly lower frequency of sea-salts in La Niña and normal years than El Niño 
years, which is consistent with the weak wind speed increase (EOF1 from Figure 5.5) and 
AE decrease, although the contrast between El Niño and La Niña years is not as strong as 
the WTP.  
    Cloud fraction is considered to be the second largest contributing factor to the 
observed AE changes. On one hand, cloud contamination is the largest sources of 
uncertainty in satellite retrievals of aerosol properties. On the other hand, the ENSO 
induced cloud shifts change the distribution of clear-sky pixels from which the aerosol 
information is retrieved. Cloud contamination has been found to be responsible for many 
aerosol variations in remote sensing data. For example, Tian et al. (2008) attributed the 
observed correlation between aerosol properties and the Madden-Julian Oscillation 
(MJO) mainly to clouds. Here we consider that the direct cloud contamination should be 
irrelevant, because both cloud fraction and cirrus reflectance increases over the same 
region as AE increases. And because cloud droplets are larger, mixing in more cloud 
droplets in aerosol data will result in a smaller AE. Change in aerosol sampling might 
play a role, as the number of clear pixels that are used to retrieve aerosols is decreased at 
higher cloud fraction.  
The third factor responsible for the AE-ENSO correlation is considered to be 
precipitation, which is very efficient in removing atmospheric aerosols through wet 
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deposition. Moreover, near-surface, hygroscopic aerosols, such as sea-salt, are more 
likely to be captured by rain (Tian et al., 2008). In the El Niño events, increased rainfall 
over the WTP as shown in the EOF tends to remove more sea-salt aerosols, which could 
also contribute to CALIPSO aerosol type changes and has the effect of increasing the AE. 
We also take relative humidity effects into consideration, bearing in mind that relative 
humidity changes associated with SST anomalies will affect the hygroscopic growth of 
aerosols. However, this factor is also found to be insignificant because relative humidity 
also increases over the region with positive AE anomaly. If it affects aerosol size, it will 
increase the size of hygroscopic aerosols and result in a decrease in the AE. Moreover, 
the correlation between the PCs and time series of relative humidity and AE are much 
lower compared to the above three parameters. 
    In addition to meteorological fields, we also examine possible influences by 
tropospheric ozone concentration and ocean color variations, as these two quantities are 
also highly correlated with ENSO and might contaminate aerosol retrievals. Chandra et 
al. (2009) found that tropospheric ozone increases over the WTP during El Niño due to 
increased biomass burning. However, the peak absorption by ozone in the Chappuis band 
is near 600 nm. If it affects aerosol measurements, it would result in a flatter optical depth 
spectral dependence thus smaller AE, opposite to what has been observed in the AE data. 
Surface chlorophyll concentration over the tropical Pacific is also found to vary with 
ENSO (Behrenfeld et al., 2001), which alters ocean color and has the potential to affect 
aerosol retrievals. However, the correlation coefficient between the time series of AE and 
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chlorophyll concentration anomalies from both MODIS and SeaWiFS are low (<0.2, 
figure not shown). Moreover, Siegel et al. (2000) showed that only very high cholorphyll 
concentration (>2 mg m-3) will result in an overestimate of satellite retrieved AOD at 
visible spectrum, while its value at both WTP are ETP are significantly lower than this 
threshold. These results suggest that ocean color is also unlikely to be a major factor.  
    The above discussion suggests a clearer picture for the WTP: the highest correlation 
found between surface wind speed and the AE, supported by back trajectories and 
CALIPSO aerosol type profiles, indicates that aerosol changes during El Niño mainly 
arise from a local sea-salt reduction. Aerosol sampling changes associated with cloud 
shifts and wet removal by precipitation may also play important roles. Nonetheless, the 
exact physical process may be an interaction among these factors. For the ETP, the 
mechanism is unfortunately still obscure. It may involve complicated interactions 
between different processes, some of which may not have been considered. For example, 
some studies suggested possible correlation between aerosol properties and the QBO over 
the tropical Pacific (e.g., Dutton, 1991; Kane, 1992). However, provided that satellite 
observations only became available in the past decade which has irregular ENSO cycles, 
the current record is too short to separate signals of different time scales, and to identify 
the source of the AE signal. Moreover, recall that the El Niños in this decade are of type 
II, during which most changes occur over the WTP rather than the ETP. Therefore, the 
signal over the ETP may not be directly linked to ENSO-induced anomalous conditions. 
However, as the correlation between the AE time series there and the MEI is still high, 
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we suggest that future research is needed to find the causal relationship between ENSO 
and AE over the ETP. Advanced remote sensing and in-situ measurements, such as 
polarization remote sensing techniques and field campaign experiments, are likely 
required to solve this problem. Nonetheless, the CALIPSO data provides an indication of 
changes in the vertical distribution of aerosols with elevated aerosol layers more 
commonly associated with the La Niña. 
    It should also be noted that as no significant signal is found in the AOD data, the AE 
anomaly is likely the result of changes in aerosol composition, while the AOD is 
sensitive to total aerosol loading. Advanced satellite and field campaign measurements 
are required to further examine the details of the change.  
 
5.5. Summary and Conclusions 
 
    In this chapter, we report an ENSO covariability in the AE parameter over the tropical 
Pacific present in four independent satellite data sets. EOF analysis, combined with 
Hovmoller diagrams of the AE anomalies over the tropical Pacific demonstrate a dipole 
pattern during El Niño, with positive values over the WTP and negative values over the 
ETP. Slight spatial-temporal shifts exist among different data sets. The difference 
between the averaged time series of MODIS AE anomalies from two key regions (WTP 
and ETP) is highly correlated with MEI and could be considered as another type of 
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ENSO Index. However, no strong correlation has been found between AOD over the 
tropical Pacific and ENSO.  
    Changes in several meteorological parameters, including wind speed, precipitation, 
relative humidity, cloud fraction and cirrus reflectance, might be responsible for the AE 
variation observed during ENSO. By correlating their ENSO-related EOF patterns as well 
as time series with those of the AE, we identify surface wind speed anomaly as the 
primary cause for the WTP, through a reduction in sea-salt production. Cloud and rainfall 
might also play important roles through wet deposition of hygroscopic aerosols and 
changes in the distribution of clear pixels. Influences from relative humidity, tropospheric 
ozone concentration and surface chlorophyll concentration have been ruled out. The 
mechanism for the ETP may involve the interaction of multiple parameters as well as 
other climate modes and thus requires future research.  
    Understanding this AE-ENSO relationship is important in studying the aerosol-ENSO 
interaction, aerosol indirect effect as aerosol size affects cloud formation, as well as 
ENSO prediction. However, the ENSO impact on aerosol size or composition may be due 
to a series of physical processes, some may not be among the processes considered here, 
or may be a complicated interaction between different factors. Further investigation is 
required to fully understand the details of the underlying mechanism(s). For example, the 
on-going research on implementing polarization techniques in aerosol remote sensing 
will provide measurements of aerosol single scattering albedo and refractive indices 
which will enhance the information available on aerosol composition. Field campaign 
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measurements of aerosol properties over the regions of interest, and model simulations of 















Figure 5.1. EOF analysis of the four AE data sets. The second EOF of Aqua, Terra 
MODIS and SeaWiFS data, the first EOF of MISR data and their corresponding PCs are 
correlated with ENSO. The lack of a dipole pattern in the MISR data is because the 
second EOF of this dataset shows only the negative signal over the ETP. However it is 
not included as its correlation with ENSO (0.44) is lower than the first EOF (0.57). All 
correlation coefficients are computed at 95% confidence level. The number in the upper 
right corner of each EOF panel is the percentage of variance explained by this EOF.  The 








Figure 5.2. Percentage of variance explained by each EOF of the four AE data sets. The 
ENSO correlated EOF for the four data sets explain 6~8% percent of the variance after 







Figure 5.3. Time versus longitude Hovmoller diagram of monthly mean AE anomalies 
from 4 data sets averaged between 10°S and 10°N. MEI time series superimposed (solid 
black line) to indicate El Niño and La Niña events. The dashed black line is the zero line 
for MEI. In all four data sets, positive AE anomalies appears over WTP during El Niño 
and over ETP during La Niña. The Hovmoller diagram of NOAA OISST is also 







Figure 5.4. Correlation between ENSO and averaged MODIS AE anomaly time series 
for WTP, ETP and their difference. The AE anomaly over Western Pacific has higher 
correlation with ENSO than the Eastern Pacific AE anomaly. The correlation between the 
difference of the two time series and ENSO is higher than either individual data set, and 












Figure 5.5. EOF analysis of key meteorological parameters, including zonal wind speed 
and relative humidity at surface and 250mb, precipitation and cloud fraction. The first 
EOF of these meteorological parameters is highly correlated with ENSO. The right 






Figure 5.6 The first EOF of NOAA OISST data computed for the period of 2000 to 
2010. The positive anomalies start from the West Pacific and extend through the Central 
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Figure 5.7. Hovmoller diagrams of (a) SST and (b) precipitation  data from the 1980s to 
present. The figure shows that the El Niño events after 2000 are more concentrated on the 
Central Pacific, in contrast to the East Pacific, which was the case before 2000. This 








(a) El Niño condition 
 
(b) La Niña condition 
 
 
Figure 5.8. Schematic graphs of atmospheric circulation over the tropical Pacific during 
(a) El Niño condition and (b) La Niña condition. The SST field for El Niño is averaged 
between November 2009 to January 2010 and that for the La Niña is averaged from 
November 2010 to January 2011. During El Niño, the warm center and convection cell 






Figure 5.9. Correlation between the anomaly time series of AE and key meteorological 
parameters, including zonal wind speed and relative humidity at surface and 250mb, 
precipitation and cloud fraction. Surface wind speed, cloud fraction and precipitation 
have been found to have the highest correlation with the AE over the WTP. While over 





Figure 5.10. Frequency of appearance of CALIPSO profiles identified as two major 
aerosol types and undetermined aerosol type over the WTP and ETP during the 
November to January period of 2006, 2007, 2008 2009 and 2010. The frequency is 
calculated as the ratio of CALIPSO profiles identified as the specified aerosol type to the 
total number of profiles overpassing the region of interest during the three months. Over 
the WTP, the frequencies of clean marine and polluted dust aerosols are significantly 
lower during the two ENSO periods of 2006 and 2009 than the three non-ENSO periods, 
while the frequency of undetermined aerosol is higher. This phenomenon suggests a 
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    Because of their highly variable spatial and temporal distribution and complicated 
composition and optical properties, aerosols have been identified as the largest single 
source of uncertainty in the anthropogenic forcing of climate change (Hansen et al., 
2000, 2002; IPCC, 2001). In recently years, great efforts have been devoted to improving 
the accuracy of aerosol forcing estimation, including advances in aerosol observation 
techniques, improvements in aerosol parameterization in GCMs and using observational 
data to better constrain models.  The latest IPCC report (IPCC AR4, 2007) concluded a 
total aerosol Direct Radiave Forcing (DRF) of -0.5±0.4 W m-2 at 90% confidence level 
summarized from a series observationally based studies, independent model studies, and 
AeroCom results with identical aerosol and aerosol precursor emissions. Although this 
progress in both global modeling and measurements of the direct RF of aerosols leads to 
a medium-low level of scientific understanding, the variance is still comparable to the 
mean value. Moreover, the uncertainty in IPCC reports is generally derived from 
different DRF estimates by various climate models, which only represents model 
diversity rather than the actual uncertainty. Aerosol DRF estimate from individual studies 
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can also vary. For example, with respect to measurement-based assessments, Yu et al. 
(2006) used several measurements to estimate a DRF of –0.5 ± 0.33 W m-2. Christopher 
et al. (2006) used a combination of the MODIS fine-mode fraction and Clouds and the 
Earth’s Radiant Energy System (CERES) broadband TOA fluxes and estimated an 
identical value of –1.4 ± 0.9 W m–2. More recently, Remer et al. (2009) suggested the 
cloud-free TOA direct forcing to be -1.1±0.4 W m-2 over global oceans based on MODIS 
data. Of particular interest, in a model based aerosol forcing uncertainty analysis by 
perturbing individual aerosol optical properties, Loeb and Su (2010) concluded that the 
aerosol DRF uncertainty from all combined parameters is 0.5-1.0 W m-2, a factor of 2 to 
4 greater than the IPCC (2007) 1σ uncertainty of 0.24 W m-2. In addition, McComiskey et 
al. (2008) indicated a total uncertainty of 0.6 to 1.1 W m-2 at the TOA and 0.2 to 1.3 W 
m−2 at the surface resulting from measurement uncertainties, which also significantly 
exceeds the IPCC (2007) cited uncertainty.  
    The uncertainty in aerosol DRF calculation depends on aerosol properties that are used 
as model inputs. The first-order aerosol properties affecting DRF include Aerosol Optical 
Depth (AOD), aerosol Single Scattering Albedo (SSA) and the asymmetry parameter (g). 
Aerosol size, their height distribution and surface albedo are also important factors 
affecting the DRF. Sensitivity experiments by McComiskey et al. (2008) and Loeb and Su 
(2010) both show that aerosol DRF is very sensitive to perturbations in these properties. 
The largest uncertainty is found to be associated with aerosol SSA, or aerosol absorption. 
According to Loeb and Su (2010), perturbing SSA by AERONET accuracy (±0.03 for 
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land and ±0.06 for ocean) results in a DRF change of approximately 0.5~0.9 W m-2. 
Perturbing AOD by ±0.01 also causes considerable changes (±0.3 W m-2) in the DRF. 
Therefore, to better constrain model DRF calculations, it is necessary to examine the 
effect of each aerosol optical parameter for individual models. 
    In this chapter, a series of sensitivity studies are conducted using the GISS ModelE to 
investigate the relationship between the DRF and aerosol optical properties including 
AOD, SSA, g and the Ångström Exponent (AE) parameter. These studies not only 
contribute to our understanding of the sources of uncertainty in the DRF, but also provide 
theoretical bases for using observations to constrain aerosol parameterization and 
improving model results. The experiments are carried out by first calculating the DRF at 
the Top of Atmosphere (TOA) for a base state, and then repeating the calculation by 
perturbing individual aerosol properties for the base state, while keeping all the other 
parameters fixed, except for the AE perturbation case. The amount of perturbation is 
determined using AERONET measurement accuracies, the reason for which has been 
described by Loeb and Su (2010). The perturbation of the AE is implemented by scaling 
the dry sizes for each aerosol component.  
 




    The experiments are conducted using the radiation module of the GISS ModelE with 
aerosol mass density fields taken from the GISS chemical transport model (Koch et al., 
2001). Dust fields are generated by a dust model couple with the dynamical part of the 
GCM (Miller et al., 2006).  Aerosol emission fields, their optical property specification, 
treatment of hygroscopic aerosols and radiative transfer parameterization have been 
described in Li et al. (2010). The DRF is defined as the difference between the global 
mean TOA radiative flux for pre-industrial (1850) and present-day (2000) aerosols. Only 
clear-sky DRF is considered. The base state aerosol properties for each species and total 
aerosols assuming external mixing are summarized in table 6.1. 
    The aerosol optical parameters involved are AOD, SSA at 550 nm, the asymmetry 
parameter g, and the AE computed using the 440/870 nm wavelength pair. The 
magnitude of perturbations of present-day AOD, SSA and g values are determined 
according to AERONET systematic uncertainties (Dubovik et al., 2000). AOD is 
perturbed by ±0.01, g is perturbed by ±0.02 and SSA is perturbed by ±0.03. AOD is 
changed by directly scaling the total aerosol amount, while SSA is altered by adjusting 
black carbon fraction.  
    The purpose of including the AE in the experiments is to examine the influence of 
aerosol dry sizes on the estimated DRF, as Liu et al. (2006) and Li et al. (2010) both 
pointed out that the aerosol sizes used in the GISS model are too large. As AE equals the 
dependence of AOD on wavelengths, the accuracy of AE measurements depends on 
accuracy of the AOD. In this study, the AE is perturbed by increasing or decreasing 
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aerosol sizes in the model so that changes in DRF can be directly attributed to changes in 
aerosol size. Note that the AE effect cannot be separated from AOD and SSA, as 
changing aerosol size of a certain aerosol species also results in changes in its extinction 




    The results of the experiments are summarized in Table 6.2. The first row shows the 
model estimate of global and annual mean clear-sky DRF for the base state. The value 
falls well within the IPCC AR4 cited range and indicates an overall cooling effect. The 
second to the fifth row show changes of DRF due to perturbations in AOD, SSA, g and 
AE. The total DRF uncertainties are determined from the sum of the squares of the 
uncertainties associated with each individual parameter assuming AOD and SSA are not 
correlated.  
    Table 6.2 shows that, for AOD and SSA, the changes in DRF are approximately linear 
to the perturbations, i.e., DRF fluctuations are symmetric about zero. For the asymmetry 
parameter, the positive perturbation results in a greater change in the DRF. This might be 
associated with surface albedo parameterizations and aerosol height distribution. 
However, the influence of this parameter on DRF is an order of magnitude smaller 
compared with AOD and SSA. Among the three key parameters, AOD, SSA and g, the 
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perturbations in SSA result in the largest fluctuations in the DRF. This suggests that 
aerosol DRF is quite sensitive to aerosol absorption and that absorbing aerosols must be 
correctly simulated in climate models to constrain the total aerosol climate effect.  
    When the AE is tested, we find that the sensitivity of the DRF to positive perturbations 
in this parameter exceeds the effect of all the other three aerosol properties. The changes 
in the AE correspond to a 20% increase or decrease in aerosol dry sizes. As mentioned 
above, the AE effect cannot be isolated. In the GCM, aerosol mass density is converted 
into optical depth according to the equation by Lacis and Mishchenko (1995): 
τ = 3QextM4ρreff
                                                                                                                       (6.1) 
where τ  is optical depth, M is mass density, ρ  is aerosol specific density, reff  is aerosol 
effective radius (referred to size here) andQext  is aerosol extinction coefficient which is 
also a function of reff . In general, with the same mass density, smaller particles tend to 
result in larger AOD. However, the question is complicated as Qext  is also closely related 
to aerosol size, e.g., larger black carbon or dust particles have stronger absorption. The 
final results indicate that the DRF is more sensitive to increasing the AE associated with 
decreasing aerosol sizes. Since the GISS GCM aerosol sizes are prescribed too large (Liu 
et al., 2006; Li et al., 2010), a better constraint of aerosol size using available 
measurements should be of first priority in order to improve model DRF estimate. 
      The combined DRF change of all parameters is 0.78 W m-2 for positive perturbations 
and 0.63 W m-2 for negative perturbations, both of which far exceed the IPCC 1σ 
uncertainty of 0.24 W m-2. Even without the AE effect which is not independent from the 
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others, the total effects are still 0.58 W m-2 and 0.57 W m-2. The IPCC uncertainty 
estimates are derived from differences among various model results. However, this 
sensitivity study shows that the DRF uncertainty associated with measurement error of 
key parameters for each individual model could be much larger than model diversity. 
    Finally, as part of this experiment is inspired by Loeb and Su (2010), and also as 
approximately the same magnitudes of perturbations are used, we briefly compare the 
two results. Table 6.3 is reproduced from Table 4 of Loeb and Su (2010), by keeping 
clear-sky results for AOD, SSA and g perturbations only.  The magnitudes of DRF 
fluctuations when these three parameters are perturbed are comparable between the two 
studies. Loeb and Su (2010) obtained a larger SSA effect possibly due to the stronger 
(±0.06) perturbations applied over the oceans. In our experiments, because SSA 
perturbations are realized by adjusting black carbon ratio, the land and ocean effects 
cannot be easily separated. Nonetheless, we expect larger DRF changes when stronger 
perturbations in SSA are used, especially over the oceans where the surface is dark. Our 
results for the asymmetry parameter are slightly different from those of Loeb and Su. 
Here the change is DRF is larger with positive perturbation in g while the opposite is true 
in their experiments. For one thing, the DRF calculated from the two models may have 
different sensitivity to this parameter, possibly related to surface albedo, aerosol height 
distribution and radiative transfer parameterization. For the other thing, one substantial 
difference between the two studies is that Loeb and Su’s DRF uncertainty is based on an 
ensemble of multi-year simulations and only uncertainties that persist after averaging the 
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ensemble are considered, while the experiment here is conducted for only one year on a 
climatology basis. Therefore, our results are more representative of model sensitivity 
rather than uncertainty. Nonetheless, both results indicate that g only has minimal effect 
compared to the other two parameters. Despite a few differences, the two studies both 
suggest that perturbations in aerosol properties using observation accuracy will result in 




    In this study, we tested the sensitivity of model estimate of aerosol direct forcing to 
perturbations in key aerosol parameters including AOD, SSA, g and AE. The results 
indicate that changing AOD, SSA and g by measurement uncertainties from AERONET 
lead to significant changes in the DRF that greatly exceed the uncertainty cited by the 
IPCC reports. The DRF appears to be most sensitive to perturbations of SSA. Moreover, 
the effect of aerosol dry size is also examined. We find decreasing aerosol size by 20% 
could result in a DRF change even greater than the SSA effect.    
    The results in general support that of Loeb and Su. (2010). Differences might arise 
from different model sensitivity and experiment design. Both studies suggest that 
uncertainties from individual models must be taken into account when estimating total 
DRF uncertainty from an ensemble of model results. In addition, in order to improve 
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aerosol DRF results in the GISS GCM, a better constraint of aerosol size 
parameterization is in urgent need, and total aerosol loading and aerosol absorption must 
also be properly addressed. 




















Table 6.1. Base state aerosol properties 
Aerosol Species AOD SSA g AE 
Sulfate 0.020 1.000 0.703 1.443 
Organic Carbon 0.014 0.943 0.701 0.689 
Black Carbon 0.003 0.314 0.470 1.117 
Nitrate 0.004 0.998 0.723 0.416 
Sea-Salt 0.043 1.000 0.791 0.002 
Dust 0.029 0.956 0.693 0.001 
Total 0.114 0.955 0.739 0.391 
     
Table 6.2. DRF changes due to perturbations in aerosol parameters 
Parameter Perturbation DRF Changes (W m-2) 
DRF  -0.24 
AOD 0.01|-0.01 -0.37|0.36 
SSA 0.03|-0.03 -0.44|0.44 
g 0.02|-0.02  .023|-.015 
AE 0.20|-0.21 -0.53|0.28 
Total including AE   0.78|0.63 






Table 6.3. Perturbation analysis results by Leob and Su (2010), reproduced from Table 4 of the 
paper 
DRF Changes (W m-2) Parameter Perturbation 
Base State 1 Base State 2 
DRF  -0.78 -1.06 
AOD 0.01|-0.01 -0.30|0.30 -0.30|0.30 
SSA 0.06|-0.06 ocean; 0.03|-0.03 Land -0.55|0.86 -0.59|0.69 
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Chapter 7 An Optimal Fitting Approach to Improve the GISS ModelE Aerosol 
Optical Property Parameterization using AERONET Data 
 
 7.1 Introduction 
     
     Aerosols play important roles in the Earth’s radiative balance. They have the direct 
effect by scattering and absorbing solar radiation, and the indirect effect by interacting 
with water vapor to affect cloud formation and lifetime. Absorbing aerosols also have the 
semi-direct effect by heating the atmosphere layer, reducing cloud fraction and 
suppressing convection. However, due to their highly variable spatial and temporal 
distribution, their direct, indirect and semi-direct effects and the counteracting effect 
between absorbing and non-absorbing aerosols, they have been identified as the largest 
single source of uncertainty in the anthropogenic contribution to global forcing of climate 
change [Hansen et al., 2000, 2002; Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), 
2001]. 
    Global-scale models, which simulate the emission, transport, chemical processes, 
removal and radiative properties of aerosols are extremely useful in assessing the climate 
impact of aerosols [Textor et al., 2006]. In new aerosol modules, aerosols are generally 
distinguished among several types, and their mass fields are separately generated from 
emission sources through a series of highly parameterized processes [Kinne et al., 2003]. 
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Then aerosol optical properties are calculated by assuming aerosol dry sizes and 
specifying their scattering and absorption properties. Because aerosol optical properties 
are directly related to their radiative effects, it is necessary to accurately represent aerosol 
optical properties in global climate models or GCMs. Previously, Liu et al. (2006) 
validated GISS ModelE aerosol climatology of 1990 by comparing with satellite data 
from MODIS, MISR, POLDER, AVHRR and TOMS and ground data from AERONET. 
Their results reveal an overall low bias in GCM Ångström Exponent, suggesting a 
problem in aerosol size specification. The model intercomparison by Kinne et al. (2003) 
also suggests that the GISS model has comparatively large sizes for sulfate and carbon 
aerosols. Although the GISS ModelE aerosol mass fields have been updated, the assumed 
dry sizes remain unchanged. As a result, the purpose of this work is to adjust GCM 
aerosol dry size through comparing and matching with AERONET spectrally dependent 
AOD data. 
    The setup of aerosol modules, either Global Circulation Models or chemical transport 
models, generally consists of two parts: chemical transport model which simulates the 
emission, evolution and transport of aerosols and generates the mass density field for 
each aerosol species on a decadal scale, and radiative transfer model which converts the 
mass density into optical properties by defining aerosol size, and specifying their Mie 
scattering parameter and hygroscopicity. A detailed description of the GISS GCM is 
given in section 2. Based on comparison studies such as Liu et al., and improved 
knowledge on aerosol processes, the GISS GCM tropospheric aerosol mass concentration 
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field has been updated from 1990 to 2000 [Koch et al., 2006, 2007; Bauer et al., 2007]. 
Dust climatology has also been updated by Miller et al. (2006). This new aerosol field 
shows improvements from the previous simulation, such as enhanced sulfur emission at 
remote locations, use of a wind-based parameterization for sea-salt [Koch et al., 2006], 
reduced scatter and bias in black carbon distribution [Koch et al., 2007] and improved 
dust transport over the Atlantic [Miller et al., 2006]. Using this updated aerosol mass 
density field, in this study, we concentrate on the radiation model and compare aerosol 
optical properties to observation. We also make further attempts to adjust parameters in 
the mass density – optical depth conversion process and to investigate model 
uncertainties. Aerosol optical properties and hence their radiative effects are determined 
by the aerosol size distribution and mass concentration of the various components. In the 
parameterization of the radiation model, aerosol size is considered to be the largest source 
of uncertainty, mainly because the GCM assumes a fixed dry size for the five major 
tropospheric aerosols. These sizes are generally empirical and prove to be problematic by 
comparing with observation data. Uncertainty in aerosol size specification is a common 
problem for most GCMs. Kinne et al. (2003) compared the aerosol properties in seven 
climate models and found that different models can have very different aerosol dry size 
specification. For example, dry aerosol sizes for organic carbon aerosols used in these 
models range from 0.02 to 0.50 µm, black carbon aerosol sizes range from 0.02 to 0.10 
µm and sulfate aerosol sizes range from 0.12 to 0.30 µm. Also some models may have 
more than one mode for a certain aerosol species.  Their comparison of assumed dry sizes 
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in each model indicates that the GISS model has larger sulfate, black carbon and organic 
carbon aerosol sizes. This results in errors in the conversion of aerosol mass into optical 
depth, which will further influence the accuracy of aerosol radiative forcing calculations. 
Moreover, the treatment of aerosol mixing also varies from completely internally mixed 
to completely externally mixed (Textor et al., 2006). However, only limited attempts 
have been made to improve aerosol size specification in models. Lesins and Lohmann 
(2003) used spectrally dependent Ångström Exponent data from AERONET 
measurements to deduce a geographically varying aerosol size distribution in the CCCma 
GCM. They further generated an aerosol size dataset for the ECHAM4 climate model 
based on the fine mode aerosol optical depth fraction derived from MODIS and 
AERONET [Lesins and Lohmann, 2005]. Unlike GISS modelE, which assumes external 
aerosol mixing, their aerosols are assumed to have only two internally mixed modes for 
the fine and coarse size classes. No work has been done on the improvement of externally 
mixed aerosols sizes based on available observations. As a result, our primary objective 
is to adjust aerosol dry size parameterization in order to better match model and measured 
aerosol optical properties. This goal is achieved by adopting an optimal fitting approach 
to minimize the Mean Square Error (MSE) between the seasonal cycles of GCM and 
AERONET AOD at available AERONET wavelengths. The remaining errors are largely 
attributed to errors in the aerosol mass concentration generated by the chemical transport 
model and Mie scattering parameters, which, at present, is beyond the scope of this 
research. Furthermore, as indicated in Textor et al. (2006, Table 2), the majority of the 
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sixteen AeroCom aerosol modules assume external aerosol mixing, the method and 
results presented here can be extended to other models rather than confined with the 
GISS GCM. 
    There are several reasons for using AERONET data to improve aerosol model 
parameterization. Firstly, this is the most complete ground based network of aerosol 
measurements, with wide spatial coverage and high data quality. Moreover, AERONET 
instruments directly measure aerosol extinction from the surface, exempt from the need 
to assume surface reflectivity and single scatter albedo, which are major sources of 
uncertainty for satellite retrievals of aerosol properties. Mishchenko et al. (2007) 
compared aerosol climatology between MODIS-Aqua, MODIS-Terra, MISR and GACP, 
and found significant differences that exceed the corresponding individual uncertainty 
claims.  Liu and Mishchenko (2008) further compared MODIS and MISR level 2 aerosol 
products at pixel resolution. Again their results showed worse than expected correlation 
between ocean AOD and essentially no correlation between the Ångström Exponents. 
Both studies suggest limitations and problems in satellite data. And finally, AERONET 
sun photometers typically have seven channels: 340 nm, 380 nm, 440 nm, 500 nm, 675 
nm, 870 mm and 1020 nm, which provides additional information regarding aerosol size 
and composition.  
    In order to facilitate comparison and to take advantage of the AOD spectral 
information, we begin by constructing an ‘AERONET simulator’ within the GCM to 
simulate clear sky column AOD at six AERONET wavelengths. The 1020 nm channel is 
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not used because of possible contaminations by water vapor. Next, from the results we 
identify aerosol size as the most poorly constrained parameter in the optical property 
calculation within the radiation model and develop an optimal fitting technique to find 
the best size combination of sulfate, nitrate, organic carbon, black carbon and sea salt 
aerosols. Dust aerosol sizes are excluded from the fitting because they already have seven 
size bins. The fitted model aerosol optical properties show significant improvements. 
Further more, the fitting procedure generates an improved geographically varying aerosol 
size field that can be readily applied in the radiation model. It also helps to quantify 
possible errors from the chemical transport model, aerosol Mie parameters and the 
ambient relative humidity.  
    The paper is organized as follows: in section 2, we describe the new GCM aerosol 
climatology; In section 3 we briefly introduce the AERONET data used in this study; 
Section 4 presents the comparison results between the GCM and AERONET for five 
major aerosol types: dust, biomass burning, maritime, urban and rural; Then in section 5, 
the optimal least square fitting method to constrain aerosol size and quantify model 
uncertainty is introduced and the results presented; some discussion following the results 
is presented in section 6; And finally the summary and conclusions are given in section 7. 
 




    In this study, we use the updated ModelE 2000 aerosol climatology, which is currently 
the most updated version. The major tropospheric aerosol species include sulfate, sea salt, 
black carbon, organic carbon, nitrate and dust. The distribution of the first five species 
are from GISS chemical-transport model simulations which define the spatial and time 
dependence of tropospheric aerosols in the form of monthly mean height-dependent 
aerosol mass density distributions [Koch, 2001]. The dust field is generated by a dust 
model embedded within ModelE in the form of monthly mean optical depth with seven 
size bins [Miller et al., 2006]. The aerosol mass concentration field is simulated on a 
decadal scale rather than for each specific year, and data for the years within a decade 
need to be interpolated. The model horizontal resolution is 4° by 5° and the vertical 
resolution has been increased from the previous 9 layers to 20 layers.  
    More specifically, the sulfate emissions for present-day anthropogenic sources are 
from the Emission Database for Global Atmospheric Research (EDGAR) v3.2 [Koch et 
al., 2006]. Black carbon and organic carbon anthropogenic emissions are from Bond et 
al. (2004). Biomass burning emissions for BC and OC are based on the Global Fire 
Emission Database (GFED) v1 model carbon estimates, together with the carbonaceous 
aerosol emission factors from Andreae and Merlet (2001). Sea salt production is from the 
wind speed-dependent formulation for sea salt generation from whitecap bubble bursting 
by Monahan et al. (1986). And nitrate aerosols are produced from their gaseous 
precursors, whose emissions are based on anthropogenic emissions for 1995 from 
EDGAR v3.2 [Bauer et al., 2007]. Dust emission is chosen so that the dust cycles agree 
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optimally with a worldwide compilation of satellite retrievals and surface measurements 
[Miller et al., 2006]. After specifying their emission, the chemical-transport model and 
dust model are forced by GCM meteorology (wind field, precipitation, etc.) and surface 
conditions to generate their distribution. 
    Aerosol optical properties are calculated in ModelE radiative transfer model. The 
aerosols are approximated as externally mixed. Effective dry radii are prescribed to be 
0.2, 0.3, 0.1, 0.3 and 1.0 µm for sulfate, organic carbon, black carbon, nitrate and sea salt, 
respectively. Dust aerosols are divided into 7 size bins ranging from 0.1µm to 5.5µm. 
The radiative properties of hygroscopic aerosols (i.e., sulfate, nitrate, sea salt and organic 
carbon) are parameterized based on laboratory measurements [Tang and Munkelwitz, 
1991, 1994; Tang, 1996]. They are treated as an external mixture of the dry aerosol and a 
pure water aerosol of appropriate size, and look up tables of Mie scattering coefficients 
are tabulated for different aerosol compositions as functions of size, wavelength and 
relative humidities ranging from 0 to 0.999 [Schmidt et al., 2006]. The ModelE aerosol 
radiative parameters and their spectral dependence are based on rigorous Mie scattering 
results.  
     Given the aerosol mass density distribution and composition from the chemical 
transfer model, effective radius, complex refractive indices and hygroscopic properties, 





                                                                                                                       (7.1) 
where ρ is the specific density of the aerosol, Qext is the extinction efficiency factor at a 
certain wavelength, reff if the effective radius (cross section weighted radius over the size 
distribution [Hansen and Travis, 1974]). Generally Qext  is at 550 nm. Here, we simulate 
AERONET measurements by extending the GCM Mie scattering coefficient tables to 
specifically include six AERONET sun photometer channels: 340, 380, 440, 500, 675 
and 870 nm, for the year 2000. Only clear sky AOD are taken into account, in order to be 
consistent with AERONET sampling. It should be noted that the simulator does not 
produce exactly the same quantity with AERONET data, because the time periods 
between the model and measurements are not exactly the same, and the transport of the 
aerosols is driven by the GCM wind field, rather than real world meteorology conditions. 
    This study focuses on the radiation part of aerosol simulation, i.e. the process defined 
by (7.1). 
 
7.3 AERONET Ground Data 
 
    AERONET is a globally dispersed network of automatic sun and sky scanning 
radiometers that provides ground-based measurements of aerosol properties at specific 
geographic locations [Holben et al., 1998]. Aerosol optical depth is measured at seven 
wavelengths from UV to near IR: 340, 380, 440, 670, 870 and 1020 nm. Uncertainty in 
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AOD measurements is typically 0.01 for λ>440 nm and 0.02 for λ<440 nm [Eck et al., 
1999].  
    In this study, we employ level 2.0 monthly mean AOD data updated till October 3rd, 
2009. The data are cloud screened and quality assured [Smirnov et al., 2000]. We take the 
multi-year overall monthly average of the data from each station to minimize bias. The 
440/870 Ångström Exponent is calculated using a linear regression of ln(τ) against ln(λ) 
for available wavelengths between the [440, 870] nm interval to evaluate aerosol size.  
    Although currently there are more than 500 AERONET stations around the globe, the 
continuity and consistency of their data vary. Therefore, before comparing with GCM, 
we applied some data quality control strategies. Most of the stations are selected only if 
they have at least two years of measurements and the multi-year overall monthly average 
of AOD has at least 9 months’ data. A few stations are selected manually in order to 
represent typical aerosol types, even though they do not strictly follow this criterion. In 
total, 139 stations are selected, and they fall in 97 GCM grid boxes. If there are two or 
more stations in a GCM grid box, their data are averaged with equal weights. The 
locations of grid boxes with data are shown in later figures (Figure 7.8) of this paper. In 
general, the data coverage is good in North America, Europe, moderate in South 
America, Africa and East Asia.  
    Nevertheless, there is question that one or a few AERONET stations are not 
representative of the whole GCM grid box because of the high spatial variability of 
aerosols. In another respect, the atmospheric lifetime of aerosols is typically several days 
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during which they can travel thousands of kilometers, although they may undergo 
physical and chemical changes. Thus using observations such as AERONET is a useful 
way to test and constrain the aerosol climatologies from chemical transport models [Sato 
et al., 2003]. In addition, the majority of the selected sites are in range score 3 (1000km) 
to 1 (300km), according to the rating of AERONET sites [Kinne, 2006], providing 
relatively good representation of a 4° by 5° grid. Improvements will be possible when 
aerosol distributions are simulated with higher resolution and better coverage of ground 
observations is attained in the future.  
    Locally, in order to examine each GCM aerosol species in more detail, 15 grid boxes 
are selected representing dust, biomass burning, maritime, urban and rural aerosols from 
difference regions (3 grid boxes of each type). 11 of the 15 grid boxes contain only 1 
AEROENT station and their names are characterized by the AERONET site name.  The 
‘PCS’ grid boxes represents ‘Pimai’, ‘Chulalongkorn’ and ‘Silpakorn’. The ‘IC’ box 
represents ‘Ispra’ and ‘Carpentras’. The ‘GCMSW’ box represents  ‘GSFC’, ‘COVE’, 
‘MD_Science_Center’, ‘SERC’ and ‘Wallops’. And the ‘BX’ grid box represents 
‘Beijing’ and ‘XiangHe’. Table 7.1 lists their locations and aerosol types. Please note that 
the latitude and longitude indicate the center of the GCM grid box, rather than those of 
the AERONET station. 
 




    The discussion in this section will focus on the selected 15 grid boxes, which represent 
5 major aerosol types. Results for the other 82 grid boxes are similar so we will not spend 
much space showing comparisons on a global scale. 
 
7.4.1 AOD  
 
    The scatter plots between the GCM and AERONET AOD at different wavelengths are 
shown in Figure 7.1, for the five aerosol types. The ’R’ value indicates correlation 
coefficient between the two data sets. It is clearly observed that GCM underestimates 
biomass burning, rural and urban aerosol loading, while overestimates dust and maritime 
aerosols. GCM achieves high correlation (R>0.8) with AERONET AOD for biomass 
burning, dust and rural aerosols, indicating seasonal cycle agreements, which is 
encouraging in that it suggests the GCM well captures the temporal variability of most 
aerosol types. However, the correlation between urban and maritime aerosols is relatively 
low. The low bias in biomass burning and rural aerosols may result from insufficient 
emission from the chemical transport model. The new dust climatology increased dust 
emission over Sahara region. However, the comparison indicates the increase might be 
too high. The disagreement in sea salt reveals potential problems in both emission and 
meteorology conditions that drive aerosol transport. Industrial regions have a mixture of 
sulfate, nitrate, black carbon and organic carbon aerosols. Therefore the simulation is 
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usually more difficult. In addition to the model, AERONET data could have errors, such 
as contamination from thin cirrus clouds. And the range scores are mostly 0 to 1 for 
urban sites, making them less representative of the whole GCM grid box. These factors 
also contribute to the differences.  
    In addition to the scatter plots, Figure 7.4 allows a more detailed examination into the 
15 grid boxes (dashed line and triangles). While the three grid boxes of each aerosol type 
bare the same characteristics as discussed above, they also have a few individual features. 
For example, for dust, Banizoumbou and Dalanzadgad AOD are both significantly higher 
than AERONET at all channels, while Dahkla only has slightly higher AOD at 870 nm.  
For biomass burning, Mongu and Alta_Floresta AOD disagree with AERONET mainly 
during the summer and autumn peaks, while PSC is biased low all year round. For 
maritime aerosols, GCM AOD has differences in both the magnitude and seasonal cycle 
at Midway_Island and Tahiti. However, the seasonal cycle at Amsterdam_Island agrees 
fairly well with AERONET.  Because aerosols are highly variable in space, it is 
understandable that differences exist between regions dominated by the same aerosol 
type. However, considering their relatively small contribution compared with common 
features, in this study we mainly focus on aerosol types rather than specific grid boxes.  
    Similar results are observed in global comparisons (figure not shown). The GCM well 
reproduced the distribution of major aerosol species, including dust over Sahara and 
Persian Gulf, biomass burning over South Africa, South America and Southeast Asia, and 
urban pollution over East Asia, Northeast America and Europe. However, the GCM 
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generally have lower AOD over the mid-latitudes but higher over the tropical dust 
regions.  
 
7.4.2 Ångström Exponent 
 
    Following Figure 7.1, it is seen that the difference between GCM and AERONET 
AOD is generally smaller at longer wavelengths, which implies a flatter AOD spectral 
dependence simulated by the GCM. The spectral dependence of AOD is associated with 
aerosol size and can be better illustrated with the Ångström Exponent. The Ångström 
relation is used to parameterize the relationship between aerosol size and dependence of 
optical depth on wavelength: 
τ = τ1(λ / λ1)−α                                                                                                                (7.2)  
where α is the Ångström exponent. Larger α corresponds to smaller particle size. τ and 
τ1  are the optical depths at λ andλ1 , respectively . So we have 
α = − ln(τ / τ1) / ln(λ / λ1)                                                                                               (7.3) 
At least AOD at two wavelengths are required to compute α . When AOD values at 
several wavelengths are available, α can be computed by a linear regression on ln(τ ) and 
ln(λ ).  
    In this study, the 440/870 α  is obtained using four wavelengths: 440, 500, 675 and 
870 nm, and the scatter plot comparison is displayed in Figure 7.2. We are aware that 
different errors at different wavelengths in AERONET AOD data may cause biases in AE 
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estimation [Wagner and Silva, 2008]. Therefore, we first carried out a few tests by using 
AOD data only above certain thresholds (0.07, 0.1, 0.15 and 0.2) and found that the 
comparison results remain the same (figures not shown). The GCM AE is clearly biased 
low compared with AERONET for all aerosol types (Figure 7.2). Moreover, in contrast to 
AOD, the correlation between the AE is also very low. This feature is most prominent for 
urban aerosols, where essentially no correlation is observed. Because currently the GCM 
aerosol sizes are prescribed, and are fixed both spatially and temporally, it is not 
surprising that this large discrepancy is observed. The validation against AERONET 
suggests that the GCM aerosol sizes are too large, especially for sulfate, nitrate and 
carbonaceous aerosols that dominate urban regions. The low AE could also be associated 
with relatively high ambient relative humidity in the model, which leads to significant 
size growth of hygroscopic aerosols. Incorrect fraction of each aerosol species will also 
result in errors in AE. Comparison at each grid box (Figure 7.5) and global maps (figure 
not shown) supports the above results. 
    The major sources of uncertainty in GCM aerosol simulation include aerosol and trace 
gas emission/reaction and transport from the chemical transport model, their optical 
property specification, size prescription, hygroscopicity parameterization and ambient 
relative humidity.  From the above comparison results, we consider aerosol size as the 
largest uncertainty in the current GCM aerosol simulation. Not only does it influence the 
AE, but it is also related to AOD according to (7.1). In the next section, we will present 
results by allowing a spatially varying aerosol size field and optimal least square fitting 
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approach to achieve better agreement between the GCM aerosol climatology and 
AEROENT. Nevertheless, further work is still needed to adjust the fraction of each 
aerosol component and to distinguish between fine and coarse modes.  
 
7.5 Optimal Fitting of GCM Aerosol Climatology to AERONET Data 
 
    The results of section 4 indicate significantly larger differences between GCM and 
AERONET AE. As a result, under the condition that aerosol mass density field has been 
specified by the chemical transport model, we consider aerosol size specification as the 
largest source of uncertainty in the radiation model. In this section we develop and apply 
an optimal fitting technique to GCM aerosol optical properties that matches model results 
with AERONET wavelength-dependent AOD and AE. The method seeks to minimize the 
Mean Square Error between GCM and AERONET AOD at all wavelengths, by adjusting 
aerosol size and solving for the ‘uncertainty parameter’ that represents the combined 
error from other factors including Mie parameters, relative humidity and mass density. 
For the moment, we are not able to quantify the individual error from each of these terms 






    For a certain GCM grid box that contains at least one AERONET station, the 
uncertainty of the model AOD at a certain wavelength is characterized by the mean 
square error (MSE) between the model seasonal cycle and AERONET data: 
Eλ =




n                                                                                                 (7.4)  
where Eλ is the MSE at wavelength λ , τmod(i )  is the GCM AOD for month i, τ aer(i )  is 
AEROENT observed AOD for month i, and n is total number of months that have 
available data. When the spectral dependence of AOD is taken into account, the 
combined uncertainty at all wavelengths, or ‘total MSE’, is expressed by a weighted 
average of Eλ . As AOD at different wavelengths have different orders of magnitude, the 
weights assigned to each wavelength should be able to scale its Eλ  to the same order of 
magnitude as the other wavelengths. In this study, we use the decycled variance of the 
AERONET AOD data at that wavelength and that grid box to normalize Eλ . The 
decycled variance can be calculated by removing the mean seasonal cycle from the 
AERONET data time series: 
Vλ =




m                                                                                              (7.5) 
where Vλ  denotes the variance of AERONET AOD data at. m is the total number of 
monthly mean data available at λ , for example, if there are three years data, m=36. 
τ aer( j ,im )  is a single AERONET data for the month im (im=1, …, 12). And τ ave(im )  is the 
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average AOD for the month im. The reason of using Vλ  as the weight is that it represents 
the variation scale of the data at that wavelength, thus can effectively normalize the data 
to approximately the same order of magnitude. Of course there are other ways to 
normalize the data, such as taking the ensemble variance. However, as long as the 
normalization is effective, the method that is used should not affect the analysis results.  
    Therefore, the total MSE for AOD at all wavelengths can be expressed as: 
TE = (Eλk /Vλk )
k=1
w
∑                                                                                                           (7.6) 
TE stands for total MSE, λk  is the kth wavelength, and w is the total number of 
wavelengths. For most of the stations, w=6. However, a few stations do not have data at 
certain channels, for example, data are not available at 340 nm, 380 nm and 500 nm for 
Banizoumbou and Beijing, in which case w=3.  
    The optimal fitting should minimize TE by adjusting relevant parameters, among 
which the primary one is aerosol size.  Considering the reasonable range and relatively 
low accuracy requirement for aerosol size, we treated it as a discrete variable taking 
values from 0.1x, 0.2x,…, to 1.2x, where x is the original size of each aerosol species. 
Dust sizes are not adjusted in this experiment because it already has 7 size bins including 
fine and coarse modes. As a result, we have an ensemble of 125 size scenarios. However, 
because of other model uncertainties, either in the parameterization of the radiation 
model or the mass density field from the chemical transport model, considerable 
disagreements are still observed between AOD after narrowing aerosol size uncertainty 
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(figures not shown).  As a result, we impose a parameter representing the combined effect 
of the other uncertainties to scale GCM AOD. Suppose after fitting Eλ  and TE become: 
Eλ =




n                                                                                            (7.7) 
where K is the uncertainty parameter of AOD, r is a certain size scenario and is related to 
τ  according to (7.1), together with relative humidity effect. For each size scenario, K is 
determined by minimizing its TE(r), i.e., 
∂(TE(r ) )
∂K = 0                                                                                                                     (7.8)              
and solving for K. The group of size scenario and K that produces the smallest TE is then 
considered as optimal fitting parameters. This method is based on the relatively large 
uncertainty in aerosol size and good correlation between GCM and AERONET AOD 
seasonal cycle. The fitting is implemented grid box by grid box. Therefore a 
geographically varying aerosol size and uncertainty parameter will be generated. For the 




    The optimal fitting has successfully reduced the TE. The spectral dependence of GCM 
AOD has been improved. Their magnitudes also match better with AERONET for most 
grid boxes.   
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    In Figure 7.3 we present scatter plots for the five aerosol types after the fitting. 
Compared with Figure 7.1, GCM AOD at all wavelengths have been greatly improved.  
The low bias is eliminated for biomass burning, rural and urban aerosol regions. The high 
bias for dust and maritime aerosols has also been corrected. The correlation is also 
improved after the fitting. For example, over urban regions, the correlation coefficient 
has been raised from negative to above 0.65. It should be noted that the optimal fitting 
technique seeks to minimize the total MSE at all available channels. Therefore, it is 
reasonable that results at certain channels may actually decay. 
    Figure 7.4 displays the fitting results at the 15 selected grid boxes separately. For the 
dust sites, their AOD all matches well with AERONET after the fitting, with the GCM 
value varying within the ±standard deviation of AERONET data (grey shades in Figure 
7.4).  
    The best fitting results are achieved for the three biomass burning regions: 
Alta_Floresta, Mongu and PCS, where both the seasonal variability and magnitude of the 
GCM AOD closely match those of AERONET at all wavelengths.  
    For maritime aerosol, only Amsterdam_Island well agrees with AERONET after the 
fitting. The higher GCM AOD has been adjusted at Midway_Island, however there is still 
a two – month phase shift in GCM seasonal cycle, i.e. GCM AOD peaks in February and 
March while AERONET AOD is highest in April and May. As for Tahiti, the two 
seasonal variations still disagree from January to May. In the GCM chemical transport 
model, sea salt emission depends on wind speed. However, Smirnov et al. (2003) found 
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that the correlation between aerosol optical parameters and wind speed are low for most 
island sites in the Pacific Ocean within the AERONET network. This indicates chemical 
transport simulation of sea salt need to be improved, particularly for the Pacific.  
    The adjusted GCM AOD for rural and urban aerosols achieve excellent agreement with 
AERONET except for GCMSW. For this grid box, the summer AOD peak is still not 
well characterized. The results indicate that the seasonal cycles of black carbon and dust 
are simulated reasonably well, while the summer emission of the dominant species – 
sulfate aerosols, requires to be further increased in the chemical transport model. 
Moreover, one limitation of this fitting approach is that the fraction of each aerosol 
species is not allowed to be adjusted, which makes it less effective at places where 
several aerosol species exist, such as urban area. However, this problem usually requires 
tracing back to the chemical transport model, where we are able to adjust emissions and 
meteorology field to improve the results. Nonetheless, the fitting produced an optimal 
size combination and to some extent quantified the model uncertainty. 
    As significant improvements have been achieved in AOD at all wavelengths for most 
grid boxes, similar results could be expected for the AE. The method greatly increased 
the correlation between GCM and AEROENT 440/870 AE for biomass burning, 
maritime, urban and rural aerosols (Figure 7.5). Because dust size is not adjusted in the 
current approach, the results for the three dust sites are not much improved. The AE at 
each grid box after the fitting is shown in Figure 7.6 (Solid black lines). AE at all grid 
boxes are increased and agree better with AERONET after the fitting. Although the 
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fitting does not include temporal variation of aerosol size, each aerosol species has its 
own seasonal variation and adjusting their sizes also results in changes in the season 
cycle of AE. It is shown that seasonal cycles are also improved for most biomass burning, 
rural and urban regions. In this study the seven dust size bins are not adjusted so dust AE 
is not significantly improved. Nevertheless, considerable differences are still observed for 
some grid boxes For example, the GCM AE has a very different behavior from 
AERONET from April to October at Dalanzadgad. This suggests during this period the 
region is characterized by smaller dust particles that the GCM fails to capture. Sea salt 
sizes also remains problematic, especially for Tahiti. The current GCM assumes only one 
size mode for sea salt. However, its size can range from 0.03-8 µm and have several 
modes [Gong et al., 1997]. In future work we will attempt to introduce more size modes 
to the GCM sea salt. The low GCM AE at urban areas indicates the fraction of fine mode 
aerosols: sulfate, black and organic carbon, requires to be further adjusted.  
    To sum up, our proposed optimal fitted approach by adjusting aerosol sizes and scale 
optical depth to minimize total MSE (TE) significantly improves GCM AOD magnitude, 
their spectral dependence and seasonal variability for the five aerosol types. The results 
for the other grid boxes are similar, or even better (figures not shown). These preliminary 
results are encouraging in that it suggests GCM aerosol climatology can be adjusted by 
this technique to yield better simulations. It also provides useful information to the 
upstream chemical transport model. Differences still exist after the fitting for some types 
of aerosol mainly because: (1) a constant uncertainty parameter is applied to the total 
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AOD, so the fraction of each aerosol species only changes slightly by adjusting their 
sizes. We have attempted to adjust the fraction of each aerosol species, through choosing 
an optimal combination of fraction multipliers from a certain interval (0 to 3, for 
example). However, due to the excess degrees of freedom, the fractions we obtained 
largely depend on the primarily defined interval and the multipliers often lie on the 
boundaries, making the procedure less objective. Moreover, if we solve the six fractions 
pure mathematically using variation methods similar to (7.8), the results are sometimes 
unphysical (extremely large value or even negative). Additional information is required 
to constrain the fraction of each aerosol species; (2) dust sizes are not adjusted and the 
GCM has one mode for the other aerosol species. Anthropogenic aerosols such as sulfate, 
nitrate, black carbon and organic carbon are usually smaller and can be treated as fine 
mode only. Sea salt size, however, requires a distribution with several modes [Gong et 
al., 1997]; (3) here we have 12 size scenarios for each aerosol component. The number 
and range can be further expanded to obtain better fitting results.  
 
7.5.3 Optimally Fitted Sizes and Uncertainty Parameter 
 
    After discussing the GCM results after the optimal fitting, in this section we examine 
the aerosol sizes and the parameter representing model uncertainty that produce best fit.  
    Table 7.2 lists the sizes and uncertainty parameter for the 15 grid boxes representing 
the five aerosol types. 
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    Despite a few individual differences, in general we can conclude that: dust has been 
overestimated by a factor of 0.6~0.8; organic carbon sizes should be decreased over 
biomass burning regions while black carbon size slightly increased, and the total AOD 
has been largely underestimated. Sea salt size should be increased, AOD is 
overestimated; both urban and rural AOD has been underestimated by approximately a 
factor of two, and the sizes of dominant aerosol species (sulfate, nitrate, black and 
organic carbon) should be considerable reduced.   
    In terms of global distribution, Figure 7.7 shows the histogram of the fitted sizes and 
the uncertainty parameter. The size of organic carbon is reduced to 0.12 to 0.18 µm for 
most places. Nitrate size is mostly reduced to 0.03 µm. Sea-salt sizes display an 
approximately bi-modal distribution with two peaks at 0.2 and 1.2 µm. This further 
supports the necessity of introducing more size modes for sea salt. Black carbon sizes 
have mostly been reduced to 0.03 µm, corresponding to the majority of urban AERONET 
stations. The small peak at 0.12 µm is produced by biomass burning regions. Sulfate 
aerosols have highly variable sizes, and exhibit an approximate Gaussian distribution. 
Due to their various origins, such as fossil fuel burning, biomass burning, volcanoes and 
biogenic, it is not out of expectation that sulfate aerosols have a broad size range. The 
uncertainty parameter mostly lies between 0 to 3, and peaks at the 1-2 bin. Because this 
parameter represents model errors from other sources in AOD, this distribution indicates 
that the model error is approximately a factor of 2.  
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    Except for sulfate sizes, the global distribution of the sizes and the uncertainty 
parameter shows distinct regional features (Figure 7. 8). Organic carbon size has been 
uniformly decreased, and the biomass burning regions of South America, South Africa 
and Southeast Asia have the smallest sizes (0.03 µm). Black carbon size is also decreased 
to below 0.03 µm over urban and rural regions of North America, Europe and Asia, but is 
increased over biomass burning regions. The size of nitrate aerosols displays a similar 
distribution as black carbon. The size of sea salt mostly takes two extreme values. Large 
sizes (1.2 µm) are found over North America, Europe, East Asia and all ocean grid boxes. 
Very small values (0.2 µm) appear over South America, South Africa, Sahara, Persian 
Gulf and Central Asia, where sea salt influence is insignificant. Sulfate size distribution is 
more complicated, but some regional characteristics can still be inferred. For example, 
the sizes over North America are mostly around 0.1 µm, and over Europe and East Asia, 
the sizes are slightly larger, from 0.14 to 0.2 µm. These approximately uniform regional 
size distributions is an encouraging result, because it indicates the possibility to generate 
a regionally varying global size field that can be readily embedded into the GCM.  
    The distribution of the uncertainty parameter can also be divided into regions 
dominated by different aerosol types. North African and Persian dust is reduced by a 
factor from 0.5 to 1. Biomass burning over South Africa, South America and Southeast 
Asia is at least doubled, and 4-folded for a few grid boxes. The parameter varies around 
1.5 over most urban and rural regions in North America, Europe and East Asia. Overall, 
globally the GCM underestimates aerosol optical properties by approximately a factor of 
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2,and the most serious underestimation occurs for biomass burning aerosols. Sato et al. 
(2003) concluded that the 1990 GCM aerosol climatology underestimates BC and OC by 
a factor of 2 to 2.5, inferred from AERONET data.  Our study supports this conclusion, 
and suggests that this factor might be even higher at some locations after size 
adjustments.  
     In sum, the GCM aerosol sizes and uncertainty parameter that yield optimal fitting 
show regionally uniform distributions, which is both realistic and easy to apply in the 
model. In this way, we will be able to produce a geographically varying global aerosol 
size distribution. Moreover, on average the GCM underestimates AOD at the selected 
grid boxes by approximately a factor of 2, with the largest underestimation associated 
with biomass burning. This factor may come from various aspects: mass density 
associated with emission and meteorology condition from the chemical transport model; 
aerosol Mie scattering parameter calculated from refractive indices; environmental 
relative humidity conditions and hygroscopic aerosol parameterization; aerosol internal 
mixing with other species; and errors from AERONET measurements. For the moment it 
is beyond our scope to quantify the contribution from each of these factors. Large 
underestimation may be related to insufficient emission.  Phase difference in seasonal 
cycle could be attributed to reversed local wind field. And low GCM absorption could 
result from incorrect organic carbon refractive indices and the absence of aerosol mixing.  
There is on-going research to narrow the model uncertainty and to improve simulation 
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results. Meanwhile, experiments will be carried out to apply the size and uncertainty 




    An optimal fitting technique is development and used to improve GISS GCM aerosol 
climatology. The approach produced satisfying results for major aerosol types, and 
constrained aerosol size for each species and model uncertainty. Especially, the adjusted 
aerosol sizes are consistent with model intercomparison results by Kinne et al. (2003), 
which suggests that the sulfate and carbonaceous aerosol sizes in the GISS model are 
large. In this study the optimal fitting approach produces reduced sulfate, black carbon 
and organic carbon aerosol sizes. Considering that the uncertainty in dry size 
specification commonly exists in aerosol models, we suggest the method could be 
extended to other models to improve their size parameterization. Compared with previous 
work of this kind by Lesins and Lohmann (2003), our work is original first because we 
adjusted aerosol dry sizes of each aerosol species in an externally mixed aerosol module. 
Second, instead of using spectrally dependent Ångström Exponent, we use spectrally 
dependent AOD data. This potentially contains aerosol size information, as well as 
aerosol amount and their optical properties. And finally, in the least square fitting 
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process, we also quantified model uncertainty from other parameterization processes than 
size. However, currently the method still has a few limitations.  
    First, the comparisons and fitting technology are both performed in the radiation 
model, which only investigates problems involved in the mass density – optical property 
conversion process. This implicitly assumes a correct aerosol mass concentration 
simulation in the first place. However, this is not necessarily the case, and can already be 
inferred from the results. In fact, sometimes uncertainty in aerosol mass density is even 
larger than that in aerosol optical property calculation. For example, a four-fold 
underestimation in biomass burning aerosol AOD is likely the result of insufficient 
emission or excess removal, while the phase shift in sea salt seasonal cycle might be 
attributed to incorrect wind field that generates an incorrect aerosol mass distribution. 
Therefore, further narrowing down model uncertainties requires investigation into the 
chemical transport model. Koch et al. (2009) evaluated black carbon in global aerosols 
models including GISS ModelE and also suggest an underestimation in column BC in 
biomass burning regions and they infer that the chemical transport models may lack 
sufficient low-level pole-ward aerosol transport. Nevertheless, our work provides 
significant amount of information with regard to the chemical transport model. The 
authors will be collaborating with the GISS aerosol chemistry group to further improve 
aerosol simulation. And with improved aerosol mass density field, the fitting technique 
can again be performed to constrain aerosol size. This could be an iterative procedure 
until satisfying results are achieved.  
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    Second, on the one hand, the GCM aerosols are assumed to be externally mixed, with a 
single dry size prescribed to each species. On the other hand, the fraction of each aerosol 
species is not adjusted in this method due to the excess degrees of freedom as mentioned 
above. Therefore, the fine/coarse mode aerosol fraction can hardly be modified. The high 
spectral resolution of AERONET measurements helps to further examine this issue by 
providing additional information for the spectral dependence of AE. Eck et al. (1999) 
found significant curvature in the logarithm of aerosol optical depth versus logarithm of 
wavelength at AERONET stations characterized by biomass burning, urban and dust 
aerosols. This results in a spectrally varying Ångström Exponent associated with the 
fraction of accumulation modes. Schuster et al. (2006) also used AERONET data to show 
that Ångström exponent at long wavelengths (0.67, 0.87 nm) is sensitive to fine mode 
volume fraction of aerosols, while short wavelengths (0.38, 0.44) is sensitive to fine 
mode effective radius. Kaskaoutis et al. (2007) further investigated this relationship by 
studying data from four AERONET stations. They concluded that fine mode particles 
exhibit negative curvature in the logarithm of AOD as a function of the logarithm of 
wavelength, and have larger Ångström exponent at longer wavelength, and vice versa. 
Here we also present this relationship from a few selected grid boxes with largest 
disagreements to further evaluate the fitting results and to infer additional information 
(Figure 7. 9). AE is computed for 4 center wavelengths (380, 440, 500 and 675 nm) using 
a least square fit to the three adjacent points. PCS, where biomass burning is dominant, 
clearly displays a change from winter coarse mode (positive curvature) to summer fine 
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mode (negative curvature) in AERONET data. However, this reversal is not captured by 
the GCM.  GCM AE curvature is also completely different from AERONET at 
Midway_Island. Similar phenomenon is observed for Tahiti. Introducing a bi-modal sea 
salt size distribution will help to solve this problem. The January curve for Mexico_City 
resembles AERONET while July curve differs. The AERONET curves suggest this 
region is dominated by fine mode particles during both seasons (larger AE at longer 
wavelength), which is reasonable over urban regions polluted by sulfate, nitrate and 
carbonaceous aerosols. The GCM summer aerosol sizes need to be further considered in 
future work.  
    Third, in addition to directly measured aerosol extinction (AOD), AERONET also 
provides inversion products such as ABSoprtion optical depth (ABS). These data provide 
possibilities to further constrain absorbing aerosols, i.e. black carbon, dust and organic 
carbon aerosols. Sato et al. (2003) used AERONET aerosol absorption optical depth to 
calibrate global black carbon climatology in the previous version (1990 aerosol 
climatology) of GISS GCM, and found GCM black carbon must be increased by a factor 
of 2-4. Here, we also compare the 440, 675 and 870 nm ABS between AERONET and 
GCM at selected dust and biomass burning locations. The GCM ABS is simulated similar 
to AOD but replacing Qext  with (Qext -Qsct ) in equation (1), where Qsct is scattering 
efficiency. Again only clear-sky data is used to be consistent with AERONET 
measurements. In the updated GISS GCM aerosol climatology, aerosol absorption is still 
underestimated at biomass burning locations (Figure 7. 10). The reasons could be 
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insufficient aerosol loading, insufficient absorption especially from organic carbon 
aerosols, and lack of aerosol mixing. It has been shown that the coating of organic carbon 
on black carbon will significantly increase the absorption of black carbon (Personal 
communication with K. Tsigaridis).   We have also extended the optimal fitting technique 
to include ABS at the three wavelengths. After fitting the GCM ABS well matches 
AERONET for the biomass burning locations of Mongu and PCS (Figure 7. 10, solid 
black lines). For Banizoumbou and Dahkla, where dust aerosol dominates, the GCM 
ABS seasonal cycles differ from AERONET in both the magnitude and the phase. Even 
optimal fitting does not show evident improvements. However, it is questionable that the 
AERONET ABS seasonal cycles do not agree with AOD at these two locations. To 
further investigate this, we introduce the Aerosol Index (AI) product from Total Ozone 
Mapping Spectrometer (TOMS), which is a qualitative measurement of aerosol 
absorption. Version 8 AI is defined as: 
AI = −100[log10 (I331/360 )meas − log10 (I331/360 )calc ]                                                              (7.9) 
where Imeas is the measured backscattered radiance at a given wavelength and Icalc is 
the  
back – scattered radiance calculated at that wavelength for a pure Rayleigh atmosphere.  
Thus by this definition, AI is positive for UV absorbing aerosols, near zero for clouds and  
negative for scattering aerosols [Torres et al., 1998]. Here we use version 8 monthly 
mean 1° ×1.25° AI product from Earth Probe TOMS from 1997 to 2000. To compare 
with GCM, we compute the overall monthly mean, and rescale the data to GCM 
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resolution (4° ×5°). We find that the seasonal correlation between GCM ABS and TOMS 
AI (thick grey line on 440 nm ABS panel) are high at Banizoumbou and Dahkla (0.84 
and 0.98, respectively) while that between AI and AERONET are much lower (0.48 and 
0.36, respectively). The correlation between GCM ABS and AERONET ABS are similar 
to that between AI and AERONET ABS. For one thing, this might indicate that this one 
AERONET station is not sufficient to represent the whole GCM grid box. For the other 
thing, AERONET inversion products have sources of uncertainty from Sun or sky 
channel miscalibration, inaccurate azimuth angle pointing during sky radiance 
measurements, inaccuracy in accounting for surface [Dubovik et al., 2000], and errors 
from assumed aerosol shape, especially for dust stations. Due to the disagreement 
between AERONET ABS and TOMS AI, we suspect that the accuracy and quality of the 
AERONET ABS product is less than those of AERONET AOD. For this work, our fitting 
is mainly based on the AOD measurements.  
    Fourth, currently AERONET ground measurements are considered to be the most 
suitable data set to validate aerosol models. The AERONET network measures spectral 
extinction by aerosols from direct beam observations of the sun, with high spectral and 
time resolution [Eck et al., 1999]. It provides both high quality data and additional 
spectral information associated with aerosol size and composition. However, AERONET 
data have the limitation of sparse spatial coverage, and bias caused by daytime and clear-
sky sampling. Kinne et al. (2003) discussed the potential problems in temporal and 
regional representation of AERONET data. Moreover, AERONET and most satellite 
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retrievals only measure column integrated quantities, while the vertical structure of 
aerosols (especially absorbing aerosols) also play important roles in their climate effects. 
In the future, with the extension of the AEROENT network, more accurate and 
comprehensive validation of aerosol models will be possible. 
    And finally, the different time periods for model simulation and measurement and not 
real-time wind field that drives aerosol distribution in the model could also contribute to 
the disagreements between the fitted results and AERONET data.  
    In sum, although the fitting approach generated the ‘optimal’ sizes and uncertainty 
parameters, we regard the results to be more qualitative than quantitative. We are more 
confident in the sign of the adjustment (i.e. increase or decrease, overestimate or 
underestimate) rather than the absolute magnitude. The essence of the fitting is not 
confined to improving GCM results, but also lies in the potential information revealed in 
this process. The scheme can be further improved by extending size scenarios and 
introducing additional constraints to adjust the fraction of each aerosol species. Its usage 
can also be easily extended to other aerosol model results, or using other observation data 
sets.  
 




    In this paper, we improve the GISS ModelE aerosol optical properties based on the 
comparisons with AERONET ground measurements. With AOD data available from six 
wavelengths, we construct an ‘AERONET simulator’ within the GCM to produce the 
corresponding clear-sky aerosol optical properties. First, comparisons are performed on 
the magnitude and seasonal cycles of AOD and its spectral dependences, and AE, 
focusing on regions dominated by five aerosol types. The results reveal that the GCM 
underestimates the loading of biomass burning, urban and rural aerosols, while slightly 
overestimates dust and sea salt aerosols. The GCM AOD achieves fairly high seasonal 
correlation with AERONET for dust, biomass burning and rural aerosols. Moreover, the 
GCM has a flatter AOD spectral dependence, thus a low biased AE. The temporal 
variability of AE is also poorly represented. Global comparison is consistent with the 15 
selected grid boxes by aerosol type.  
    Based on the above results, we identify size prescription as the primary source of 
uncertainty in the radiation model of aerosol simulation. An optimal least square fitting 
technique is developed accordingly to constrain dry sizes for sulfate, nitrate, black 
carbon, organic carbon and sea salt aerosols assuming completely external mixing, and to 
quantify the combined error resulted from other factors including Mie parameter, ambient 
relative humidity, aerosol mass concentration, etc. The goal of the fitting is to minimize 
total normalized mean square error (TE) at the six AOD wavelengths. The results show 
considerable improvements in the magnitude and seasonal cycles of GCM AOD and AE. 
The best fitting is achieved for biomass burning, dust and rural aerosols. Differences still 
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exist for urban and maritime aerosols. These problems require further adjustments in the 
upstream conditions, such as emission and transport in the chemical transport model, 
rather than in the radiative transfer model that this study focuses on. The distribution of 
sizes and uncertainty parameter that yield best fit indicates that organic carbon sizes 
should be reduced to 0.12 to 0.15 µm, nitrate reduced to 0.03 µm, black carbon also 
reduced to 0.03 µm for urban and rural areas, but slightly increased for biomass burning 
regions. Sea salt size has a bi-modal distribution with centers at 0.2 and 1.2 µm). Sulfate 
size is highly variable and the distribution is approximately Gaussian. From the 
uncertainty parameter, we infer that biomass burning aerosols (organic and black carbon) 
have been underestimated by a factor as large as 4, urban and rural aerosols over North 
America are underestimated by approximately a factor of 2, and around 1.5 over Europe, 
while there is a slight overestimation in dust and maritime aerosols. The global pattern of 
the parameters display some encouraging regional characteristics, based on which it will 
be possible to generate a regionally varying aerosol size dataset in the GCM, which is one 
of the topics of our future study. Further attempts will also be made to adjust dust size in 
the dust model, introducing new Mie parameters for organic carbon and improving 
aerosol processes in the chemical transport model such as aerosol emission, transport, 











Name Latitude, °N Longitude, °E Aerosol Type 
Banizoumbou 14 2.5 Dust (+bio) 
Dahkla 22 -17.5 Dust 
Dalanzadgad 42 102.5 Dust 
PCS 17 102.5 Biomass 
Mongu -14 -22.5 Biomass 
Alta_Floresta -10 -57.5 Biomass 
Midway_Island 30 -177.5 Maritime 
Tahiti -18 -147.5 Maritime 
Amsterdam_Island -38 77.5 Maritime 
IC 46 7.5 Urban 
GCMSW 38 -77.5 Urban 
Mexico_City 17 -97.5 Urban 
BX 38 117.5 Rural (+Urban) 
BONDVILLE 42 -87.5 Rural 
Sevilleta 34 -107.5 Rural 
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Table 7.2. Fitted sizes and uncertainty parameter for the 15 selected grid boxes      
     
Fitted Sizes (µm) Name 
OC NT SS BC SU 
K 
Banizoumbou .24 .12 .20 .12 .22 .717 
Dahkla .12 .03 .20 .03 .16 .801 
Dalanzadgad .12 .12 .10 .03 .10 .612 
PCS .12 .03 1.1 .12 .12 4.614 
Mongu .09 .03 .10 .09 .10 4.012 
Alta_Floresta .18 .15 1.0 .12 .18 1.496 
Midway_Island .18 .18 1.2 .03 .16 .682 
Tahiti .09 .03 1.2 .04 .16 1.806 
Amsterdam_Island .09 .03 1.2 .04 .12 .676 
IC .12 .03 1.2 .03 .10 2.070 
GCMSW .12 .03 1.2 .04 .14 2.268 
Mexico_City .09 .03 1.2 .03 .16 4.897 
BX .12 .21 1.1 .05 .14 2.297 
BONDVILLE .15 .03 1.2 .11 .12 2.280 





Figure 7.1. Scatter plots of AERONT and GCM AOD for the five aerosol types. GCM 
AOD and ABS is biased low for biomass burning, urban and rural aerosols, but slightly 
high for dust and maritime aerosols. Dust, biomass burning and rural aerosols have high 
seasonal correlation (R value) with AERONET. The low seasonal correlation between 
maritime and urban aerosols indicates problems in sea salt simulation (possibly related to 
wind field), and the representation of a mixture of sulfate, nitrate and carbonaceous 


















































Figure 7.2. Scatter plots of AERONET and GCM AE indicate a lower GCM AE 
associated with larger aerosol size. The seasonal variability is also poorly reproduced by 

















Figure 7.3. Scatter plots of AERONET and GCM AOD after fitting. The fitting 
successfully improved GCM AOD results for all aerosol types at all wavelengths. 
Comparatively large differences still exist for maritime aerosols, indicating problems in 
sea salt seasonal variability. The ABS results are also improved but not as satisfying as 






















































































































































































































































































































Figure 7.6. 440/870 AE for AERONET (triangle), GCM before fitting (dashed black 
line) and GCM after fitting (solid black line). AE matches closer with AERONET after 
the fitting, indicating improvements in aerosol size specification. A few grid boxes still 
display relative large difference, for example, the summer months at Dalanzadgad that is 
mainly because the seven dust sizes are excluded from the fitting. Disagreements over 
Tahiti during the summer might be associated with different sea salt size modes. And the 
relatively low AE for urban aerosols may be caused by the fact that the fraction of each 
aerosol species is not adjusted without the presence of additional constraints. 
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Figure 7.7. Histogram of organic carbon, nitrate, sea-salt, black carbon and sulfate 
aerosol size and the scaling factor (represents model uncertainty) that yield least square 
fit. The sizes for organic carbon and nitrate are both significantly reduced. Sea-salt size 
shows a bimodal distribution with two center radii (0.2 and 1.2µm). The 0.03µm peak for 
black carbon is associated with urban and rural regions while the 0.12µm peak is 
associated with biomass burning aerosols. The size distribution for sulfate is broader. The 
uncertainty parameter concentrates within the 0 to 3 interval, and peaks in the 1-2 bin, 











Figure 7.8. Global distribution of the optimal fitted sizes and uncertainty parameter. 
Except for sulfate, the sizes of the other four species all demonstrate regional 
characteristics, i.e. the size is generally uniform within a certain spatial range. Smaller 
regions can also be identified in sulfate size map. The distribution of the uncertainty 
parameter indicates very low bias in GCM biomass burning simulation (as large as a 
factor of 5), underestimation in AOD over North America by a factor of 2, and a slight 












Figure 7.9. The dependence of AE on wavelengths for selected grid boxes. This 
relationship is associated with fine/coarse mode aerosol fraction and radius, thus can 
provide additional size information. The GCM AE spectral dependence is also improved 
by the fitting technique. However, GCM fails to capture aerosol size mode seasonal 
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Figure 7.10. Aerosol absorption optical depth at 440 nm for selected grid boxes. 
Triangle: AERONET; Dashed black line: GCM before fitting; Solid black: GCM after 
fitting. The shaded area indicates ±standard deviation of AERONET data. And TOMS 
Aerosol Index data is shown in thick gray lne. The TOMS AI seasonal cycle does not 
agree with that of AERONET ABS, but agrees with the GCM for dust aerosols, which 
might be due to inaccuracy in aerosol shape assumption in AERONET inversion for dust. 
The seasonal cycle of GCM ABS well agrees with AERONET for biomass burning 
aerosols, and after the fitting, the GCM ABS closely matches AERONET data. 
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Chapter 8 Improving GCM Aerosol Absorption by Extended Optimal Fitting and 




    Despite the fact that aerosols are thought to counteract part of the current trend of 
global warming due to greenhouse gases, absorbing aerosols can exert a positive forcing 
at top-of-atmosphere (TOA) and add to global warming. Regionally, they may even turn 
the total aerosol forcing from negative to positive. For example, Ramanathan et al. 
(2007) showed that atmospheric brown clouds containing absorbing aerosols have 
amplified the warming trend over Asia. Moreover, absorbing aerosols have a larger effect 
at the surface where they reduce solar radiative (Ramanathan et al., 2001). They may 
also impact the hydrological cycle by changing atmospheric stability through their effect 
on the atmospheric temperature profile.  
    An important parameter that governs the relative absorption and scattering by aerosol 
particles is the single scattering albedo (SSA), which is the ratio of scattering to the total 
extinction. The SSA for black carbon (BC), a major absorbing species, is about 0.2 at 
visible wavelengths, whereas it is approximately 1 for scattering aerosols such as sulfates 
(Haywood and Boucher, 2000). Hansen et al. (1997) suggested a critical SSA of 0.86 
when aerosol impact on global mean surface temperature shifts from cooling to heating. 
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And when the semi-direct effect of absorbing aerosols on clouds is considered, the 
critical value increases to about 0.91. The critical SSA also depends on cloud fraction, 
surface albedo and the vertical distribution of aerosols and cloud (Ramanathan et al., 
2001). This threshold is important because the SSAs of most Northern Hemisphere 
aerosols lie within the 0.85 to 0.95 range (Hansen et al., 1997). As a result, the global 
average magnitude and the sign of total aerosol TOA forcing are highly uncertain. 
    In order to better constrain the climate forcing of aerosols, it is crucial for global 
models to accurately simulate aerosol absorption. However, the emission inventory of 
carbonaceous aerosols used in chemical transport models is highly uncertain (Bond et al., 
2004) and black carbon aerosol optical depths (AODs) differ markedly among the 
AeroCom models (Kinne et al., 2006). Sato et al. (2003) suggested that global models 
have underestimated aerosol absorption by a factor of 2 to 4 using AERONET 
measurements. Schuster et al. (2005) estimated the BC loading over continental-scale 
regions and also suggested that the model concentrations and absorption optical depth of 
BC are lower than those derived from AERONET. Moreover, some models assume that 
all aerosol absorption is due to BC (Schuster et al., 2005), while a significant fraction 
may result from mineral dust and organic carbon. In short, much improvement is needed 
on quantifying aerosol absorption or SSA in aerosol and climate models.  
    A major difficulty comes from the lack of extensive and accurate measurements of 
aerosol absorption with which to validate and constrain model results. None of the 
current satellite sensors are able to retrieve SSA. Instead, this parameter must be assumed 
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in the retrieval models in order to retrieve other quantities such as AOD. The AErosol 
RObotic NETwork (AERONET) (Holben et al., 1998, 2001; Dubovik et al., 2002), a 
federated ground-based network of sun photometers monitoring aerosol properties at 
worldwide locations, seems to provide the most suitable SSA data set at relatively high 
accuracy (±0.03 as described by Dubovik et al., 2000). AERONET retrieves aerosol 
absorption optical depth (ABS) and SSA based on the inversion algorithm (Dubovik and 
King, 2000) simultaneously at four channels, namely 440, 675, 870 and 1020 nm. This 
provides additional information on the absorbing aerosol type, as dust and black carbon 
have different dependence of SSA on wavelength (e.g., Bergstrom et al., 2003).  
Although AERONET data have the disadvantage of limited global coverage, the stations 
essentially cover all major tropospheric aerosol regimes (Holben et al., 1998, 2001). 
Therefore the data have been widely used to validate satellite retrievals as well as model 
results.   
    Previously, Li et al. (2010) developed an optimal fitting technique to improve AOD 
and Ångström Exponent (AE) simulations in the NASA Goddard Institute for Space 
Studies (GISS) ModelE aerosol climatology. This study is a follow-up of the above 
paper, in which we extend the optimal fitting method to further improve aerosol 
absorption using AERONET ABS measurements. The model and the aerosol fields used 
in the study have been described by Li et al. (2010). The selection and reprocessing of 
AERONET data is described in section 8.2. In section 8.3, initial comparisons between 
the original GCM ABS and AERONET are made focusing on five major aerosol types. 
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Section 8.4 introduces the extended optimal fitting methodology and presents fitted 
results and parameters. In section 8.5, a further attempt is made by incorporating the 
fitted parameters (aerosol sizes and uncertainty parameters) into the GCM and the 
updated aerosol direct forcing is estimated. Finally, section 8.6 presents the conclusions 
and discussions. 
 
8.2. AERONET Data 
 
    In this study, we use AERONET Level 1.5 cloud-screened (Smirnov et al., 2000) 
monthly mean absorbing optical depth (ABS) at three wavelengths, 440, 675 and 870 nm. 
The 1020 nm channel is excluded because of possible contamination by water vapor 
absorption. A data control is applied by keeping only stations that have at least 2 years of 
measurements and that the multi-year monthly averages have at least 9 data points. A few 
exceptions are made manually for stations representing typical aerosol types. After the 
stations are selected, their data are then averaged into 4°×5° grid boxes with equal 
weights to compare with the GCM. A total of 139 stations are selected which fall into 97 
GCM grids. We use multi-year averages of AERONET data to reduce interannual 
variability.  
    In order to locally examine the comparison and fitting results, Li et al. (2010) selected 
15 grid boxes representing dust, biomass burning, urban, rural and maritime aerosols. 
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Here we adopt the same grid boxes for the first five aerosol types. Table 8.1 shows the 
name, location and aerosol type of these grid boxes. The latitude and longitude indicate 
the center of the GCM grid box rather than the actual location of the AERONET stations. 
 
8.3. Comparison between Original GCM Results and AERONET Data 
 
    This chapter focuses on aerosol absorption, as AOD and AE have already been 
assessed in a number of studies (e.g., Liu et al., 2006; Li et al., 2010). First of all, the 
GCM absorption optical depths are computed at 440, 675 and 870nm using the 
“AERONET-simulator” approach described in Li et al. (2010). While we only present the 
comparison for the 15 selected grid boxes, the results for the rest 82 grids are similar. 
Figure 8.1 shows the scatter plots of monthly mean GCM ABS against AERONET data.  
    Except for dust, an overall low bias is observed for all the other four aerosol types. For 
dust, GCM values scatter on both sides of the 1 to 1 line and differ by station. For 
example, for “Banizoumbou” which is located on the southern edge of the Sahara desert, 
the GCM ABS is clearly overestimated. While for “Dalanzadgad”, dominated by 
Mongolian dust, the GCM underestimates the ABS. Considering the GCM AOD for these 
two grid boxes agree relatively well with AERONET (Figure 1 of Li et al., 2010), such 
differences may result from different absorbing properties by different dust types, as dust 
containing more hematite tends to be more absorbing.  However, the GCM uses the same 
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optical parameterization for dust from all regions. For the other three types, the low bias 
in ABS seems to be related to the low bias in the GCM AOD (Figure 1 of Li et al., 2010), 
which suggests that the total aerosol loading, as well as the amount of the absorbing 
species, need to be increased.  
    With respect to seasonal variability, the GCM results are also not satisfying. Urban and 
dust aerosol ABSs even have negative correlation with AERONET (R values on each 
panel), which suggests that the GCM ABS seasonal cycle is completely out of phase. 
Correlation for biomass burning aerosols is also low.  Rural aerosols seem to have a 
moderate correlation. However, it is mainly due to the two grid boxes where the absolute 
ABS values are very low. For BX, where aerosol absorption is significantly higher, the 
correlation is obviously poor. This result indicates that not only the amount of absorbing 
aerosols, but also their seasonal cycles, need to be adjusted. 
 
8.4 Extended Optimal Fitting of GCM Aerosol Climatology 
 
    In this section, we extend the optimal fitting technique developed by Li et al. (2010) to 
include ABS at the three wavelengths together with AOD at six wavelengths (340, 380, 
440, 500, 675, 870 nm).  Note that the initial state is still the original GCM aerosol 
climatology, with the initially specified mass density, aerosol dry sizes and Mie 
coefficients. We focus on the aerosol mass – optical property conversion procedure. The 
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fitting aims at minimizing the Mean Square Error (MSE) between the simulated and 
measured AOD and ABS seasonal cycles by adjusting aerosol dry sizes and the fraction 




    For a certain GCM grid box that contains at least one AERONET stations, the model 
uncertainty, quantified by the MSE (E) between the GCM and AERONET seasonal 
cycles for a certain variable (X) is expressed as: 
Eλ =




n ,                                                                                       (8.1) 
X could be either AOD or ABS at wavelengthλ . Xmod (i,λ )  is model result for the month i, 
Xmeas(i,λ )  is AERONET measurement for the month i and n is the total number of months 
that have available data. With multi-channel measurements available, we take this 
advantage and seek to minimize the total MSE for AOD and ABS at all wavelengths. Li 
et al. (2010) used the decycled variance of AERONET data to normalize the MSE at each 
channel so that the normalized values are of the same order of magnitude. This is 
especially important when both AOD and ABS are taken into account, as ABS is usually 




[Xmeas( j ,im,λ ) −
j=1
m
∑ Xave(im,λ ) ]2
m ,                                                                                    (8.2) 
where Vλ  is the decycled variance, m is record length, Xmeas( j ,im,λ )  is the jth measurement 
taken at the imth (im=1, …, 12) month of the year and Xave(im,λ )  is the multi-year averaged 
value for that month. This method has effectively reduced the multi-wavelength data to 
approximately the same order of magnitude. 
    As a result, the combined MSE for AOD and ABS at multiple wavelengths is written 
as: 
TE = (EAOD(λ1k ) /
k=1
w1
∑ VAOD(λ1k ) ) + (EABS(λ2k ) /
k=1
w2
∑ VABS(λ2k ) ) ,                                                   (8.3) 
where TE stands for total MSE, λ1=(340, 380, 440, 500, 675, 870) nm are six AOD 
channels and λ2=(440, 675, 870) nm are three ABS channels. As both AOD and ABS, 
thus EAOD and EABS,  are functions of aerosol dry size, which has been identified as the 
primary source of uncertainty of the GISS GCM (Li et al., 2010). The first question in the 




 that minimizes TE. The 


















,                                                                                                                         (8.4) 
where  r1  through  r6  are dry sizes for the six components. In addition, as noted by Li et al. 
(2010) as well as inferred from the previous section, significant bias could exist in the 
simulated aerosol properties associated with uncertainties in aerosol mass density field 
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itself, aerosol Mie coefficients, relative humidity field, ect. This bias is treated by 
applying multiplication factors respectively to the AOD and ABS of the absorbing and 
non-absorbing species. Let Kabsorbing and Knon-absorbing denote the uncertainty parameter for 
absorbing aerosols and non-absorbing aerosols, respectively. To minimize TE, 





















,                                                                                                         (8.5) 
    However, the relationship between aerosol optical properties and the prescribed dry 
size is highly non-linear, due to the dependence of Mie coefficients on aerosol size and 
also the relative humidity effect for hygroscopic aerosols. In the GCM, this problem is 
parameterized using look up tables of Mie coefficients at discrete r values for each 
species. Therefore, here we use a similar approach to solve the first equation by 
generating 12 discretized size scenarios for each aerosol type except for dust. The GCM 
dust sizes already vary within seven size bins. The size scenarios are determined by 
scaling their original dry sizes by 0.1, 0.2, …, 1.2 and an ensemble of 125 different size 
combinations is generated. 
    To solve for  
Kabsorbing and  
Knon−absorbing , we first determine the absorbing species 
according to the slope of spectral SSA (positive for dust and negative for black carbon). 
Figure 8.2 shows the averaged SSA spectra for four selected stations. “Banizoumbou” is 
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dominated by dust while the absorption for all of the other three stations is dominated by 
black carbon. It is clearly seen that dust SSA increases with wavelength while black 
carbon has the opposite spectral behavior. After determining the absorbing species, 
 
Kabsorbing  is then applied to the AOD and ABS of the absorbing species and  
Knon−absorbing  to 
those of the rest aerosols.  
    The final products of the optimal fitting technique include a set of globally distributed 





    As the optimal fitting minimizes the total MSE, model results for both AOD and ABS 
at multiple wavelengths are improved by this technique. Figure 8.3 displays the scatter 
plots of GCM ABS after fitting versus AERONET data. Compared with Figure 8.1, most 
of the low biases for the GCM have been corrected, especially for biomass burning, urban 
and rural aerosol regimes. Some of the high biases in dust aerosols are also corrected. 
The fitting is most effective for biomass burning, urban and rural aerosols. For the first 
two, not only are the biases corrected but also the seasonal correlations are improved. The 
correlation coefficients for the three biomass burning grid boxes are all above 0.8 after 
the fitting. For urban sites, the R values have also been raised from negative to positive, 
although some disagreements still remain for “Mexico_City”. For rural aerosols, while 
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the R values are not improved, after the fitting the data points become closer to the 1 to 1 
line, and most of the deviation comes only from the “BX” grid box.  
    Problems still remain for several grid boxes. For example, the fitting for “Dahkla” 
shows only negligible effect. For “Mexico_City” and “BX”, the GCM still 
underestimates ABS during most seasons and the temporal variability needs further 
improvement. For the three island stations, the low bias for “Midway_Island” seems to be 
over corrected into a high bias, while the results for the other two grid boxes are not 
significantly improved.  
    To make more localized comparisons, the annual cycles of AERONET ABS, GCM 
original ABS and GCM fitted ABS at each grid box are plotted on Figure 8.4, together 
with AOD.   
    For the two dust sites, “Banizoumbou” and “Dalanzadgad”, the fitted AOD and ABS 
well agrees with AERONET. For “Dahkla”, the ABS temporal variability still differs 
from AERONET after the fitting. However, the AERONET ABS from this station is also 
suspicious, as it does not co-vary with AOD in the winter season, contrary to what should 
be expected since dust is both the dominant aerosol type and dominant absorbing aerosol 
type. As a result, we introduce the Aerosol Index (AI) product from Total Ozone 
Mapping Spectrometer (TOMS) to further investigate this problem. The AI is a 
qualitative measurement of absorbing aerosols using the radiance contrast measured at 
two UV channels from space, and has been extensively used to study dust and 
carbonaceous aerosols (e.g., Prospero et al., 2002; Washington et al., 2003; Li et al., 
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2009). Due to its qualitative nature, here it is only used to examine the seasonal 
variability of aerosol absorption rather than the magnitude. The AI seasonal cycles are 
computed using multi-year monthly averaged data from 1997 to 2001 and are plotted on 
the 440 nm ABS panel. The results show that for “Dahkla” the GCM ABS agrees with 
TOMS, while both disagree with AERONET. Therefore we speculate that the winter 
peaks of AERONET ABS might be associated with interannual differences such as a 
strong dust blowout or instrumental error that is not typical for normal years. Such 
problems may be avoided by improved data screening and quality control. 
    Similar to the results from Li et al. (2010) in which the fitting is applied to AOD data 
only, best results are achieved for biomass burning aerosols. The GCM AOD at six 
wavelengths, as well as ABS at three wavelengths, are all successfully matched to 
AERONET data. In addition, the agreement between seasonal cycles of TOMS AI and 
those for both AERONET and the GCM also suggests less data uncertainty for these 
sites. 
    The fitting results are less satisfying for maritime aerosols. However, as mentioned 
above, the inversion products are highly uncertain over these stations. Comparison 
between TOMS AI can better illustrate this point. Only for “Midway_Island” does the 
AERONET ABS seasonal variability resemble that of AI. While for “Amsterdam_Island” 
and “Tahiti”, the two cycles are completely out of phase. It is interesting that GCM ABS 
over “Tahiti” agrees with the AI except for the January peak.  
    For urban and rural aerosols, while the overall low bias has been corrected, the 
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seasonal variations of GCM ABS still remain problematic at several locations. For “BX”, 
TOMS AI and AERONET data agree but both disagree with the GCM, especially for 
autumn and winter. During these two seasons, the dominant absorbing species should be 
black carbon from domestic heating and industrial pollution. Dust storms also frequently 
occur from the spring to early summer. This result suggests that black carbon absorption 
still needs to be increased from September to February over this region. For 
“Mexico_City”, again TOMS AI agrees with the GCM but disagrees with AERONET, 
raising questions regarding AERONET data quality and/or representativeness due to 
interannual variability. 
    Although the above discussion focuses on ABS, it is necessary to briefly mention AOD 
results, because AOD has equal weights in the fitting and it is strongly correlated with 
ABS for some aerosol types. Consistent with ABS, best fittings for AOD are achieved for 
dust and biomass burning aerosols. For these grid boxes, aerosol compositions are 
relatively simple with only one or two dominant species whose temporal variability are 
easier to capture. Only systematic high bias for dust and low bias for biomass burning 
aerosols are found in the original GCM AOD and ABS fields. These biases are most 
likely due to excess or insufficient mass loadings, which need to be adjusted in the 
chemical transport model. Alta_Floresta seems be more complicated as AOD is biased 
low while ABS is biased high. This phenomenon might be associated with the ratio of the 
two major components of biomass burning aerosols – black carbon and organic carbon. It 
seems that the GCM needs to decrease black carbon while increasing the organic carbon 
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component. Fitted AOD for rural aerosols also show excellent agreement with 
AERONET, where fixing the disagreements in some ABS seasonal cycles requires 
improved simulation of the mass fields of only the absorbing species. More problems are 
found in maritime and urban aerosols. For the former, the fitted AOD and ABS seasonal 
variabilities are still out of phase for “Midway_Island” and “Tahiti”, both located in the 
Pacific Ocean and dominated by sea-salts. Because sea-salt production has been found to 
be correlated with surface wind speed (Smirnov et al., 2003), this result implies problems 
in the model wind field. For urban aerosols, due to their complicated composition and 
highly variable mixing states, it is relatively difficult to identify the exact source of model 
uncertainty to further improve simulation results. Detailed investigation into the aerosol 
microphysical processes may be required. In addition, we only adjust the fraction of 
absorbing and non-absorbing aerosols rather than the fraction of each component, due to 
limited observational constraints. 
    Overall, the optimal fitting has effectively reduced the mean square error between 
model results and AERONET measurements. Note that as we intend to reduce total MSE, 
it is reasonable that MSE for AOD or ABS at a specific wavelength is increased. 
Reducing multi-wavelength MSE provides an effective constraint on aerosol size, which 
is reflected in the spectral AOD. Moreover, it also helps to improve aerosol forcing 




8.4.3 Optimal Fitting Products 
 
    The optimal fitting generates a set of optimal aerosol dry sizes as well as estimates the 
uncertainty for absorbing and non-absorbing aerosols for each data-containing grid box. 
Figure 8.5 shows the histogram of the fitting products and Figure 8.6 shows their global 
distributions.  
    The size products are very similar to those from Li et al. (2010). In general, organic 
carbon and nitrate sizes are considerably reduced. Black carbon sizes display 
approximately three modes depending on the region and aerosol regime. For example, the 
size need to be increased over biomass burning regions of South America and the Sahel, 
whereas it should be decreased over industrial pollution regions of East Asia, East 
America and Europe. Such difference may be associated with different emission sources. 
Sea-salt and sulfate sizes are largely consistent with the discussion in Li et al. (2010). 
    The uncertainty parameter represents the combined model errors or biases from the 
mass density fields, relative humidity effect, Mie coefficients and aerosol mixing state. 
    It is interesting that the global mean uncertainty parameter for black carbon is 2.097. 
This value lies on the lower boundary of the Sato et al. (2003) estimate, which is obtained 
by scaling the GCM global mean black carbon and organic carbon ABS to match with 
AERONET. Our results indicate that by sampling GCM grids to AERONET locations 
and applying the optimal fitting for each grid box, the multiplying factor has been 
reduced on the whole. Nonetheless, the GCM still underestimates black carbon 
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absorption by a factor of 2 compared with AERONET. This factor, as discussed in Sato 
et al. (2003) and Li et al. (2010), may mainly be attributed to the mixing of black carbon 
with other constituents. Studies have shown that black carbon absorption can be greatly 
enhanced (by factors 2 to 4) when internally mixed with sulfate or organic carbon (e.g., 
Fuller et al., 1999; Schnaiter et al., 2005). 
    The global distribution of the dust factor suggests the GCM dust loading need to be 
reduced at most dust dominated regions, including the Sahara, Mediterranean coasts, the 
Persian Gulf and Central Asia. The amplitude of the reduction is estimated to be 35%-
60%.  
    The total loading of non-absorbing aerosols also needs to be increased, which results 
from the overall low bias found in most biomass burning, urban and rural aerosol regimes 
as discussed above. 
    The optimal fitting has effectively constrained aerosol dry size parameterization in the 
mass density – optical property conversion procedure. Moreover, the uncertainty 
parameters provide useful clues that help to identify other error sources. For black 
carbon, the multiplication factor can be considered as the degree of mixing under the 
same mass density. For dust whose emission has been enhanced in the new dust model to 
increase dust transport especially over the North Atlantic (Miller et al., 2006), the fitting 
implies that the increase might be too high, or more likely, the transport should be 
enhanced instead of emission. In addition, some disagreements in aerosol seasonal 
variability have to be fixed in the dynamic process that generates meteorological fields 
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that is responsible for aerosol transport and removal.  
     
8.5 The “Optimized” Aerosol Climatology and Aerosol Direct Forcing 
 
    Now that a set of spatially varying, optimally fitted sizes and parameters have been 
generated, the next step is to incorporate them into the GCM. However, this is not a 
straightforward task as the fitting technique is only applied to grid boxes containing 
AERONET stations. In a first attempt, we use inverse distance weighted 2-D 
interpolation to calculate the size and uncertainty parameter for each GCM grid. The 
rationale of using this method is to consider each grid containing AERONET stations as 
an aerosol source, and for the other grid boxes, the optical properties are determined by 
their distance to the sources. Although this is not a rigorous assumption, it does provide a 
moderate approximation given the limited global coverage of AERONET data. 
Moreover, as some regionally coherent features appear on Figure 8.6, we expect the 
interpolation to be spatially smooth.  
    Next, the interpolated global data set for aerosol dry sizes are used to the calculate 
AERONET AOD and ABS, and the uncertainty parameters are assigned to the AOD and 
ABS for the corresponding aerosol component (dust, black carbon and others). The 
annual mean AOD, AE and SSA of the new aerosol climatology are compared with those 
of the original GCM in Figure 8.7. From the figure, the most dramatic improvement 
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appears in the AE. The global mean value has been increased from 0.40 to 0.74, and well 
agrees with satellite measurements such as MODIS (Liu et al., 2006). This result suggests 
the fitting has successfully reduced uncertainties in aerosol dry size specifications. AE 
over Europe still seems lower compared with AERONET. We further examined the 
model relative humidity field and find relative humidity is very high there, which results 
in significant size growth of the prevailing hygroscopic aerosols and thus reduces the AE. 
Therefore, further research is needed to validate and improve the model relative humidity 
field. The new AOD and SSA fields also show improvements. For AOD, underestimation 
that occurs over most regions has been corrected, especially over East Asia and Indian. 
The overestimation for dust over the Sahara and Persian Gulf has also been adjusted 
down. Globally, SSA is reduced due to increased absorption, with the exception of South 
America, where comparison with AERONET data indicates the original GCM has excess 
absorption. 
    While the “optimized” aerosol climatology appears spatially smooth over the majority 
of global areas, a few singular points do appear over a few remote regions. A typical case 
is the area around “Amsterdam_Island” in the Southern Indian Ocean. This effect 
becomes more evident in the difference maps. However, such problems are difficult to 
avoid with the current surface network coverage. As most major aerosol regimes are not 
affected, the “optimized” aerosol climatology is considered to be representative of the 
global distribution of the aerosol properties. 
    Finally, aerosol DRF at TOA and surface, as well as atmospheric absorption (W m-2), 
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are calculated using the “optimized” aerosol climatology as input to the radiative transfer 
model. In this study the initial state is an aerosol-free atmosphere and only clear-sky 
cases are considered. According to the lower two rows of Figure 8.7, the absolute 
magnitude of both TOA and surface DRF have been increased. Global mean TOA 
forcing increases by 0.57 W m-2, while at surface, the change is even larger because 
increasing black carbon also contributes to negative surface forcing. The increase in TOA 
forcing exceeds the 0.4 W m-2 uncertainty cited by IPCC AR4 (2007). If the same pre-
industrial aerosol field for the GISS ModelE is assumed, the fitting to AERONET 
measurements results an increase in TOA forcing from -0.23 to -0.80 W m-2 and reaches 
the lower boundary of IPCC AR4 cited aerosol direct forcing range.  The results imply 
that aerosol direct forcing is very sensitive to changes in key aerosol parameters, 
including aerosol size, loading, and optical properties. The optimal fitting to AERONET 
data which has been considered as ground truth, indicates that the current model has 
seriously underestimated the overall direct climate effect of aerosols. Alternatively, they 
may be playing a more important role in offsetting the global warming trend. However, 
the local effects are more diverse. For example, the TOA forcing changes over North 
America, parts of West Europe and South Africa are rather small because both absorbing 
and non-absorbing aerosols are increased and they have counteracting effects at TOA. 
While over dust regions the forcing is decreased in magnitude primarily due to reduction 
in dust loading. In particular, it should be noted that atmospheric absorption also 
increases due to increased black carbon loading, especially over East Asia and biomass 
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burning regions. Absorbing aerosols over East Asia have greatly attracted researchers’ 
attention in recent years (e.g., Ramanathan et al., 2005, 2007; Ramanathan and 
Carmichael, 2008; Randles and Ramaswamy, 2008; Seinfeld et al., 2008). They 
contribute to the regional warming trend, impact the hydrological cycle by heating the 
atmosphere and increasing the humidity, and also expedite glacier melting over the 
Himalayan regions. Previously, the GCM absorption over East Asia is obviously not 
enough. In the new climatology, atmospheric absorption over this region has been 
significantly increased, and compares well with results such as Kim and Rmanathan 
(2008). Moreover, changing aerosol size and total amounts, especially those for black 
carbon, could significantly influence the indirect and semi-direct effects by impacting 
cloud properties and atmospheric convection. These questions will be subjects for future 
research. 
    In short, the optimal fitting approach has successfully constrained aerosol sizes and 
improved model AOD and SSA simulations. Although a few singular points exist at 
remote locations, the optimized aerosol climatology appears spatially smooth over major 
aerosol regimes. By matching with AERONET data, the estimated direct forcing 
increased by 0.57 W m-2 at TOA and by 1.68 W m-2 at surface. Further research is needed 
to investigate the influence on indirect and semi-direct effects. 
 




    In this chapter, we extended the optimal fitting approach developed by Li et al. (2010) 
to further improve aerosol SSA or ABS simulation in the GISS GCM using AERONET 
data. The technique focuses on the aerosol mass density – optical property conversion 
process. The primary variable to be adjusted is aerosol dry sizes for the five aerosol 
species. In addition, the fraction of absorbing and non-absorbing aerosols are also 
adjusted by means of “uncertainty parameters” that represent the combined model bias 
and errors from the aerosol mass field, their Mie parameters, relative humidity fields, etc. 
The overall fitting results are satisfying. Over most model grids, AOD at six wavelengths 
and ABS at three wavelengths show evident improvements. The fitting is most successful 
over dust and biomass burning regimes, where both the magnitude and seasonal 
variability of the optimized aerosol optical properties well agree with AERONET. AOD 
for rural and most urban stations also agree with AERONET. However, some phase 
differences in seasonal cycles still remain over most island grids and some urban grids. 
These problems are most likely associated with aerosol emission and transport 
simulations that are traced back to the chemical transport model.  
    By incorporating the geographically varying aerosol dry size and uncertainty 
parameters into the GCM, the global aerosol climatology is greatly improved. The AE 
parameter shows the most prominent improvement. Global mean AE is increased from 
0.40 to 0.74 and closely matches AEORNET and satellite measurements. This suggests 
that the technique has successfully reduced the uncertainty in aerosol size 
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parameterization. The overall low bias in the AOD and high bias in the SSA have also 
been largely corrected. Due to limited data coverage, several singular points appear over 
remote places such as island grids. However, the “optimized” aerosol climatology is 
suitable in representing large-scale features. More importantly, the results indicate 
globally the model underestimates aerosol absorption by a factor of 2, which is consistent 
with the estimate by Sato et al. (2003). Including internal mixing of black carbon with 
other aerosol species might help fix this discrepancy. 
    The direct aerosol forcing estimated under clear-sky conditions using the “optimized” 
aerosol climatology is significantly larger than the original results. The magnitude 
increased by 0.57 W m-2 at TOA and by 1.68 W m-2 at surface. If the same pre-industrial 
aerosol field is assumed, this change will result in an anthropogenic forcing of -0.80 W 
m-2, an indication that the aerosol cooling effect might be much larger than expected. 
However, the regional effects could be quite different. Over many industrial regions, the 
TOA forcing shows little difference as both absorbing and non-absorbing aerosols are 
increased. In this case, the overall effect will be large increases in the surface cooling.  
However, as dust loading has been adjusted down, the TOA and surface forcing actually 
decreased over desert areas. 
    We should still mention that the current technique is not perfect and has a few 
limitations. First of all, the entire process is based on AERONET data. While this data set 
has the best accuracy up to date, the uncertainty in the inversion is relatively large, 
especially under low AOD conditions (Dubovik et al., 2000). Some problems are 
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suggested through the comparisons with TOMS AI. In addition, as AERONET sun 
photometers only measure at a specific location and a specific time, there is always 
question whether data from this particular location can represent the whole GCM grid 
box. This problem has been discussed by Kinne et al. (2003). Luckily, most of the data 
selected in this study can represent a 300 to 1000 km2 of the surrounding area according 
to the rating of AERONET sites by Kinne et al. (2008).  Second, because the fitting 
focuses on aerosol optical properties, the success of the technique partly depends on the 
accuracy in the aerosol mass density fields generated by the chemical transport model. 
The results here suggest that the chemical transport model may not well capture the 
temporal variability of certain aerosol types. Total aerosol mass loading for some regions 
may also need adjustments. In these cases, although the disagreements between the model 
and data cannot be totally fixed by the current technique, the uncertainty parameters offer 
an estimate of the model error and also point out the direction of future improvements in 
the chemical transport model. Third, in the current method we only distinguish between 
absorbing and non-absorbing aerosols and adjust the fraction of each component. We 
performed several experiments by adjusting the fraction of each of the six species, while 
we were able to obtain better agreements, the fitted parameters are sometimes unphysical, 
or even give negative optical depth. This is mainly because the current measurements 
only retrieves integrated aerosol properties from mixtures of all aerosol species. There is 
lack of information to constrain each component.   
    Moreover, the AERONET multi-wavelength AOD and SSA retrievals have the 
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advantage to provide additional information that can potentially be used to further 
improve model results. Li et al. (2010) discussed the potential usage of spectral Ångström 
Exponent to infer fine/mode fraction. The dependence of aerosol SSA on wavelength can 
also be used to infer aerosol composition. In the optimal fitting we determine the 
absorbing aerosol species according to the different SSA dependence on wavelength for 
black carbon and dust, as shown in Figure 8.2. This information can be further quantified 
by the Absorption Ångström Exponent (AAE; Bergstrom et al., 1973). Like extinction 
Ångström Exponent, the AAE is defined as: 
,                                                                              (8.6) 
where ABS and ABS1 are absorption optical depth at wavelenghts  and , respectively. 
The theoretical AAE value for black carbon is 1 over the solar spectrum (Bergstrom, 
1973; Bohren and Huffman, 1983). The AAE becomes greater than 1 (associated with 
steeper slopes in ABS spectra) when organic components are mixed in, e.g., biomass 
burning aerosols. And the steepest slope, usually greater than 2, is associated with dust 
(Russell et al., 2010). Therefore, aerosol composition can be inferred from the value of 
the AAE. Here we briefly compare the model AAE and AERONET AAE for the four 
grid boxes selected for Figure 8.2. The results are plotted on Figure 8.8. Both the GCM 
and AERONET AAE are computed using the 440/870 nm wavelength pair. A common 
feature for the four aerosol types is that the GCM AAE is higher compared with 
AERONET. The seasonal cycles exhibit more diversity. For rural and urban aerosols, the 
high bias in GCM AAE seems systematic, as their seasonal cycles tend to agree with 
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AERONET. For dust, GCM AAE remains almost constant throughout the year while 
AERONET shows strong seasonal variability. For biomass burning, GCM AAE varies 
almost reversely to AERONET. Note that for urban and rural aerosols, AERONET AAE 
values are often significantly smaller than 1. Gyawali et al. (2009) showed that black 
carbon with either absorbing or non-absorbing coatings can produce AAE<1. Therefore, 
the high bias in the GCM might be due to lack of aerosol mixing. The constant behavior 
of GCM AAE for “Banizoumbou” indicates dominated aerosol absorption by dust 
without obvious temporal changes in composition. However, AERONET AAE suggests 
contribution from other aerosol species, which is entirely possible as this station is 
alternatively influenced by dust in the spring and biomass burning in the fall. For 
example, the strong AAE peak in March may be associated by Sahara dust storms while 
the small peak in November might result from black carbon. For “Alta_Floresta”, the 
magnitude of GCM and AERONET AAE agree during the biomass burning season of 
August to October. The slight low bias in GCM AAE implies insufficient organic carbon 
in the GCM. During the rest of the year, however, GCM values are significantly higher 
than those of AERONET. The AERONET data again suggest internal mixing of black 
carbon with other constituents. While the GCM not only lacks mixing but may also have 
the wrong aerosol type, i.e. too much dust. The AAE for maritime aerosols are not 
included because their values are difficult to define, primarily due to the low AOD and 
low ABS values found at these places (Dubovik et al., 2002). In short, aerosol 
composition can be inferred from the dependence of ABS on wavelength. Comparison 
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between the GCM and AERONET AAEs reveals additional problems in the model, such 
as lack of internal mixing of black carbon with other species and failure to capture the 
season changes in aerosol composition. Finally it is necessary to mention that currently 
the usage of the AAE in the optimal fitting technique is still limited. On the one hand, the 
complicated aerosol composition and mixtures in real world often produce intermediate 
AAE values and make the thresholds for different aerosol types ambiguous. On the other 
hand, AERONET inversion products have lower confidence compared with direct sun 
measurements and data accuracy depends on actual aerosol loading.  
    Finally, the forcing results presented here is still preliminary. The limited coverage of 
AERONET data requires interpolation at remote areas, especially over almost the entire 
oceans, which results in larger uncertainties in forcing estimates there. However, as 
satellite spectral AOD or AE products compared poorly with AERONET (see Chapter 4), 
we believe ground observations provide the best constraint on aerosol sizes. The TOA 
and surface forcings are in general 1-2 W m-2 smaller than most studies using satellite 
data as inputs (e.g., Yu et al., 2004; Remer and Kaufman, 2006; Kim and Ramanathan, 
2008).  The main reason is that in the current study most aerosols over ocean are not 
adjusted, yet they account for a large portion of the global mean forcing. Nonetheless, our 
optimum fitting technique has advantages compared to the cited results. The method 
seeks to improve the model physically, by adjusting the size prescription and composition 
in the mass density-optical property conversion process, instead of just using measured 
column properties as inputs. In this way, information on each aerosol components can 
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also be inferred. In addition, using observations as inputs still requires assumptions such 
as aerosol height distribution, which introduces uncertainty.  
    The fitting technique described in this study can be easily extended to other models, as 
well as using other observational data sets. At present, none of the state-of-the-art 
satellite sensors is able to retrieval SSA while AERONET has limited spatial coverage. In 
the future, with the development of more dedicated remote sensing techniques, such as 
those using polarization measurements, high accuracy, multi-channel retrievals of aerosol 
properties with global coverage will become available. By that time, the optimal fitting 
based on these data sets will further improve model results and provide better constraints 














Table 8.1. 12 selected grid boxes: Location, type and dominant aerosol species (Source: Li et al., 
2010) 
 
1. PCS represents “Pimai”, “Chulalongkorn” and “Silpakorn”. 
2.  IC represents “Ispra” and “Carpentras”. 
3. GCMSW represents “GSFC”, “COVE”, “MD_Science_Center, ” “SERC, ” and 
“Wallops. ” 
4.  BX represents “Beijing” and “XiangHe”. 
Name Latitude, °N Longitude, °E Aerosol Type 
Banizoumbou 14 2.5 Dust (+bio) 
Dahkla 22 -17.5 Dust 
Dalanzadgad 42 102.5 Dust 
PCS1 17 102.5 Biomass 
Mongu -14 -22.5 Biomass 
Alta_Floresta -10 -57.5 Biomass 
Midway_Island 30 -177.5 Maritime 
Tahiti -18 -147.5 Maritime 
Amsterdam_Island -38 77.5 Maritime 
IC2 46 7.5 Urban 
GCMSW3 38 -77.5 Urban 
Mexico_City 17 -97.5 Urban 
BX4 38 117.5 Rural (+Urban) 
BONDVILLE 42 -87.5 Rural 






Figure 8.1. Scatter plots of GCM original ABS vs. AERONET ABS for the 15 selected 
grid boxes. GCM ABS for biomass burning, maritime, urban and rural aerosols are biased 



























Figure 8.2. AERONET SSA as a function of wavelength for four selected stations. 
“Banizoumbou” is dominated by dust. Black carbon is the primary absorbing aerosol for 
the other three stations. It is clear that SSA for black carbon decreases with increases in 











Figure 8.3. Scatter plots of GCM ABS results after optimal fitting vs. AERONET ABS. 
Overall, the low bias in the model has been corrected and seasonal correlation has been 
improved. Nonetheless, disagreements still show up over several grid boxes, especially 




















































































































































































































































Figure 8.5. Histograms of the fitting products: dry sizes for the five species, and 
uncertainty parameters for black carbon, dust and the other aerosol components. Organic 
carbon and nitrate sizes should be reduced overall. Sea-salts show a bimodal distribution 
and black carbon sizes display three modes. The uncertainty parameter suggests that the 
model underestimates black carbon absorption by approximately a factor of 2. Total 











Figure 8.6. Spatial distribution of the fitting products: dry sizes for the five aerosol 
species and uncertainty parameters for black carbon, dust and the other aerosol 



















Figure 8.7 The “optimized” GCM AOD, AE and SSA climatology, aerosol forcing at 
TOA and surface (first column) and atmospheric absorption after incorporating the fitting 
products into the model. The difference is calculated by “optimized” aerosol or forcing 
field minus the original field. The fitting significantly increased the AE. The total AOD 
has been increased and SSA reduced yield better agreement with AERONET.  Globally, 









Figure 8.8. Comparison between AERONET Absorption Ångström Exponent (AAE) 
(triangle line) and GCM AAE (solid line) after optimal fitting for the same four stations 
shown on Figure 8.2. The AAE is computed using the 440/870 nm wavelength pair. The 
comparison reveals that GCM has an overall high bias in the AAE, probably due to lack 
of internal mixing. GCM also fails to capture some seasonal changes in aerosol 
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    Aerosols remain the largest source of uncertainty in anthropogenic forcing of climate 
change, due to our limited understanding of aerosols and their radiative effects. On one 
hand, aerosol parameterization in climate models is poorly constrained. This is primarily 
due to the lack of accurate and consistent observation of all the optical parameters 
required for modeling. One the other hand, while our knowledge of aerosols highly 
depends on remote sensing techniques, the current satellite and surface observations have 
various limitations. This thesis investigates the spatial and temporal variability of 
aerosols using available observational data sets, evaluates satellite data quality using 
ground measurements, and uses the most accurate data set up-to-date to constrain aerosol 
dry sizes in the GISS GCM, as well as to estimate model uncertainty and to improve 
model results. 
    On the data part, the TOMS AI provides a long, continuous monitoring of UV 
absorbing aerosols on a global scale. EOF analysis of the AI data set shows that the 
strongest signal of aerosol absorption comes from West Sahara, which appears as the 
dominant EOF ,mode of all three data sets , namely Nimbus 7 TOMS, Earth Probe 
TOMS and OMI. Bodélé depression, Libyan Desert, NW Africa and Nubian Desert are 
all prominent dust sources. In addition, sources of black carbon from South America, 
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South Africa and the Sahel are also identified. However, no significant long-term trends 
in the AI are found globally and regionally. 
    Due to the qualitative nature of the AI product, long-term variability of aerosol 
absorption is further investigated using AERONET SSA inversion product. The 
AERONET stations cover all major aerosol regimes worldwide, and have consistent 
record for the past decade over most North America, Europe, South America and some 
oceanic stations. The analysis shows that aerosol absorption has changed over a great 
number of stations in the past decade. The overall globally averaged trend is decreasing, 
with SSA decreased by approximately 0.05 from 1998 t o 2010. Some spatially coherent 
features also appear. In general, SSA decreased over North America, South America 
while increased over Europe and East Asia. The SSA spectra over these regions 
correspond to the absorption by black carbon. Moreover, the trends are spectrally flat, 
which is most likely associated with changes of black carbon fraction. No obvious trends 
are found over dust regions. The trends in SSA imply changes in aerosol climate forcing 
both regionally and globally. Moreover, temporal trends in satellite AOD retrievals also 
tend to be affected as generally a constant SSA is assumed in the retrieval algorithm. 
Tests using AVHRR data show that the magnitude of the global mean decreasing trend in 
AOD is reduced from 0.007 yr-1 to 0.003 yr-1 from 1998 to 2006 when a decreasing SSA 
is employed in the retrieval.  
    Next, aerosol retrieval products from MODIS instrument are evaluated by comparing 
spatially and temporally collocated MODIS pixel level data with AERONET. As satellite 
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AOD retrievals have been extensively validated, the comparison focuses on the AE. 
Results show that although the AOD data reasonably agree with AERONET, large 
discrepancies are often found in the AE. Biases are commonly observed at all land 
locations, and in some cases, MODIS AE even varies reversely with AERONET. Further 
analysis shows that the dependence of MODIS AE on AOD is quite different from that of 
AERONET. The differences suggest problems in the aerosol models used in MODIS 
retrievals. In addition, comparisons between the AE data also reveal potential problems 
such as surface reflectance parameterization and cloud contamination in satellite data. 
Over the ocean stations, both MODIS AOD and AE well agree with AERONET. The 
results suggest that caution should be taken when using satellite retrievals over land.  
    And last, focusing on ocean AE retrievals from several satellite sensors including 
MODIS, MISR and SeaWiFS, a strong ENSO signal is found in the AE time series over 
the Tropical Pacific. Specifically, the satellite AE increases over the Western Tropical 
Pacific during ENSO events while it increases over the Eastern Tropical Pacific during 
La Niña evens. As no obvious correlation is found in the AOD over the same area, this 
ENSO signal is likely to be associated with aerosol compositional changes. Possible 
physical mechanisms that are responsible for the ENSO-AE correlation have been 
investigated. Among the major meteorological variables, surface wind speed is found to 
have the highest correlation with the AE. Therefore, the increase in AE during ENSO 
events might be attributed to reduced sea-salt production with weakened trade winds.  
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    Major conclusions from the data part include: (1) Aerosol absorption has changed over 
the past decade, which not only implies changes of aerosol radiative forcing, but also 
influences satellite retrieved long-term trends in aerosol properties such as optical depth; 
(2) MODIS AE products over land are not reliable as revealed from comparing with 
AERONET. Similar results can be expected for other satellite data, as the major 
assumptions in the retrieval algorithms are similar; (3) Climate modes, such as ENSO, 
can influence the interannual variability of aerosol properties. 
    The model part aims at using available observational data sets to constrain model 
parameterization and to improve model results.  
    First of all, as the key optical properties involved in aerosol parameterization include 
AOD, SSA, g and AE, the sensitivity of DRF to these parameters is tested using a 
perturbation analysis approach. The results indicate that the DRF is indeed very sensitive 
to these parameters. When the AE is not considered, perturbing SSA results in the 
strongest fluctuations in the DRF. When the AE is perturbed by scaling the aerosol dry 
sizes, the DRF change associated with the positive perturbation exceeds that of SSA. 
Therefore, considering the AE effect is related to both AOD and SSA, a better constraint 
of aerosol size parameterization is in urgent need. In addition, aerosol absorption and 
total extinction, or aerosol loading, also need to be properly addressed in the model. 
    Second, an optimal fitting technique is developed to improve aerosol dry size 
specification in the GISS GCM. As concluded from chapter 4, satellite AE data is 
generally not reliable over land, and also because aerosol size is mainly determined from 
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the spectral dependence of AOD, the method is based on AOD measurements at six 
wavelengths from the AERONET data set. The fitting successfully reduced the mean 
square error between model results and observation. As a result, the agreement between 
multi-wavelength AOD and the AE has been notably improved. 
    Since aerosol DRF is also very sensitive to aerosol absorption, the optimal fitting is 
extended to include AERONET ABS retrievals at three wavelengths. The fitting is most 
effective for dust and biomass burning aerosols. For the other aerosol types, the overall 
model results have also been improved. However, some phase differences in the seasonal 
variability of AOD and SSA still remain and requires further investigation into the 
chemical transport model and GCM meteorological fields. The fitting has greatly reduced 
uncertainties in aerosol dry size parameterization, with the global mean AE increased 
from 0.40 to 0.74 and well agrees with observations. The overall low bias in AOD and 
high bias in SSA have also been largely corrected. The uncertainty parameters generated 
in the fitting procedure provide an effective estimation of the combined model error, as 
well as indicate the direction for further improvement. In particular, the uncertainty 
parameter for black carbon suggests the aerosol absorption in the model has been 
underestimated by a factor of 2. After incorporating the fitted aerosol size and uncertainty 
parameters into the GCM, the estimated aerosol DRF is increased by 0.57 W m-2 at TOA 
and 1.68 W m-2 at surface. Atmospheric absorption is also increased by 1.1 W m-2, 
especially over East Asia. This result indicates that, with a better constraint of aerosol 
optical properties using the most accurate observational data set up to date, the overall 
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cooling effect might be much larger than previously thought.  The local effects may vary 
depending on the relative adjustment of absorbing and non-absorbing aerosols.  
    The optimal fitting technique presented in this study is very flexible. It can be used to 
improve other model results or using other observational data sets, especially when more 
advanced satellite observation or more extensive surface network become available. 
 
9.2 Future Work   
     
        This thesis has improved our understanding of global distribution and temporal 
variability of aerosols, and their radiative effects on the climate, based on the analysis of 
observational data and model simulation. In order to quantify the role of aerosols on 
climate change, further research is still needed to investigate various facets of both the 
data and the model. 
    On the data side, both the current satellite observations and ground measurements of 
aerosols have certain limitations. Various assumptions in satellite retrieval algorithms 
such as aerosol sizes, composition and scattering or absorbing properties introduce large 
uncertainties in the final products, making their data unreliable to validate and constrain 
models. The surface network, on the other hand, has limited spatial coverage and only 
takes measurements at a specific time and location, which limit their usage in global 
modeling. As indicated in Chapter 4, satellite retrievals over ocean generally have higher 
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accuracy. Meanwhile, several studies suggested systematic bias between satellite data and 
AERONET. For example, Remer et al. (2005) found that MODIS AOD is biased low at 
high aerosol loading and is biased high at low aerosol loading. Kahn et al. (2007) 
indicated that MODIS and MISR AOD differ systematically by about 0.03 to 0.05 on a 
global, monthly mean basis. Mishchenko et al. (2010) further recommended using [AOD 
(MODIS)+AOD(MISR)]/2 as a better alternative, although this product still has large 
standard deviation relative to AERONET.  In the future I will explore the possibility of 
combining satellite measurements and ground observation to generate a higher quality 
data set with global coverage. This requires quantifying the  Root Mean Square Error 
(RMSE) between satellite and AERONET for different locations characterized by 
different aerosol types, as well as detailed analysis of different sources of uncertainties. 
Zhang and Reid (2006) assessed MODIS AOD and empirically corrected the systematic 
bias and removed outliers and noise for data assimilation purpose. It is possible that 
similar approaches can be used to improve AE data and further use them to constrain 
aerosol size in the GCM. 
    Meanwhile, data validation and comparison will be continued. Despite the 
unsuccessful launch of NASA’s glory mission, the Research Scanning Polarimeter (RSP) 
which is an air-born version of Glory, is still able to provide high quality, multi-
wavelength retrievals of AOD as well as SSA over both ocean (Chawdhary et al., 2001, 
2002) and land (Waquet et al., 2009). These data will be used to further assess satellite 
retrievals. Moreover, as some field campaigns overlap AERONET stations (e.g., the SGP 
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site), RSP data can also be used to validate AERONET data, especially the inversion 
products such as SSA. 
    On the model side, as mentioned in chapter 8, the current optimized GCM aerosol 
climatology is still preliminary, primarily due to the lack of data coverage and constraint. 
Once the merged data set discussed in the above paragraph becomes possible, I will 
employ the data set into the optimal fitting scheme, in order to globally constrain aerosol 
size prescription and composition, and to finally yield better aerosol forcing estimates. I 
will also explore the possibility of developing data assimilation schemes for the GISS 
aerosol model. Also, as some of the disagreements between the model and data cannot be 
fixed in the mass density – radiative property conversion process, I will interact with the 
chemical transport model developing team by providing feedbacks from the fitting results 
and investigate uncertainties in the emission inventories. In addition, some updated 
aerosol parameterization can be incorporated into the GCM, such as the sea-salt 
parameterization from Gong (2003).  
    These continuous efforts on data comparison and validation, as well as using the data 
to constrain model parameters, will help deepen our understanding of aerosols and their 
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Appendix  Acronym List 
 
AAE                          Absorption Ångström Exponent 
ABS                          ABSorption optical depth 
AE                            Ångström Exponent 
AERONET               Aerosol Robotic NETwork 
AI                             Aerosol Index 
AOD                         Aerosol Optical Dpeth 
AVHRR                   Advanced Very High-Resolution Radiometer 
BC                            Black Carbon 
CALIPSO                 Cloud-Aerosol Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder Satellite Observations 
CCN                         Cloud Condensation Nuclei 
DRF                          Direct Radiative Forcing 
ENSO                       El Niño-Southern Oscillation 
EOF                          Empirical Orthogonal Function 
EP                             Earth Probe 
ETP                          Eastern Tropical Pacific 
GCM                        General Circulation Model  
GISS                         Goddard Institute for Space Studies 
GPCP                        Global Precipitation Climatology Project 
MEI                           Multivariate ENSO Index 
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MISR                        Multi-angle Imaging SpectroRadiometer 
MJO                          Madden Julian Oscillation 
MODIS                     MODerate resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer 
MSE                          Mean Square Error 
N7                             Nimbus 7 
OMI                          Ozone Monitoring Instrument 
PC                             Principal Component 
QA(C)                       Quality Assurance Confidence 
REOF                        Rotated Empirical Orthogonal Function 
RSP                           Research Scanning Polarimeter  
SeaWiFS                   Sea-Viewing Wide Field-of-View Sensor 
SSA                           Single Scattering Albedo 
SST                            Sea Surface Temperature 
TE                              Total mean square Error 
TOA                          Top of Atmosphere 
TOMS                        Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer 
WTP                          Western Tropical Pacific 
 
 
 
